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i.0       EXECUTIVE   SUMMARY

The  Federal  Water  Pollution  Control  Act  Amendments  of   1972
(PL  92-500)   set  the  nation  on  a  course  to  restore aHmThitain
the  chemical,   physical  and  biological  integrity  of  our  waters.
Section  208  of  the  Act  provides  for  the  preparation  of  waste-
water  management  plans   (208  plans) ,   including  a  process   for
implementation  of  the  goals  of  the  Act.     This  report  contains
an  analysis  and  recommendations  for  the  institutional  and
financial  elements  of  the  Larimer-Weld   (see  Figure   i.0-A)   208

:::=c:S:ic:::r::d::t:::±u:::::  :::¥c::TIPoint  Sources  and
Pollutant  discharqes  are  classified  as  point  sources  or  non-
point  sources.     2b8  plans  must  develop  specific  procedures  to
control  pollution  from  point  sources  suf ficient  to  meet  the
goals  of  the  law,  whereas  non-point  sources  are  to  be  controlled"to  the  extent  feasible."

.   Municipal  and  Industrial  Point  Source  Pollutantst     This
cateqory  includes  discharcTes   from  the  wastewater  treat-
ment  facilities  of  cities,  towns,   special  districts,
industries  and  private  individuals.

.   Non-Point  Source  Pollutants:     This   catecTory  includes
pollutants  from  the  following  sources:

-  feedlots   (small)
-  solid  waste  facilities
-  urban  runof f
-  septic  tanks
-  residual  waste
-  lagoons
-agriculture   (non-irrigated)2
-  construction  activities

A  companion   report,   Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,   Inc. ,
Institutional  and  Financial  Recommendations   for  Control  of
Pollutants  from  Irri ated  A riculture,  Larimer-Weld
of  Governments , October  1977,   treats

Council
pollution  from  irrigated

agricultural  sources.     The  recommendations  in  the  two  reports
are  integrally  connected,   and  should  be  considered  together.

2   1977  amendments  to  the  Federal  Water  Pollution  Control  Act
excepted  irrigated  agriculture  f ron  the  point  source  category
This   action  was  taken  by  Congress  and  signed  by  the  president
after  completion  of  this  study.
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-  silviculture
-  manure  disposal  areas
-  mine  related  waste
-  salt  water  intrusion

Prior  to  this  208  study,   little  background  water  quality  bench-
mark  data  for  the  region  had  been  compiled,   and  there  is  still
sparse  knowledge  about  water  quality  impacts   from  most  non-
point  sources  of  pollution.     The  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Govern-
ment's  208  study  is  the  first  considered  effort  to  address  this
problem.

The  law  grants  localities  the  opportunity  to  plan  and  execute
their  own  programs.     Thus,   it  is  important  that  local  efforts
are  successful  in  planning  to  meet  the  Act's  goals.     It  is
clear  from  the  law  that  the  choice  is  between  local  control
and  responsibility,  or  state  and  federal  control.     In  the
Larimer-Weld  region,   the  challenge  is  in  creating  a  new
perspective  for  local  government.
The  mandates  of  Pl  92-500  give  broad  direction  to  the  insti-
tutional  functions  and  structures  required  in  the  208  plan  for
program  implementation.     Four  institritional  functions  are  neces-
sary:     continuing  planning,   program  management,   operations  and
regulation.     In  addition  to  the  legal  requirements,   a  number
of  other  f actors  are  important  in  determining  the  most  appropri-
ate  institutional  activities,  policies,  program  structure,  and
in  assigning  agency  responsibilities  for  plan  implementation.
These  include  the  technical  program  for  pollutant  control  and
technological  limitations  in  other  current  knowledge.     Also
important  is  that  implementation  agencies  have  suf ficient
political  sensitivity,   functional  capabilities,  and  the  ability
to  conduct  the  entire  wastewater  implementation  program  so  as
to  respect  the  region's  specific  needs  within  a  broad  context
that  recognizes  and  complements  other  private  and  governmental
activities .
Limitations  in  our  knowledge  about  engineering  solutions  and
their  economic  ef fects  stand  in  the  way  of  designing  an
immediate,   full-scale,   areawide  implementation  program  for  non-
point  sources.     Implementation  activities  must  begin  with  a
program  to  confirm  the  work  to  date  regarding  effectiveness,
costs  and  the  incidence  of  benefits  of  the  proposed  solutions
for  abatement  and  control  of  pollutants  from  non-point  sources.
As  conclusions  are  affirmed,   there  must  be  a  transition  to
implementation  of  appropriate  measures  throughout  the  region,
with  local  funding  of  its  fair  share  of  costs,   and  mandatory
controls  as  required.     Although  the  program  of  areawide  imple-
mentation  can  be  set  and  colrmitted  now,   flexibility  for  adjust-
ment  based  on  initial  study,   demonstration  and  model  implementa-
tion  must  be  preserved.

This  report  contains  an  overall  review  of  the  water  pollution
problem  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region,   the  requirements  of  the
law,   the  present  state  of  planning  and  development  studies,   and
an  analysis  of  the  agency  and  f inancial  alternatives  in  light
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of  these  and  other  local  factors.     The  recommended  implementa-
tion  strategy  f lows  from  this  analysis  and  is  characterized
by  the  following  key  concepts:

.   Local  control  over  the  program  and  local  responsi-
bility  for  managing  implementation,   consistent  with
other  demands  of  the  area,   is  highly  desirable.

.   Existing  institutional  agencies  in  the  Larimer-Weld
region  have  suf ficient  powers  and  capabilities  for
the  most  part  to  perform  the  required  tasks  of  the
208  program.     Existing  local  agencies  should  be
assigned  the  primary  functional  activities  with
support  from  existing  federal  and  state  agencies.

.   Because  of  their  broad  powers,   and  ability  to  coordinate
water  quality  programs  with  other  governmental  activi-
ties,   general  purpose  local  governments  should  be  in
charge  of  program  implementation  where  possible.

.   The  urban  service  area  concept  which  describes  an  area
of  domain  for  each  responsible  management  agency  is  a
highly  appropriate  means  of  identifying  which  agency
is  responsible  for  carrying  out  the  program  by  specify-
ing  the  geographical  boundaries  of  that  responsibility
as s ignment .

.   In  view  of  the  major  role  that  land  use  decisions  play
in  affecting  water  quality  characteristics,  both  from
point  and  non-point  sources,.  it  is  absolutely  mandatory
that  the  responsible  management  agencies  who  are  given
the  task  of  implementing  the  water  quality  control
program  must  also  possess  powers  and  capabilities  to
directly  apply  land  use  regulations  in  behalf  of  their
pursuit  of  a  logical  pollution  abatement  program.

.   Planning  and  development  activities  should  precede
areawide  implementation  and  be  suf ficiently  complete
to  serve  as  a  basin  for  predicting  the  results  in
water  quality  terms  that  can  be  expected  from  the
application  of  specific  implementation  programs.

.   All  wastewater  pollution  control  programs  in  the  region
should  be  coordinated.     This  includes  those  for  muni-
cipal  and  industrial  point  sources,   all  non-point  sources
and  irrigated  agriculture.     This  suggests  that  agencies
assigned  tasks  in  the  irrigated  agriculture  program
have  suff icient  land  use  management  powers   (organized
on  the  basis  of  urban  service  areas)   in  light  of  the
overall  program  requirements  of  208   implementation.

.   Management  agencies  should  delegate   "operational  activi-
ties"  to  qualified  agencies,  via  intergovernmental  and/



or  private  contracts,  to  the  greatest  extent  possible.
This  will  assure  availability  of  the  required  implementa-
tion  skills  by  making  maximum  use  of  existing  institutional
structures  and  service  organizations.

.   Initial  compliance  requirements  should  be  voluntary
with  mandatory  controls  considered  only  after  technical
and  economic  conclusions  are  firm.

.   Program  funding  and  the  distribution  of  program  costs
should  recognize  responsibilities  of  those  who  will
benefit  from  implementation,   as  well  as  the  positive
incentives  for  efficiency  that  arise  when  the  polluter
is  asked  to  help  pay  for  pollution  abatement  programs.
Likewise,   the  local  area's  ability  to  pay  must  be
cons idered .

Application  of  these  key  concepts  leads  to  a  recommended  set
of  agency  assignments  and  procedures.

Recommendations   for  agency  designation  and  assignment  of
functional  roles  is  shown  below  on  Table  i.0-A  for  the  major
pollutant  categories.
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2.0      PL   92-500   AND   PLANNING   FOR
WATER   POLLUTION   CONTROL

The  objective  of  PL  92-500,   the  1972  amendment  to  the  Federal
Water  Pollution  Control  Act,   is  "to  restore  and  maintain  the
chemical  and  biological  integrity  of  the  nation's  waters."
In  support  of  this  objective,   Section  208  of  the  law  provides
for  the  development  and  implementation  of  areawide  wastewater
management  plans.     The  purpose  of  these  plans  is  to  detail
problems  and  solutions,   and  to  define  a  process  for  elimination
of  the  discharge  of  pollutants  into  navigable  waters  by  1985  and,
where  attainable,   to  meet  an  interim  goal  of  protection  and
propagation  of  fish  and  wildlife,   and  recreational  opportuni-
ties  in  and  on  the  water  by  July,   1983.

Section  208  of  the  law  specifies  how  the  goals  of  the  law  are
to  be  met  based  on  the  development  of  areawide  waste  treatment
management  plans.     This  section  mandates  how  boundaries  of  the
areawide  planning  regions  are  to  be  determined,   specifies  pro-
cedures  for  use  by  the  governor  in  designating  an  agency  to
develop  the  plan,   and  identifies  issues  to  be  addressed  in  the
plan.     Plan  elements  are  to  include  identification  of  needed
treatment  works,   financial  arrangements  to  develop  the  works,
construction  priorities,   regulatory  programs  to  implement
control  or  treatment  of  all  point  and  non-.poir`t  sources  of
pollution,   regulation  programs  for  the  location,  modification
and  construction  of  all  discharging  facilities  and  procedures
to  assure  that  any  industrial  or  commercial  wastes  meet  appli-
cable  pretreatment  requirements.     In  addition,   it  is  required
that  the  plan  identify  agencies  necessary  to  carry  out  the  plan
(including  financing) ,   assess  the  impacts  of  carrying  out  the
plan,   and  develop  a  process  to  identify  and  control  to  the
extent  feasible  non-point  sources  of  pollutants  including
forestry,   agriculture,   construction,  mines,   residual  waste  and
subsurface  excavations.     Further,   Section  208  requires  annual
recertification  of  the  adopted  208  plans.     Implementation  con-
trols  are  also  written  into  the  law  and  include  withholding
of  grants  for  construction  of  publicly-owned  treatment  works
unless  there  is  compliance  with  the  208  plan  and  restrictions
on  the  issuance  of  discharge  permits.

The  Act  recognizes  the  possible  need  to  plan  somewhat  dif ferently
for  control  of  point  sources  as  opposed  to  non-point  sources.
This  is  because,   in  the  case  of  non-point  sources,   the  level
of  knowledge  may  not  exist  to   (1)   sufficiently  identify  the
problem  and   (2)   suggest  cost  effective  .structural  or  nonstruc-
tural  solutions.     This  is  highlighted  by  the  requirements  for
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non-point  sources  in  Section  208   ''to  identify"   sources  and  set
forth  procedures  and  methods  to  control   "to  the  extent  feasible."
This  is  not  the  case  for  point  source  discharges  from  treatment
plants.     Specific  plan  requirements  in  the  law  for  necessary
treatment  works,   construction  and  financing  acknowledges  that
the  state  of  the  art  for  development  of  treatment  works  is
known.     "To  the  extent  feasible"   is  not  an  option  for  municipal
and  industrial  point  dischargers.

Because  plans  may  dif fer  initially  for  point  and  non-point
sources,  particular  attention  must  be  directed  at  how  such  plans
will  be  eventually  integrated.

Discharge  permits,   described  in  Section  402  of  the  law,   are
required  for  all  dischargers  of  pollutants  who  discharge
wastes  into  the  nation's  waterways.     In  Colorado,   the  State
Water  Quality  Control  Commission  is  charged  with  administering
the  permit  program  so  as  to  achieve  the  goals  of  the  Act.     The
Commission  must  promulgate  guidelines  to  accomplish  their  tasks,
including  guidelines  for  issuance  and  the  monitoring  of  the
permits  to  see  they  are  not  violated.     If  violated,   the  state
may  impose  fines.     The  Federal  Government  can  also  refuse  to
guarantee  loans   for  homes  in  the  area  of  violation  when  a  public
facility  is  guilty.     This  enforcement  "incentive"  has  been  used
in  the  past   in  Colorado   (Colorado  Springs) .

To  develop  the  208  plan,   including  institutional  elements,
technical  measures  and  f inancial  pr.ograms  as  required  by  the
Act,   the  Governor  designated  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of
Governments  as  the  areawide  planning  agency  for  the  region.
The  af f ected  local  governments  in  the  region  --  counties  and
cities  --  all  entered  into  agreements  for  the  coordinated
wastewater  management  planning  ef fort  to  be  conducted  by  the
Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments.

Accomplishment  of  the  institutional  and  financial  portions  of
the  208  plan  require  careful  examination  of  who  should  be
assigned  responsibility  for  implementation.     Such  an  agency
or  agencies  would  be  designated  the   "areawide  management  agen-
cy(ies)."     Such  agency(ies)   can  be  existing  or  newly  created.
It  might  be  a  combination  of  local,   regional,   state  and/or
federal  agencies,   or  whatever  is  deemed  necessary  to  achieve
the  goals  of  the  plan.     The  authority  possessed  by  the  manage-
ment  agency(ies)   is  specified  in  Section  208  of  the  Act  and
the  pertinent  regulations.     Unless  the  recomlnended  institution
fails  to  have  these  authorities  when  examined  by  the  state
and  E.P.A.,   the  designated  management  agencies  proposed  by  the
Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments  shall  be  accepted.

The  federal  rules  and  regulations  which  detail  the  policies  and
procedures  for  the  preparation  of  the  water  quality  management
plans   (40  CFR  Parts  130  and  131)   require  that  all  agency  res-
ponsibilities  be  defined  including  those  of  implementation,



regulation,  operation  and  coordination  of  continuing  planning
efforts.     The  state  and  E.P.A.   are  the  review  agencies  that
must  ultimately  determine  if  the proposed  agencies  are  capable.

In  addition  to  considering  the  individual  208  plans,   it  is
imperative  that  the  state  determine  how  it  will  respond  if
state  agencies  are  suggested  for  a  role.     It  is  questionable
whether  a  state  agency  can  play  a  specific  role  in  one  desig-
nated  208  area  of  the  state  and  not  in  another.     While  the  law
permits  each  208  area  to  develop  its  own  plan  and  program  for
implementation,   there  must  be  some  consistency,   statewide,   in
the  role  for  state  level  agencies.

Nonstructural  measures  for  pollution  control  are  encouraged
by  the  Act  and  the  regulations  thereto.     This  is  a  radical
departure  from  previous  federal  ef forts  to  control  water  pollu-
tion.     It  is  an  acknowledgement  that  treatment  or  capital
intensive  methods  by  themselves  are  inadequate  for  cost-ef fective
accomplishment  of  the  clean  water  goal.     Alternative  methods
of  achieving  the  goal  must  be  considered.     Structures  alone  will
not  accomplish  the  goaTAbatement  through  nonstructural
means  is  a  key.     The  fact  that  nonstructural  approaches  are
necessary  has  major  implications  for  the  institutional  agencies
that  will  carry  out  the  program.     For  example,   agencies  with
the  ability  to  execute  land  use  controls  are  important  in  the
eyes  of  the  law.

Clearly,   PL  92-500  is  of  major  significance  to  the  Larimer-
Weld  region.     It  is  a  big  program  to  which  the  federal  and  state
governments  are  firmly  committed  and  as  such,   promises  to
impact  the  region  in  a  profound  way.     This  suggests  that  the
local  governments  avail  themselves  of  opportunities  provided
in  Section  208  of  the  law  to  participate  in  the  planning  and
program  implementation.     The  path  ultimately  selected  should
enhance,   not  undermine,   the  regional  economy  and  way  of  life.
Proposed  technical  .solutions,   institutional  changes  and  finan-
cial  programs  absolutely  must  fit  the  region's  circumstances
(as  well  as  the  clean  water  goals) .     This  suggests  that  whenever
the  Act's  goals  can  be  met,   preference  should  be  given  to
reliance  on  existing  institutional  structures  and  agencies,
rather  than  to  creation  of  totally  new  entities.

The  extent  to  which  future  program  developments  respect  the
region's  unique  requirements  is  directly  related  to  the  level
of  ongoing  local  involvement  in  planning  and  implementation.
This  pointsto  the  desirability  of  accepting  the  program's
mandated  responsibilities  locally  as  far  as  possible.    Local
control  is  to  be  strongly  preferred  to  state  or  federal  decision
making.     Yet  with  local  control  comes  a  need  for  local  commit-
ment  and  involvement.     In  light  of  the  potential  impacts  of
the  Clean  Water  Act,   the  effort  required  for  strong  local  par-
ticipation  seems  justified.
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The  program  will  be  costly,     regardless  of  the  roles  accepted
by  the  local  governments.     Even  with  emphasis  on  nonstructural
solutions,   the  dollars  involved  are  staggering.     To  be  sure,   a
large  share  will  be  derived  from  the  Federal  Government.     But
the  local  share  will  not  be  insignif icant  and  will  occur  in
terms  of  both  direct  and  indirect  costs.     For  this  reason,  the
need  for  ef ficiency  and  cost  ef fectiveness  should  be  clearly
borne  in  mind.     In  some  cases,   the  most  inexpensive  alternatives
may  involve  a  breach  with  traditional  practices.     Relying  on
more  effective  land  use  controls  to  imf luence  the  location
of  new  population  to  areas  where  wa§tewater  treatment  capacity
exists  is  an  example.     If  these  potential  solutions  are  not
given  serious  consideration,   the  cost  of  implementation  will
surely  be  high.

As  recognized  in  the  Act,   the  state  of  the  technology  differs
between  point  and  non-point  pollution  control.     Indeed,   the
Act  suggests  a  more  restrained  charge  in  the  case  of  non-point
sources.     It  would  seem  wise  to  continue  this  attitude  in  the
208   implementation  plans.     Where  further  research,   testing  or
planning  is  likely  to  improve  the  direction  chosen  by  the  region
to  meet  the  clean  water  goals,   and  is  permitted  by  the  Act,   it
would  seem  wise  to  resist  premature  commitment  along  uncertain
paths.     On  the  other  hand,   undue  delay  will  exacerbate  the
problem  of  integrating  point  and  non-point  plans  into  a  unif led
whole.

The   208  program  is  dominated  by  water  quality  issues.     But  this
is  only  one  of  the  region's  many  concerns.     Because  of  this
emphasis,   there  is  a  risk  that  broader  issues  could  begin  to
be  overly  influenced  by  water  quality  policy.     Nevertheless,
the  development  of  the  208  plan  will  occur.     This  creates  the
need  for  an  acceleration  of  the  region's  thinking  in  other
areas  simply  to  maintain  a  balanced  basis  for  its  decision
making.     Likewise,   it  underlines  the  critical  nature  of  local
control  so  that  regional  policies  in  all  areas  are  not  determined
by  outside  interests  who  might  otherwise  control  water  quality
af f airs .

The  law,   and  specif ically  Section  208  of  the   law,   of fers   local
governments  an  opportunity  and  a  challenge.     It  recognizes
that  past  efforts  to  achieve  water  quality  in  our  nation's
waters  have  been  too  limited,   geographically,   institutionally
and  in  consideration  of  solutions.     Instead  of  individual  solu-
tions,   areawide  planning  is  called  for.     Instead  of  each  poli-
tical  entity  operating  independently,   institutional  coordination
and  assignment  of  responsibilities   is  required.     Finally,   an
integration  of  solutions  to  abate  and  not  just  treat  waste
water  in  costly  treatment  plants  must  be  considered.

Local  governments  are  asked  to  develop  not  only  the  planning,
but  also  the   areawide  management   approach necessary  to  accomplish
the  goals  of  the  Act.     Should  the   locally  created  208  plan   fail
to  develop  an  achievable  program,   technically,   financially  and
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politically,   they  will  be  admitting  that  such  approaches  to
federal  programs  cannot  be  achieved  from  the  ground  up.     A
reversion  to  federal  and  state  planning  from  the  top  down  would
appear  to  be  the  alternative.
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3. 0      THE   LARIMER-WELD   REr,ION   AND   POLLUTION   CHARACTERISTICS

The  Larimer-Weld  County  region  is  an  area  which  has  historically
been  dependent  upon  agriculture  and  agriculture-related  indus-
tries   (meat  packing,   sugar  beet  processing,   cattle  feeding)   for
its  economic  base.     Even  today,   land  used  for  agricultural
purposes  constitutes  over  1  million  acre`s  -  nearly  24%  of  the
total  land  area  of  the  two  counties,  while  urbanized  areas
occupy   59,500  acres,   only   i.4%   of  the   counties'   6647   square
miles.     There  is  also  a  large  proportion  of  land   (neari-y  23%)
in  the  two-county  area  that  is  federally  controlled,   including
Roosevelt  National  Forest  and  Rocky  Mountain  National  Park  in
western  Larimer  County,   and  the  Pawnee  Natiohal  Grasslands  in
Weld  County.

Within  the  past  decade,   industrial  activity  has  been  attracted
to  the  region,   locating  primarily  in  the  Ft.  Collins-r]reeley-
Loveland  urban  triangle  area.     Eastman  Kodak,   Hewlett  Packard
and  Teledyne-Water  Pik  are  examples.     These  are  in  addition
to  the  existing  major  employers  in  agriculture-related  industry.

Higher  education  is  also  significant  in  the  area,   adding  employ-
ment  and  student  populations.     The  University  of  Northern  Colorado
(UNC)   and  Aims  College   in  Greeley,   and  Colorado  State  University
(CSU)   in  Ft.   Collins  are  significant  contributors  to  the  area's
work   force  and  population.     UNC  and  CSU  together  employ  a  total
of  more  than   4,000  people.

Because  of  these  economic  stimulators,   and  the  fact  that  the  area
provides  a  pleasant  living  environment,  population  growth  has
been  rapid  and  substantial.     For  instance,   Ft.   Collins  has  been
one  of  the  fastest'growing  communities  in  the.nation  in  the
past  seven  years,   surpassed  only  by  certain  communities  in
Florida  and  Arizona.

Because  of  the  inf lux  of  technical  industries  and  the  growth  in
higher  ed.ucational  institutions,   the  family  income  level  in  the
urban  areas  has  increased,   although  rural  farm  incomes  and  small
town  residents'   remain  relatively  low.

Land  use  in  the  urbanizecl  triangle  is  generally  of  a  low  density
residential  nature.     Population  densities  in  Ft.   Collins,   Loveland
and  Greeley  average  4.8  or  fewer  persons  per  acre.     In  the  major
urban  areas,   82%  of  the  land  is  in  residential  use.     Additional
demographic  data  and  characteristics  are  presented  in  the  Land
Use  Alternatives  Report.i
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Of  the  nearly  228,600  people  living  in  the  two-county  area  in
1975,   over   60%   (139,700)   live   in  the   three   largest  cities   --
Ft.   Collins,   Greeley  and  Loveland.     An  estimated   154,500   now
live  within  the  Ft.   Collins-Greeley-Loveland  triangle,     Another
35,370  permanent  residents   live   in  smaller  towns  and  communities
(some  incorporated  and  some  unincorporated)   throughout  the
two-county  area.     The  resort  colnmunities  of  Estes  Park  and  in
the  Big  Thompson  and  Cache  la  Poudre  Canyons  are  occupied  by
some  Dermanent  residents,   but  increase  in  ooT>ulation  during  the
summe~r  months.     Estes  Park`s  Population  in-cr-eases   from  about   2,000
year-round  residents  to  about  7,000  in  the  summer;   an  estimated
20,000  tourists  may  be  in  the  area  at  times.

3.i      MUNICIPAL   POINT   T)ISCHARr7ERS:       EXISTINr,   FACILITIES
AND   WASTE   CHARAC'I'ERISTICS

There  are  currently  30  municipal  wastewater  treatment  facilities
in  the  two-county  area  that  have  been  granted  discharge  I?ermits.
An  additional  13  municipal  treatment  facilities  have  not  been
required  to  have  discharge  permits  due  to  the  lack  of  any
significant  discharges;   however,   discharge  permits  will  be
required  in  the  future.     Municipal  discharges  include  two  cate-
gories:   triangle  area  colnmunities  and  outlying  communities.
Triangle  area  communities  include  both  large  and  small  communi-
ties  in  the  Greeley-Loveland-Ft.   Collins  area.     The  locations
of  municipal  dischargers  are  shown  on  Figure  3.I-A  and  the
accompanying  index.

3.i.i     The  Greele -Loveland-Ft.   Collins  Urban  Triangle

Wastewater  treatment  facilities  in  the  triangle  area  serve  a
current  population  of  154,500.     Total  equivalent  population
(including  industrial  discharges  and  infiltration-inflow)
is  228,000.     Treatment  facilities  in  the  triangle  area  include
municipal   systems   in  Ft.   Collins,   Greeley,   Loveland  and  Windsor,
plus  the  South  Ft.   Collins,   Boxelder  and  Evans  Sanitation  Dis-
tricts.     These  treatment  facilities,   and  any  unusual  characteris-
tics  are  briefly  described  below.

3.I.1.i     Ft.   Collins

The  Ft.   Collins   system  currently  serves  a  population  of  65,000,
and  a  total  equivalent  population  of  114,000,  with  two  treatment
plants.     The  plants  are  connected  by  an  interceptor  sewer  from
the  No.   i  plant  on  Highway   14   to  the  No.   2  plant  on  Drake  Road.
Both  discharge  into  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.

The  Ft.   Collins  No.   i  plant   (with  a  capacity  of   5.0  mgd)   was
recently  upgraded,   going  on-line  in  late  1976.     The  trickling
f ilter  was  renovated  and  an  activated  sludge  basin  and  new
clarifiers  installed.     This  plant  is  reportedly  performing
excellently  at  design  flow  rate.
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The  Ft.   Collins  No.   2  plant  is  actually  two  separate  treatment
facilities.     The  older  facility  is  a  4.8  mgd  activated  slridge
plant  which  is  currently  being  upgraded.     The  new  facility  is
a  12  mgd  activated  sludge  plant  which  began  operating  in  the
Spring  of  1977.     The  aeration  basins  are  designed  for  nitrifica-
tion   (alrmonia  conversion  to  nitrate).     If  nitrification  is  not
required,   the  newer  facility  could  treat  16  mgd.

The  theoretical  nitrification  capacity  at  Ft.   Collins  is  12  mgd.
There  are  no  dechlorination  facilities.

The  total  secondary  treatment  capacity  of  all  Ft.  Collins  treat-
ment  plants  combined  is  21.8  mgd;   this  is  adequate  to  serve  an
equivalent  population  of  200,000  if  infiltration/inflow  problems
are  corrected.     Ft.  Collins  has  a  severe  infiltration/inflow
problem,  which,   if  not  corrected,  will  cause  the  hydraulic
capacity  of  the  treatment  plants  to  be  exceeded  by  1985.     Current
average  dry  weather  flow  into  the  plants  is  10.6  mgd.

Ft.   Collins  has  three  major  industries  which  discharge  to  the
city  system.     Woodward  Governor  and  Teledyne-Water  Pik  discharge
plating  wastes.     Both  of  these  facilities  discharge  to  the  Ft.
Collins  No.   2  plant.     The  Western  Food  Products  Company,   Inc.,
is  a  pickling  industry  which  discharges  its  vats  at  the  end  of
the  season  to  the  Ft.   Collins  No.   i  plant.

Current  average  pollutant  discharges  from  the  two  Ft.   Collins
plants  are  calculated  to  be  as  follows:

BOD:
Suspended  solids:
Salts :
Total  nitrogen:

3.i.i.2     Greeley

2,6501bs/day
2,6501bs/day

75,000   lbs/day
I,770  lbs/day

Greeley's  wastewater  treatment  facilities  currently  serve  a
population  of  55,000,   and  a  total  equivalent  population   (inclu-
ding  industrial  dischargers  and  infiltration/inflow)   of.  62,000.

Greeley's  domestic  waste  is  currently  being  treated  in  two  separate
plants  located  on  First  Avenue.     The  North  Side  Plant  is  an
activated  sludge  plant;   the  South  Side  Plant  is  a  trickling  filter
plant.     The  effluents  are  combined  prior  to  disinfection  with
chlorine.     The  combined  treatment  capacity  is   6  mgd.     Average
dry  weather  flow  is   6.2  mgd.     Discharge  is  into  the  Cache  la
Poudre  River.

A  201  facility  study  has  recently  been  completed  for  Greeley.
This  plan  calls  for  immediate  upgrading  of  the  First  Avenue
Plants  and  building  a  4  mgd  plant  at  the   "Delta  site"   (junction
of  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River  and  the  South  Platte  River) .     An
additional   4  mgd  unit  is  to  be  constructed  in  1989.     The  plan
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calls  for  the  construction  of  another  8  mgd  increment  at  the
Delta  site  in  1995.     At  that  time  an  interceptor  would  be
constructed  to  permit  transmission  of  wastewater  from  the  Evans
Sanitation  District  and  the  Hill-n-Park  Sanitation  District.

There  are  two  major  industries  now  discharging  to  Greeley's
treatment  plants  --  a  meat  packer  and  a  dairy.     The  Meadow
Gold  dairy  discharges  to  Greeley's  First  Avenue  Plant.     The
whey  waste  is  believed  to  be  the  cause  for  settling  dif f iculties
with  scum  in  the  final  clarifier.

Monfort  of  Colorado  operates  the  meat  processing  plant  for
slaughtered  cattle  and  sheep.     Wastewater  is  treated  at  a  separate
municipally-owne.d  and  operated  treatment  plant  which  was  con-
structed  by  and  specifically  for  separate  treatment  of  the
Monfort  wastes.

Current  pollutant  discharges  from  the  Greeley  facility  are  cal-
culated  to  be  as  follows:

BOD:                                          I,550   lbs/day
Suspended  solids:        i,550  lbs/day
Salts:                               43,900  lbs/day
Total  nitrogen:            1,0301bs/day

The  existing  system  is  generally  not  in  compliance  with  eff luent
standards .

3.i.i.3     Loveland

Treatment  facilities  in  the  City  of  Loveland  serve  a  current
population  of  21,000,   and  a  total  equivalent  population  of  `
35,000   (including  industrial  equivalent  population  and  infiltra-
tion/imf low) .

Loveland's  wastewater  treatment  plant  has  been  recently  upgraded
and  expanded,   going  on-line  in  the  Spring  of  1977.     This  unusual
system  utilizes  activated  sludge  followed  by  trickling  filters
for  biological  treatment.     Dechlorination  facilities  are  also
provided.     The  old  trickling  filter  plant  is  no  longer  utilized.
The  Loveland  plant  has  a  design  capacity  of   7.7  mgd  and  an
average  dry  weather  flow  of  4.0  mgd.     Capacity  is  adequate  to
serve  a  population  of   75,000.     The  plant  discharges  into  the  Big
Thompson  River.

There  is  one  major  industrial  discharger  in  Loveland  --  Hewlett-
Packard  Company.     Hewlett-Packard' s  wastewater  primarily  derives
from  metal-plating  operations.     Chemical  pre-treatment  is  provided
prior  to  discharge  to  the  city's  sewers.
Pollutant  discharge  from  the  Loveland  treatment  plant  has  been
calculated  to  be  as  follows:
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BOD:                                          i,000   lbs/day
Suspended   solids:        i,0001bs/day
Salts:                                28,300   lbs/day
Total  nitrogen:                 670  lbs/day

The  plant  is  normally  not  in  compliance'  with  effluent  standards,
in  that  it  does  not  meet  nitrification  standards.

3.1.i.4     Windsor

Windsor's  wastewater  treatment  facilities  serve  a  total  popula-
tion  of  2,700  and  a  total  equivalent  population   (including
infiltration/inflow)   of  5,goo.

Windsor  is  served  by  a  two-cell  stabilization  pond  system.     The
first  cell  is  aerated.     Wastewater  is  disinfected  with  chlorine
prior  to  discharge  to  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     The  design
capacity  of  this  system  is  0.6  mgd;   the  plant  is  currently
serving  at  its  capacity   (6,000  equivalent  population) .

Kodak  discharges  its  industrial  wastewater  into  the  Windsc`r  treat-
ment  plant  on  an  emergency  basis.     When  this  happens,   the  indus-
trial  wastewater  is  routed  directly  to  the  second  pond,   so  the
detention  time  of  the  first  pond  is  not  affected.     The  option
of  discharging  to  the  municipal  treatment  plant  was  normal  opera-
tion  for  Kodak  until  September,   1976,   when  it  received  an
NPDES  permit  and  began  to  use  its  own  facility   (described  in
paragraph   3 . 2 . I .i) .

The  current  discharge  is  calculated  to  be  a:  follows:

BOD:                                                150   lbs/day
Suspended  solids:            500  lbs/day
Salts:                                  4,500   lbs/day
Total  nitrogen:                 1001bs/day

The  plant  is  currently  in  compliance  with  effluent  standards.

3.1.1.5     South  Ft.   Collins  Sanitation  District

The  wastewater  treatment  facilities  of  the  South  Ft.   Collins
Sanitation  District  serve  an  area  south  of  Ft.   Collins  with  a
population   (and  total  equivalent  population)   of  2,000.

A  new  wastewater  treatment  facility  to  serve  the  South  Ft.
Collins  Sanitation  District  was  constructed  in  1976.     This  is
a  i.5  mgd  activated  sludge  plant  followed  by  multi-media  filters
and  chlorination.     The  plant  is  adequate  to  serve  an  equivalent
population  of  15,000.     Current  average  dry  weather  flow  is
0.5  mgd.     The  plant  discharges  into  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.
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Current  pollutant  discharge  from  the  plant  is  calculated  to  be:

BOD:                                        125   lbs/day
Suspended   solids:      1251bs/day
Salts:                           3,540   lbs/day
Total  nitrogen:            83  lbs/day

The  plant  is  generally  in  compliance  with  effluent  standards.

3.1.1.6     Boxelder  Sanitation  District

The  Boxelder  Sanitation  District  serves  an  area  east  of  Ft.   Collins,
with  a  population  of  2,700   (with  an  equivalent  population  of
4 , 350)  .

The  Boxelder  treatment  facility  consistsof  a  three-cell  stabili-
zation  pond  system  which  was  installed  in  1973.     The  cells  are
operated  in  series;   the  first  two  are  aerated.     The  lagoons  are
followed  by  a  rock  filter   (for  algae  removal)   and  chlorination.
The  design  capacity  of  the  plant  is   0.75  mgd,   adequate  to
serve  an  equivalent  population  of  7,500.     Current  average  flow
is  0.6  mgd.     The  facility  discharges  into  the  Cache  la  Poudre
River.

The  Boxelder  Sanitation  District  serves  many  commercial  facilities,
including  several  restaurants  and  motels.     These  commercial
establishments  contribute  about  40  percent  of  the  wastewater  to
the  treatment  plant.     The  service  area  has  considerable  land
presently  zoned  for  commercial  and  industrial  uses,   so  this
trend  is  likely  to  continue.

Current  effluent  characteristics  are  calculated  to  be  as  follows:

BOD:                                        150   lbs/day
Suspended  solids:     500  lbs/day
Salts:                          4,250   lbs/day
Total  nitrogen:         loo  lbs/day

The  facilities  are  currently  in  compliance  with  effluent  standards.

3.1.i.7     Evans  Sanitation  District

The  Evans  Sanitation  District  serves  an  area  south  of  Greeley.
Population  served  totals  4,500;   total  equivalent  population
is   4,800.

Evans  is  served  by  an  aerated  stabilization  pond  system  which
was  recently  upgraded.     The  stabilization  ponds  are  followed
by  a  rock  filter   (for  algae  removal)   and  chlorination.     The
design  capacity  of  this  system  is   0.9  mgd,   adequate  to  serve  an
equivalent  population  of   9,000.     Average  dry  weather  flow  is
0.5  mgd.     The  plant  discharges  into  the  South  Platte  River.
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The  Greeley  201  Facilities  Plan  calls  for  the  dischargers  within
the  Evans  Sanitation  District  to  be  served  by  Greeley  by  1995.
The  plan  recommends  that  an  interceptor  be  constructed  f ron  Evans
to  the  Delta  site.

At  the  present  time,   the  plant  effluent  is  calculated  to  be  as
follows :

BOD:
Suspended  solids:
Salts :
Total  nitrogen:

125  lbs/day
417   1bs/day

3,540   lbs/day
83   lbs/day

The  facility  is  currently  in  compliance  with  effluent  standards.

3.i.2     Fa_ci±ities   in  Ou_t_fyi_n_g  _A_rea_s

Outlying  areas  in  the  two-county  region   (i.e.,   towns  and  unin-
corporated  areas  outside  the  Greeley~Loveland-Ft.   Collins
triangle)   are  served  by  thirty-three  separate  wastewater  treat-
ment  systems.     Of  the  thirty-three  systems,   nine  are  municipally
operated,  thirteen  are  operated  by  sanitation  districts,  and
eleven  are  private  systems.     Three  other  areas  --Nunn,   Severance,
and  Timnath  --are  served  by  individual  septic  systems.     An
estimated  total  of  650  persons  reside  in  these  latter  three  areas.

The  nine  municipally-operated  facilities  have  a  total  design
capacity  of   3.599  mgd,   ranging   from  0.029   to   i.65  mgd,   and  serve
a  total  population  of  14,745  and  a  total  equivalent  population
of  16,760.     The  thirteen  district-operated  facilities  have  a
total  design  capacity  of   3.51  mgd,   ranging  from  0.03  to  i.50
mgd,   and  serve  a  population  of  17,725  permanent  residents  and
a  total  equivalent  population  of  at  least  18,170.     Two  districts,
Estes  Park  and  Upper  Thompson   (both  in  the  Estes  area) ,   also
serve  a  large  number  of  seasonal  residents  and  tourists.

The  eleven  private  systems  have  a  total  capacity  of  0.477  mgd,
ranging  from  0.01  to  0.12  mgd,   and  serve  a  total  equivalent
population  of  at  least  4,200.     Several  of  these  private  districts
serve  resort  areas  and  motels  and  restaurants;   as  a  result,
the  population  served  varies  seasonally.

Even  though  the  total  design  capacity  of  these  systems  is  in
excess  of  the  total  existing  f low,   the  distribution  of  population
among  the  outlying  areas  results  in  some  systems  being  overloaded
while  others  have  excess  capacity.

Two  of  the  municipally-operated  systems  are  in  compliance  with
effluent  standards;   three  are  not,   and  the  remaining  four  have
no  surface  discharge.     Of  the  district-operated  facilities,  two
are  in  compliance  and  five  are  not.     Only  one  of  the  private
facilities  is  in  compliance.
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Table  3.i.2-A  summarizes  the  available  data  concerning  the  charac-
teristics  of  the  existing  sewerage  and  treatment  facilities
in  the  outlying  areas.

3. 2       INDUSTRIAL   POINT   DISCHARGERS:       EXISTING   FACILITIES   AND
WASTE   CHARACTERISTICS

There  are  three  categories  of  industrial  dischargers:     those
which  are  major  dischargers  directly  into  watercourses;   those
which  are  minor  dischargers  directly  into  watercourses;   and  those
whose  wastewater  is  discharged  to  municipal  treatment  plants
(indirect  dischargers).     The  locations  of  the  industrial
dischargers  are  shown  on  Figure   3.2-A  and  the  accompnaying
index .

3.2.I      Ma or  Direct  Dischargers

Included  in  this  category  are  the  Eastman  Kodak  Company  near
Windsor,   the  Great  Western  Sugar  Company  plants  at  Loveland,
Greeley  and  Johnstown,   and  Loveland  Packing  Company  and  Public
Service  Company's  Fort  St.   Vrain  Power  Plant  near  Platteville.

3.2.1.i     Eastman   Kodak  Company

Eastman  Kodak  Company   (KCD),  located  near  Windsor,   processes
photographic  products.     Domestic  wastewater  is  discharged
directly  into  the  Windsor  sewage  treatment  plant.     KCD  treats
its  own  industrial  waste.     Some  of  the  industrial  wastewater  is
pretreated  by  KCD  at  the  point  of  production  prior  to  entering
the  main  waste  stream.     The  main  waste  stream,   with  a  volume
of  about  1  million  gallons  per  day   (mgd) ,   is  treated  in  two  aerated
lagoons  followed  by  sand  f iltration  and  chlorination  prior  to
discharge  to  the  Cache  la  Poudre  River.     Chemical  feed  facilities
exist,  mainly  for  pH  and  solids  control.

EPA  has  not  set  effluent  limitations  for  the  photographic  industry,
per  se;   therefore,   KCD's  NPDES  permit  conditions  are  dictated
by  current  in-stream  standards,

3.2.1.2     Great  Western   Sugar  Company

Great  Western  Sugar  Company  operates  two  beet  sugar  processing
plants  and  one  monosodium  glutamate   (MSG)   plant  in  the  region.
The  beet  sugar  plants  are  located  in  Loveland  and  Greeley,   and  the
MSG  plant  in  Johnstown.     Great  Western  has  recently  closed  a  plant
in  Eaton  and  a  portion  of  its  Johnstown  facility.

The  wastewater  treatment  systems  at  the  Greeley  and  Loveland
plants  are  very  similar.     The  flume  water  which  is  used  to
transport  and  clean  the  beets  is  settled  in  a  conventional
clarifier.     The  effluent  is  reused..     The  settled  material  is
routed  through  ash  ponds  and  is  then  mixed  with  condenser  water.
At  Loveland,   this  mixture  is  treated  in  two  aerated  lagoons
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prior  to  discharge  to  the  Big  Thompson  River.     At  Greeley,
this  water  is  sprayed  on  farm  land  or  discharged  to  the  Cache
la  Poudre  River.

The  Johnstown  MSG  plant  does  not  process  any  beets,   but  uses
by-products  from  other  Great  Western  plants  as  raw  material.
Wastewater  is  treated  in  a  series  of  aerated  lagoons  prior  to
discharge  to  the  Little  Thompson  River.

All  three  of  these  Great  Western  plants  meet  the  best  practical
treatment   (BPT)   standards  required  in  the  NPDES  permits.

3.2.1.3     Loveland  Packing  Company

Loveland  Packing  Company,   located  in  Loveland,   is  a  slaughtering
operation  which  cuts  and  packages  pork  and  pork  products,   in-
cluding  hams,   bacon,   and  sausages.     Wastewater  is  now  being
treated  in  an  extended  aeration  treatment  plant  which  is  organi-
cally  overloaded.     Instead  of  upgrading  the  waste  treatment
plant,   the  company  plans  to  discharge  to  the  Loveland  municipal
system.

3.2.1.4     Public   Service  Company  -Fort  St.   Vrain  Power  Plant

This  electrical  generating  unit  is  a  nuclear-powered  facility
located  on  the  South  Platte  River  near  Platteville.     Most  of
its  1.5  mgd  of  discharged  water  is  cooling  tower  blowdown.     This
water  is  not  dif ferent  from  that  used  in  any  other  fuel-f ired
power  plant.

Each  year  there  is  an  additional  discharge  of  8,000  to  10,000
gallons  of  reactor-building  wastewater.     This  wastewater  is
treated  by  ion  exchange  prior  to  discharge.     It  is  discharged
at  a  rate  not  to  exceed  10  gpm,   and  is  mixed  with  cooling  tower
blowdown  before  discharged  into  the  South  Platte  River.     All
wastewater  is  chlorinated.     All  required  standards  are  being  met.

3.2.2     Minor  Direct  Dischargers

Minor  industrial  dischargers  in  the  region  include  twelve  sand
and  gravel  companies;   seven  fish  hatcheries,   five  of  which
are  owned  and  operated  by  the  Colorado  Division  of  Wildlife
and  two  privately  owned;   four  municipal  water  treatment  plants  --
two  belonging  to  the  City  of  Greeley,   and  the  others  belonging
to  Loveland  and  Ft.   Collins  --  and  three  industries  which  dis-
charge  only  non-contact,   once-through  cooling  water  --Lone
Star  Steel  Company,   near  Ft.   Collins;   Monfort  Packing  Company,
near  Greeley;   and  Hydraulics  Unlimited  Manufacturing  Company,
near  Baton.     In  addition,   Terra  Resources,   Inc.,   has  a  permit
for  emergency  discharge  for  an  oil  well  operation  north  of
Wellington.
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3.2.2.i     Sand  and  Gravel  Companies

The  water  discharged  from  these  operations  is  normally  fairly
high  quality  groundwater  from  the  gravel  pits.     The  main  pollu-
tant  from  these  operations  is  suspended  solids  in  the  form  of
silt  or  sand  particles.

The  normal  treatment  method  consists  of  a  settling  pond  to  remove
suspended. material.     The  NPDES  permits   limit  aluminum  and  pH  in
cases  where  companies  use  alum  to  aid  settling.     None  of  the
sand  and  gravel  companies  in  the  region  use  alum,   or  any
other  flocculant  aid.

The  permits  also  limit  oil  and  grease.     This  limitation  is  a
safeguard  against  an  operator  changing  the  oil  in  a  truck  or
other  equipment  and  dumping  it  with  the  discharged  water.

All  of  the  sand  and  gravel  companies  in  the  region  are  required
to  meet  BPT  standards.

3.2.2.2     Fish  Hatcheries

The  Division  of  Wildlife  has  NPDES  permits  for  four  of  its
facilities;  .the  fifth  -  the  Estes  Park  unit  -  has  less  than
20,000  pounds  of  production  per  year  and  does  not  have  an
NPDES  permit.     The  owners  of  the  private  facilities  have  indi-
cated  that  no  discharge  occurs,   so  no  NPDES  permits  have  been
obtained.     Flow  rate  from  the  Division  of  Wildlife  facilities
ranges  from  I  to  12  mgd.     Three  of  these  facilities  discharge
into  the  Cache  la  Poudre;   one  discharges  into  the  Big  Thompson
River  and  one  into  Fall  River,   a  tributary  to  the  Big  Thompson.
The  normal  treatment  technique  is  to  use  settling  ponds  prior
to  discharge.     The  waste  from  the  Watson  Lake  Hatchery  is  pumped
to  Watson  Lake.

3.2.2.3     Water  Treatment  Plants

Ft.   Collins  and  Greeley  have  recently  upgraded  the  waste  control
facilities  for  their  plants  so  discharge  standards  can  be  met.
Loveland  had  a  wastewater  treatment  design  prepared,   but  control
facilities  have  not  yet  been  installed  because  bids  were  higher
than  anticipated.     The  Loveland  plant.  does  not  currently  meet
discharge  standards.

Wastewater  from  these  water  treatment  plants  carries  suspended
solids  which  are  settled  in  holding  ponds  in  the  treatment  pro-
cess.     Often  alum  is  used  to  enhance  settleability,   so  aluminum
and  pH  are  regulated  in  their  discharges.

3.2.2.4     Other  Dischargers

Heat  is  the  only  pollutant  from  the  three  industries  discharging
only  cooling  water.     The  maximum  allowable  discharge  temperature
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is   900  F   (32.5°  C);   all  of  the  plants  meet  this   requirement.
The   largest  flow  rate   from  Lone  Star  Steel   is   a.03  mgd,   and  from
Hydraulics  Unlimited,   0.02  mgd.     Pollutants  from  the  oil  well
operation  include  suspended  solids,   oil  and  grease,   and  TDS;
flow  rate  if   .009  mgd.

3.2.3       Ma or  Industrial Dischargers  to  Municipal   Systems

A  major  industrial  discharger  to  a  municipal  system  meets  one
or  more  of  the  following  criteria:

.     Industrial   flow  greater  than  500,000  gpd;

.     Industrial  flow  greater  than  5%  of  the  total   flow;

.     The  industrial  f low  adversely  af fects  the  quality  of
discharge  from  the  treatment  facility;

.    The  industrial  wastewater  carries  toxic  pollutants.

Major  industrial  dischargers  to  municiapl  systems  include:

Hewlett-Packard  Company
Woodward  Governor
Teledyne-Water  Pik
Western  Food  Products
Monfort  of  Colorado
Meadow  Gold  Dairy
Eastman   Kodak
Ft.   Lupton  Canning  Co.
Carnation  Milk  Company

-  Loveland
-Ft.   Collins
-Ft.  Collins
-Ft.   Collins
-  Greeley
-  Greeley
-  Windsor
-Ft.   Lupton
-  Johnstown

The  characteristics  of  these  dischargers  are  sulnmarized  in  the
discussion  of  municipal  facility  characteristics  in  Section
3.i.i  and  the  notes  on  Table   3.1.2-A.

3.3      NON-POINT   SOURCES   OF   POLLUTION

Non-point  sources  of  waste  materials  come  from  a  variety  of
activities  --  non-oirrigated  agriculture,   small  feedlot  opera-
tions,2  urban  runoff,   silviculture  practices,   constructian,   solid
waste  disposal,   septic  tank  wastes,   and  other  uses  of  land  that
loosen  soils  or  deposit  unnatural  chemical  constituents  on  the
land.

Table  3.3-A  indicates  the  present  and  projected  waste  loads
from  various  point  and  non-point  sources,   including  waste  loads
from  municipal  and  industrial  sources.

As  the  table  indicates,  municipal  and  industrial  point  sources
are  the  most  significant  sources  of  BOD  loadings,   and  irrigated

2  Irrigated  agriculture  and  large  feedlots  are  presently  classi-
fled  as  point  sources.     There  are  indications  that  Congress
may  amend  the  law  to  reclassify  irrigated  agirculture  as  a
non-point  source.
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agriculture  is. the  greatest  source  of  suspended  solids,   total
nitrogen  and  total  dissolved  solids.     Uncontrolled  feedlots
are  major  sources  of  BOD   loadings  and  suspended  solids.
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Urban  runoff  appears  to  be  a  relatively  minor  pollutant  source,
currently  contributing  only  5%  of  the  total  BOD  and  suspended
solids  loads,   and  less  than  1%  of  total  nitrogen  and  total
dissolved  solids  loadings.     However,   due  to  large  periodic  con-
tributions  of  a  broad  range  of  pollutants,   urban  runoff  is  a
concern  in  the  region's  control  program.     All  other  non-point
sources   (silvicultural  activities,  construction,   leach fields
and  solid  waste  disposal  sites) ,   contribute  only  1%  or  less  of
the  total  pollutant  load  to  surface  waters.
3.3.i     Irrigated  Agriculture

Because  the  characteristics  of  irrigated  agriculture  in  the
Larimer-Weld  region  are  of  major  importance  in  impact  on  water
quality,   the  impacts  from  this  source  are  discussed  in  the
separate  report,   Institutional  and  Financial  Recommendations
for  Control  of  Pollutants  f ron  Irri ated  Agriculture,   Briscoe,
Maphis,   Murray  &   Lamont,   Inc.,   October,1977

3.3.2     Feedlots

Most  of  the  cattle-feeding  operations  in  the  region  occur  on
large  lots  with  capacities  of  more  than  300  head.     More  than
eighty  percent   (750,000)   of  the  total  production  involves
250  lots.     These  are  for  the  most  part  commercially  operated.
The  remaining  150,000  head  are  located  on  1000   lots,   usually
family  o.perated.     Eighty  percent  of  the  total  cattle  on  feed
are  on  feedlots  equipped  with  wastewater/runof f  control  facili-
ties.     These  facilities  are  further  considered  in  Toups  Corpora-
tion  report  on  Concentrated  Animal  Feeding  0 erations,   1977

Of  the  remaining  20%  not  on  controlled  lots,   one-fourth  to
one-half   (5  to  10%  of  the  total)   do  not  impact  water  quality,
and  one-half  to  three-fourths   (10  to  15%  of  the  total)   are
generally  on  lots  with  less  than  300  head  and  can  be  brought
into  compliance  with  control  requirements.

Of  the  estimated  650  uncontrolled  feedlot  acres  estimated  by
the  State  Health  Department  to  exist  in  the  two-county  area,
52%   are  within  the  Cache  la  Poudre  drainage  area,   26%   in  the
South  Platte,   12%   in  the  Big  Thompson  and  10%   in  the  St.   Vrain
drainage.

A  major  side  effect  of  the  feedlot  operation  results  from  the
application  of  manure  from  the  lots  to  irrigated  farm  land.
This  results  in  higher  nitrate  concentration  in  groundwater
(although  use  of  manure  is  not  the  sole  contributing  factor  in
raising  nitrate  levels) .

Current  mass  emission    rates  for  uncontrolled  feedlots  in  the
region  are  estimated  to  be  as  follows:
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Annual  Average
Load  Per  Acre

(Tons)

Annual  Average
Load,   650  Acres

(Tons)

Suspended  Solids
Dissolved  Solids
Ammonia
Total  Nitrogen
Total  Phosphorus
BOD

18
i.3
0.13
0.7
0.02
3

11, 500
830

80
450

10
1,900

An  estimate  of  the    proportion  of  the  pollutant  load  in  the
future  from  feedlots  is  shown  in  Table  3.3-A.     Urban  encroachment
may  of f set  increased  feeding  operations  or  force  closing  of
some  of  the  smaller  uncontrolled  lots.

3.3.3     Urban  Runoff

Table  3.3.3-A  indicates  the  relative  magnitude  of  pollutants  carried
by  urban  runoff  into  the  region's  waterways.     Urban  runoff  appears
to  be  a  minor  problem  in  terms  of  the  pollutants  shown  in  the
Table,  but  is  nevertheless  a  concern  due  to  periodic  large
contributions  of  a  broad  range  of   (exotic)   pollutants.     Urban
development  which  increases  the  amount  of  impervious  surfaces  also
increases  the  amount  of  runoff  water,   and  the  pollutants  carried
by  the  water  to  waterways.     Four  of  the  major  urban  drainage
systems  in  the  two-county  region  have  been  analyzed  --  those
of  Ft.   Collins,   Greeley,   Loveland  and  Estes  Park.      (Although
Estes  Park  is  not  a  large  community,   the  facilities  were  reviewed
because  of  the  area's  unicTue  topography  and  soil  characteristics.)

A  feature  of  urban  stormwater  control  that  is  of  major  importance
and  concern  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  is  the  extensive  use  of
irrigation  canal  systems  for  the  removal  of  stormwater.     Al-
though  urban  runoff  waters  provide  extra  water  for  irrigation,
storage  and  use,   the  practice  also  results  in  ditch  erosion,
structural  damage  to  diversion  and  conveyance  facilities,   agricul-
tural  flooding,   decrease  in  reservoir  capacity  due  to  sedimen-
tation,   and  may  result  in  deposits  of  harmful  chemicals  and  other
substances  on  agricultural  lands.

All  of  the  three  largest  communities  in  the  region  utilize
irrigation  systems  as  a  means  of  runoff  disposal.     Of  the  tl'iree,
Loveland  makes  the  greatest  use  of  this  method.

3.3.3.1     Ft.   Collins

A  large  amount  of  runoff  in  Ft.   Collins  is  curb  collected  and
transported  to  catch  basins  or  discharge  points.     Most  of  the
urban  discharge  pipes  f low  into  the  Cache  la  Poudre  and  its
tributary,   Spring  Creek.     Irrigation  ditches  and  adjoining
reservoirs  collect  much  of  the  remaining  runof f  and  distribute
it  to  agricultural  lands.     A  small  amount  of  wastewater  is
distributed  to  ponds  and  f ields  where  it  percolates  into  the
soil  and  then  may  move  to  a  stream  or  into  groundwater.
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3.3.3.2      Greeley

Except  in  the  city  core,  where  a  storm  drainage  system  exists,
most  runoff  in  Greeley  is  collected  and  transported  by  curb  and
gutter.     Most  of  the  core  area  runof f  discharges  directly  into
the  Cache  la  Poudre  River;   other  discharge  pipes  flow  into
irrigation  ditches.

3.3.3.3     Loveland

Over  80%  of  the  urban  runoff  waters   from  Loveland  discharge  into
irrigation  systems;   the  remainder  discharges  into  holding  ponds,
natural  waterways,   pastures  and  similar  percolation  areas.     Lake
Loveland  and  Silver  Lake  receive  much  of  the  storm  runof f  water.
Some  is  delivered  for  irrigation,   and  some  to  the  Greeley  water
treatment  facility.
3.3.3.4     Estes   Park

In  Estes  Park,   one  underground  drainage  system  flows  into  the
Big  Thompson  River  above  Lake  Estes;   the  remaining  system
utilizes  curb  and  gutter  systems  and  natural  percolation.     The
extensive  use  of  percolation  basins,   holding  ponds,   vegetation
strips  and  gravel  units  allows  considerable  groundwater  recharge
and  prevents  pollutants  from  entering  major  waterways.     The
major  water  quality  problem  in  Estes  Park  is  sediment,   contributed
by  the  flow  into  Lake  Estes.

3.3.3.5     Other  Communities

Storm  drainage  and  urban  runof f  pollution  problems  have  not
been  analyzed  for  the  smaller  communities  in  the  region.     Some
of  these  communities  have,   however,   experienced  flooding  and
associated  pollution  as  a  result  of  large  storms.     The  rapidly-
growing  cormunities   such  as  Windsor,   Evans,   Fort  Lupton,   Dacono,
Firestone  and  Frederick  should  anticipate  the  problem  and  begin
to  provide  means  to  prevent  or  mitigate  future  drainage  hazards.

3.3.3.6     Wasteloads

Calculations  indicate  that  the  wasteload  f rom  urban  runof f  which
actually  enters  surface  waterways  from  the  three  largest  cities
in  the   region  range   from  10%   in  Loveland  to   50%   in  Greeley  and
60%   in  Ft.   Collins.     The  remaining  wasteloads  are  distributed
to  irrigation  systems.     Table  3.3.3-A  indicates  the  average
annual  urban  runof f  pollution  loads  for  these  communities  in
1976  and  estimates  of  the  wasteloads   for  the  year   2000.

The  urban  runof f  f ron  Estes  Park  to  the  Big  Thompson  has  not
been  included  in  this  surmary.     These  wasteloads,   although
significant,   are  distributed  to  Lake  Estes  where  suspended  materials
are  settled  and  BOD  assimilated.
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3.3.4    Silviculture  Activities

Forested  areas  constitute  about  25%  of  the  total  land  area  in
the  region.     Most  of  the  land  is  under  Federal  ownership,   although
private  ownership  and  management  are  considerable.     Several  ac-
tivities  within  the  forested  areas  can  impair  water  quality,
including   logging,   construction,   grazing  and  rL`creational   uses.
As  can  be  seen  in  Table  3.3-A,   the  water  quality  impacts  from
silviculture  activities  are  minor.

3.3.4.1   Logging

The  most  severe  water  quality  impairments  relative  to  activities
in  forested  areas  are  generally  the  result  of  logging  operations.
The  most  noticeable  problem  is  increased  sediment  caused  by
construction,   tree  felling,   skidding,   road  use,   dust  and  off-road
use  by  equipment.     Other  impacts  related  to  logging  activities
include  increasing  water  temperature  through  removal  of  vege-
tation,   reducing  dissolved  oxygen  through  introduction  of  organic
materials,   and  allowing  such  pollutants  as  solvents,   solid
wastes,   and  chemicals  associated  with  heavy  equipment  use  to
reach  the  streams.

The  largest  scale  logging  operations  in  the  region  are  within
the  Poudre  and  Red  Feather  Lakes  Ranger  Districts.     Logging
operations  in  the  Estes  Park  District  are  limited  to  small
operations,   primarily  to  increase  snowpack  and  provide  firewood.

Because  of  planning  and  control  measures  promulgated  by  the
Forest  Service,   discharge  of  sediment  and  other  pollutants  from
logging  work  to  the  region's  streams  is  kept  to  a  low  level
where  logging  is  done  under  Forest  Service  contracts.     Private
logging  contracts  do  not  always  contain  sediment  and  erosion
control  requirements.     Because  of  the  high  level  of  timber  har-
vest  by  private  landowners  which  is  not  under  Forest  Service
control,  pollutants  from  these  private  operations  may  reduce
water  quality.

3.3.2.2     Silviculture-related  Construction

Most  of  the  construction  activities  pursued  by  the  Forest  Service
in  the  region  are  related  to  logging  activities.    Recreational
road  construction,  public  facility  construction,  private  home
construction  and  accompanying  access  also  contribute  to
construction  in  forested  areas.

3.3.4.3      Grazing

Grazing  may  cause  the  most  noticeable  water  quality  impact  in
the  forested  areas.     Four  active  grazing  allotments  are  located
in  the  Estes  Park  Ranger  District  and  seven  are  active  in  the
Poudre  District.     Extensive  grazing  occurs  in  the  Red  Feathers
Lakes  District.     Most  of  the  private  lands  in  the  Laramie  River
Basin  are  also  grazed.
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Watering  and  grazing  near  streams  can  cause  deterioration  of
stream  banks  and  increase  sediment  loads;   nutrient  loading  can
also  result.

3.3.4.4     Recreation  Uses

Campgrounds,   picnic  grounds,   rest  areas  and  trailheads  in  the
area  can  af feat  water  quality  through  introduction  of  sediment
and  solid  wastes  in  the  stream.     Toilet  facilities  in  these
designated  use  areas  are  sealed  vault  facilities  and  are  insig-
nificant  pollution  sources.     Eight  picnic  grounds,   ten  campgrounds,
four  rest  areas  and  one  trailhead  are  located  within  the  national
forest  areas  in  western  Larimer  County.

Other  sources  of  pollution  in  intense  recreational  use  areas
include  fishing,  bathing,  utensil  cleaning  and  fecal  and  liquid
wastes  in  the  streams.     Intensive  trail  use,   use  of  pack  animals,
and  pack  stock  grazing  can  lead  to  erosion,   increased  sediment,
and  nutrient  loading.

3.3.5    Construction  Activities

Most  of  the  construction  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  is  associated
with  urban  housing  development.     Other  construction  activities
include  power  line  construction,   street  and  gutter  construction,
ditch  work,   agriculture  improvements,   highways,   cormercial  buil-
dings,   and  recreational  development.     Major  construction  activity
is  expected  to  continue  at  an  increased  level  in  the  Loveland,
Ft.   Collins,   Greeley  and  Windsor  areas  in  the  next  20  years.

Sediment  and  erosion  are  major  problems  caused  by  construction
activity.     Other  impacts  include  pollutants  from  pesticides,   con-
struction  chemicals,   cement,   lime,   fertilizer,  oils,  paints  and
solvents.     The  presence  of  solid  waste  litter,   petroleum  products,
garbage  and  sanitary  facilities  can  also  produce  impacts.

Overall,   impacts  of  construction  activities  upon  the  region's
water  quality  are  minute  when  compared  to  other  non-point
sources  of  pollution   (see  Table   3.3-A) .

3.3.6     Leach fields  and  Unlined  Sewage Lagoons

Many  individuals  and  communities  in  the  region  utilize  leach fields
and  lagoon  systems  for  wastewater  disposal.     Very  few  of  the
lagoons  are  lined  to  prevent  seepage.

Major  problems  of  groundwater  contamination  from  leachf ields  have
been  noted  in  La  Salle,   Red  Feather  Lakes  and  Severance.     Less
critical  problems  occur  in  areas  along  the  Big  Thompson  River
west  of  Loveland,   in  Namaqua  Hills  near  Loveland,   in  Lochbuie,   in
the  Carma  Carr  area  near  Erie,   and  around  Estes  Park.
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3.3.7      Land   Disposal_  g±_fie_y_a_g_e_   Sl_u_dge

A  potential  surface  and  subsurface  water  pollution  problem  exists
due  to  the  nature  and  quantity  of  sewage  sludge  disposed  of  in
the  region.     To  date,   no  serious  health  or  pollution  problems
resulting  from  this  source  have  been  identified.

3.3.8     Solid  Waste  Dis osal

Thirteen  landf ill  sites  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  have  been
analyzed.     Sitesin  Larimer  County  include  the  Larimer  County
Land fill,   the  Estes  Park  Land fill  and  the  Wellington  Landfill.
Sites  in  Weld  County  include  the  Milliken,   Nunn,   Eaton,   Keensburg,
Prospect  Valley,   Fort  Lupton-Brighton,   Erie  and  Longmont
Landfills  and  the  Hudson  and  Berthoud  Transfer  Stations.     Private
dumps  were  not  evaluated,   nor  were  solid  waste  disposal  sites  in
eastern  Weld  County  visited.

3.3.8.I     Larimer  County

The  Larimer  County  solid  waste  disposal  site  receives  about  80% .
of  the  wasteload  of  Larimer  County  from  Loveland,   Ft.   Collins,
La  Porte  and  the  Berthoud  Transfer  Station.     The  land fill
handles  about  85,000  tons  of  waste  per  year.     Results  of  a  water
balance  analysis  indicate  that  the  Larimer  County  land fill  should
have  no  percolation-caused  leachate.

3.3.8.2     Estes   Park

The  Estes  Park  landfill  receives  nearly  12,000  tons  of  waste
material  per  year  from  the  City  of  Estes  Park,   urbanized  areas,
recreational  sites  and  Rocky  Mountain  National  Park.     The  site
also  accepts  septic  tank  wastes.     The  site  has  operational  prob-
lems  due  to  inadequate  amounts  of  cover  material  and  lack  of
fencing  to  prevent  waste  from  being  blown  off  the  site.

3.3.8.3     Wellington

The  Wellington  landf ill  handles  wa§`te  from  the  northern  rural
areas  of  Larimer  County.     The  site  is  within  the  flood  plain
of  Boxelder  Creek.     The operation and  geologic  characteristics
of  the  landf ill  may  fail  to  meet  federal  requirements  for  sanitary
landf ills .

3.3.8.4     Milliken

The  Milliken  landfill  accepts  waste  from  Greeley,   Evans,   Lasalle,
Johnstown  and  Milliken;   this  comprises  most  of  the  solid  waste  from
Weld  County.     The  Milliken  site  appears  to  be  the  best  operated
within  Weld  County.     Hydro-geologic  characteristics  of  the  draw
on  the  west  end  of  the  fill  should  be  analyzed  before  the  site
is  expanded  westward.
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3.3.8.5      Nunn

Nunn  operates  a  small   land fill  which  accepts  residential  wastes
from  town  residents  only.     The  landfill  lies  within  the  flood
plain  of  a  small  drainage  area  on  loose  sandy  soils.     The  site
has  an  ability  to  impact  tte~quality  of  ground  and  surface  waters
of  the  area;   however,   the  size  of  the  landfill  may  make  it
undetectable.

3.3.8.6      Eaton

The  Eaton  landf ill  receives  wastes  of  a  residential  and  commercial
nature  from  the  towns  of  Pierce,   Nunn,   Ault,   Eaton  and  some  other
areas  in  central  Weld  County.     Although  operation  of  the  site  is
apparently  good,   a  detailed  analysis  of  the  site  should  be  made
to  evaluate  the  possible  water  quality  impacts  that  may  exist
or  be  instigated  by  the  operation.

3.3.8.7      Keenesburg

The  Keenesturg land fill  is  open  two  days  a  week  only  to  Keenesburg
water  users.     If  operational  methods  are  improved  to  provide
adequate  litter  control,   the  site  should  continue  to  be
acceptable .

3.3.8.8     Prospect  valley

This   site  accepts  the  small  volume  of  wastes  from  Prospect  Valley
and  the  surrounding  farm  area.

3.3.8.9     Fort  Lupton-Brighton  Land fill

The  Fort  Lupton-Brighton  land fill  accepts  waste  from  Fort  Lupton,
Brighton,   Firestone,   Frederick,   Dacono,   Wattenburg  and  the
surrounding  farm  areas.     The  site  is  located  on  the  alluvial
soils  of  the  South  Platte  River  less  than  one  mile  from  the
river.     The  nature  of  these  soils  and  operational  procedures
at  the  dump  are  believed  to  be  the  cause  of  well  pollution  near
Fort  Lupton.     This  site  should  be  evaluated  from  a  public  health
standpoint  and  f ron  a  water  quality  perspective  to  determine  its
effect  on  health  and  water  quality.

3.3.8.10      Erie

The  Erie  land fill  site  receives  residential,   commercial  and
industrial  wastes  from  the  general  area  around  Erie,   including
Firestone,   Frederick,   Dacono  and  nearby  farm  operations.     The
Site  appears  to  be  an  excellent  location  and  with  increased  opera-
tional  levels,   could  provide  long  life  without  concern  over
possible  water  quality  problems.

3.3.8.11      Longmont

The  Longmont  facility,   located  in  Weld  County,   receives  wastes
from  most  of  northern  Boulder  County.     Adjacent  to  the  land fill
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are  three  septic  tank  disposal  ponds,  wliich  are  located  over
St.  Vrain  Creek;   percolating  water  has  easy  access  to  this
creek.    A  detailed  site  evaluation  of  this  site  is  necessary
to  remove  existing  doubts  about  the  landfill  operational  impacts
on  public  health  and  water  quality.

3.4      CIIARACTERISTICS   OF   GOVERNMENT   AGENCIES   WITH   A   POTENTIAL
208   ROLE   IN   THE   LARIMER-WELD   AREA

This  material  is  contained  in  a  separate  institutional  inventory
report . 3

3.5      IMPLICATIONS   OF   POPULATION   AND   LAND   USE   PROJECTIONS

3.5.i     Triangle  Area  Communities

Five  f uture  land  use  alternatives  were  developed  for  the  Greeley-
Loveland-Ft.  Collins  triangle.     In  developing  the  alternatives, ,
for  planning  purposes,   a  total  Larimer-Weld  regional  population
estimate  of  500,000  for  the  year  2000  was  allocated  to  various
geographic  areas.     Two  land  use  alternatives,   reflecting  the
colnmonalities  and  differences  for  the  five  alternatives,  were
selected  for  comparison  --  the  Historic  Trends  Alternative  and
the  Recommended  Land  Use  Alternative.     The  population  distribu-
tion  patterns  in  the  urban  triangle  for  both  alternatives  are
shown  on  Figures   3.5.i-A  and   3.5.1-8.

The  Historic  Trends  Alternative  projects  future  growth  in  Weld
County  as  occurring  primarily  around  existing  communities,   with
most  of  the  growth  being  attracted  to  the  Greeley  urban  area,
and  with  Windsor  expected  to  grow  at  a  rapid  rate.     These  projec-
tions  have  been  based  on  the  policies  in  the  Weld  County  Com-
prehensive  Plan.
Larimer  County,   however,   has  not  adopted  a  County-wide  plan  or
a  set  of  land  use  policies.     Future  growth  in  Larimer  County
has  been  portrayed  in  the  Historic  Trends  Alternative  as
occurring  in  a  dispersed  manner,  much  of  it  outside  existing
incorporated  areas  as  well  as  within  expanded  corporate  boundaries
of  Loveland  and  Ft.   Collins.     This  alternative  projects  a  20-
mile  urban  strip  between  Loveland  and  Ft.   Collins.

The  Recommended  Land  Use  Alternative  protrays  most  growth  as
being  focused  into  the  three  existing  urban  centers  --  Loveland,
Greeley  and  Ft.   Collins.     This  alternative  recommends  limits  to
outward  expansion  beyond  clef ined  service  areas  and  discourages
development  of  new  activity  centers.     Growth  directions  would  be
based  upon  a  conscious  attempt  to  develop  a  land  use  pattern
which  is  environlnentally  sound,   economically  achievable,   and
fiscally  responsible.

3   Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray  &  Lamont,   Inc..,   Institutional   Inventor
for  208  Functions, LWCOG,   April   1977.
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3.5.i.i     Ft.   Collins

The  population  projections   for  Ft.   Collins  for  the  year  2000  under
the  two  land  use  alternatives  are:

Historic  Trends                                     112,000
Recommended  Alternatives               149 , 000

Ft.   Collins  has  an  existing  waste  treatment  capacity  of  21.8
million  gallons  per  day   (mgd).     This  capacity  is  sufficient  to
serve  a  population  of  approximately  200,000,   if  infiltration
and  inflow  problems  can  be  corrected.     If  the  problems  are  not
correctable,   the  City  will  have  to  expand  its  capacity  by  1985.

3.5.i.2     Greeley

Greeley  population  in  the  year  2000  is  projected  under  the  two
land  use  alternatives  to  be:

Historic  Trends                                   ilo,000
Recommended  Alternatives               115 , 000

Projected  wastewater  flows  und;r  the  two  alternatives,   assuming
correction  of  infiltration/inflow  problems,   are:

Historic  Trends                                     11.0  mgd
Recommended  Alternatives               11. 5  mgd

Greeley  waste  treatment  facilities  are  currently  approaching
existing  capacity.     The  Greeley-Evans  area  is  in  the  process  of
upgrading  facilities  using  a  phasing  approach  which  permits
expansion  as  required  to  meet  demand.     Phasing  the  construction
of  new  waste  treatment  facilities  may  result  in  higher  total
capital  construction  costs  than  constructing  all  facilities  on
a  one-time  construction  cost.     However,   the  phasing  option  allows
construction  to  occur  only  as  needed,   and  the  cost  of  unused
facilities  will  not  be  passed  on  to  existing  customers,   in  the
event  that  anticipated  growth  does  not  occur.

3.5.i.3     Loveland

Under  the  two  land  use  alternatives,   Loveland's  population  in
the  year  2000  is  projected  to  be:

Historic  Trends                                     64,500
Recommended  Alternative                 61, 000

Projected  wastewater  flows  are  as  follows:

Historic  Trends                                    6.4  mgd
Recommended  Alternatives               6.1  mgd

Loveland  has  recently  expanded  and  upgraded  its  secondary  waste
treatment  capacity  to  7.7  mgd.     This  capacity  would  be  sufficient
to   serve  a  population  equivalent  of  approximately  75,'000.
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3.5.i.4     Windsor

Windsor`s  population  as  projected  under  the  two  land  use  alter-
natives  for  the  year  2000  would  be:

Historic  Trends                                    12,500
Recommended  Alternatives               10 , 000

Projected  flows  in  the  year  2000  are  estimated  as  follows:

Historic  Trends                                   I.9  mgd
Recommended  Alternatives               1. 7  mgd

Windsor's  existing  plant  has  a  capacity  of   0.6  mgd.     These
facilities  are  currently  at  capacity  as  the  community  facilities
serve  Windsor,   domestic  wastes  from  the  3,200  working  employees
at  Kodak,   and  emergency  industrial  flows  from  the  Kodak  facility.
Waste  treatment  facilities  expansion  is  currently  needed.

3.5.I.5     South  Fort  Collins  Sanitation  District

Population  in  the  South  Fort  Collins  area  is  projected  for  the
year   2000  as   follows:

Historic  Trends                                     47,ooo  4
Recommended  Alternatives               13 , 500

Projected  wastewater  flows  into  the  District's  treatment  facili-
ties,   including  flows  from  the  Spring  Canyon  Sanitation  District,
and  assuming  correction  of  infiltration/inflow  problems,   are:

Historic  Trends                                    4.7  mgd
Recomlnended  Alternatives               i. 35  mgd

South  Ft.  Collins  Sanitation  District  has  a  i.5  mgd  facility
which  was  constructed  in  1976.     The  District  is  currently  extending
a  major  trunk  line  to  serve  the  Spring  Canyon  Sanitation  District
on  the  southwest  end  of  Horsetooth  Reservoir.     This  existing
facility  can  serve  an  equivalent  poprilation  of  15,000,   and  will
be  at  capacity  of  1982  if  the  Historic  Trends  alternative  occurs.

3.5.i.6     Boxelder  Sanitation  District

Under  the  two  land  use  alternatives,   population  in  the  year  2000
in  the  Boxelder  District  is  projected  to  be:

Historic  Trends
Recommended  Alternatives

7 ' 500
6 , 000

4  This  figure  includes  an  estimated  17,000  population  in  the
Spring  Canyon  area.
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projected  wastewater  flows  under  the  two  alternatives  are:
Historic  Trends                                   I.0  mgd
Recommended  Alternatives               0.74   mgd

Boxelder  Sanitation  District  has  a  capacity  of   .75  mgd.     This
facility  processes  substantial  flows  from  commercial  and  indus-
trial  development  along  U.S.   Highway  14,   as  well  as  residential
flows.     The  District's  facilities  would  be  at  capacity  by  1985
in  the  Historic  Trends  Alternative.     Expansion  of  facilities  to
accommodate  an  additional   capacity  of   .25  mgd  to   serve  domestic
and  commercial  flow  in  the  area  would  be  required.     As  an  alter-
native  to  expansion  of  the  Boxelder  wastewater  treatment  plant,
excess  f low  could  be  served  by  Fort  Collins  which  has  suf f icient
capacity  to  treat  waste  from  the  Boxelder  area.     Under  the  Recom-
mended  Alternatives,   the  existing  Boxelder  treatment  plant  will
approximate  full  capacity  by  the  year  2000.

3.5.i.7     Evans  Sanitation  District

Under  the  two  land  use  alternatives,   Evans'   projected  population
is   9,000   for  the  year   2000.

Projected  flow  to  District  facilities  in  the  year  2000  is
0.94  mgd.     The  existing  treatment  facilities  have  a  capacity
of  0.90  mgd.     Current  plans  are  to  tie  the  Evans  District's
treatment  facilities  in  with  Greeley's  expansion  program.

3.5.i.8      Summary

The  Recommended  Land  Use  Alternative     uses  more  of  the  existing
secondary  waste  treatment  capacity  than  does  the  Historic
Trends  Alternatives,   thus  requiring  less  additional  facility
construction;   this  alternative  also  minimizes  the`need  for  new  in-
terceptor  sewer  lines  to  serve  scattered  growth  areas.     Land
use  decisions  by  local  governments  in  the  two-county  region  will
imf luence  the  degree  of  utilization  of  existing  and  planned
treatment  plants  and  the  financial  integrity  of  the  systems.

3.5.2     0utl ing  Cormunities

Population  projections  for  the  years  1983  and  2000,   existing
treatment  facility  capacities  and  projected  wastewater  flows  in
1983  and  2000  are   shown  for  the  outlying  communities  on  Table
3 . 5 . 2 . -A .

A  relatively  large  degree  of  uncertainty  exists  in  population
projections  for  small  communities.     It  is  impossible  to  predict
the  effect  of  individual  housing  projects  and  whether  the  industry
may  locate  in  or  near  a  small  community  and  provide  impetus  for
growth .

No  projections  have  been  made  for  individual  tre;tment  facilities
which  serve  motels  or  truck  centers.     Expansions  of  such  facili-
ties  are  corporate  decisions,   beyond  the  scope  of  this  investi-
gation.
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Data  for  the  nine  municipally-operated  facilities  indicate  that
one  facility  --  Fort  Lupton  --  is  already  at  capacity;   four
may  reach  or  approach  capacity  in  the  next  ten  }ears   (Johnstown,
Lasalle,   Pierce  and  Platteville) ;   and  four  will  not  reach  capacity
until  1990  or  beyond.

Three  of  the  thirteen  sanitation  district  treatment  facilities
are  now  at  capacity   (Hudson,   Keenesburg  and  Mead) ;   five  will
reach  capacity  by  the  early  to  mid-1980's   (Ault,   Erie,   Hill-n-
Park,   Milliken  and  Tri-Area) ;   and  three  -  Spring  Canyon,   Gilcrest
and  Kersey,  will  not  reach  capacitv  until  close  to  the  year  2000.
Spring  Canyon  flows  are  projected  -to  be  piped  to  the  South  Ft.
Collins  treatment  facility.     No  estimate  has  been  made  for  the
two  districts  having  signif icant  tourist  populations  in  the
summer  months   (Estes  Park  and  Upper  Thompson) .
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4.0      GUIDELINES   FOR   INSTITUTIONAL/FINANCIAL   STRUCTURES

Past  ef forts  to  achieve  waste  water  treatment  in  the  region
have  generally  been  uncoordinated.     Individuals,   industries,
schools,   commercial  establishments,   towns,   cities,   special
districts,   and  counties  are  all  in  the  business  in  various
portions  of  the  region.     The  range  of  systems  runs  from  indi-
vidual   septic  tanks  to  advance  waste  water  treatment   (AWT) .
Funding  for  public  systems  is  derived  from  a  wide  variety  of
federal  and  state  agencies  with  some  local  participation.
There  are  privately-financed  individual  systems.     Sources  of
income  range  from  the  mill  levy  to  user  charges  to  general
revenue   funds  derived  from  a  variety  of  sources.     Some  public
systems  charge  proportionately  to  benefit;   others charge  flat
rates.     Some  facilities  are  operated  by  trained  staff  and
perform  as  designed;   others  are  installed  and  then  marginally
maintained  and  operated,   functioning  ineffectively.     Coordina-
tion  and  complementary  planning  have  been  rare.     Each  agency
has  essentially  pursued  its  own  course  regardina  facility
planning,   design,   funding,construction  and  oper;tion.     Little
correlation  between  land  use  planning  and  utility  service  has
occurred.     Only  in  the  larger  cities  have  utility  plans  and
land  use  plans  begun  to  complement  each  other.     Adverse  effects
on  the  f inancial  stability  of  many  small  systems  have  occurred
as  growth  proceeded  below  optimistic  projections.

Even  so,   the  present  system  of  providing  waste  water  treatment
would  be  acceptable  if  efficient,  effective  areawide  treatment
of  waste  water  were  the  result.     But  the  record  does  not  reflect
this.     There  are  polluted  streams,   facilities  that  are  over  capa-
city,   facilities  that  are  operating  under  their  capacity,  two
plants  where  one  would  be  sufficient  and  many  other  problems,
not  the  least  of  is  the  cost  to  the  user  and  taxpayer  for  in-
efficient  operations  and  systems.

The  Clean  Water  Act  attempts  to  rectify  this  ad  hoc  approach
and  to  improve  performance  by  requiring  plans  that  will  coordin-
ate  efforts,   set  priorities  and  allocate  grant  money  on  a  regional
basis.     The  Act  provides   for  local  decision  makers  to  determine
those  institutions  and  agencies  that  will  implement  the  plans.
Coordination  is  essential  between  local  governments  as  water
pollution  transcends  political  boundaries.     If  implementation
is  to  be  accomplished,   responsibilities  must  be  assigned  and
the  powers  to  ef fectuate  the  law  must  be  available  to  the  respon-
sible  agency.

The  institutional  arrangements  necessary  to  implement  the
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technical  plan  will  be  strongly  influenced  by  the  Act's  legal
requirements,   principles  of  good  government  and  financial
considerations.     While  the   legal  aspects  are  primarily  derived
from  the  Act,   the  good  government  practices  result   from  atti-
tudes  and  accepted  practices   in  the  region  as  well  as  accepted
principals  of  good  government.     The   financial  guidelines  are
based  on  the   law  and  good  utility  management  practice.     In
this  section,   each  of  these  factors  is  discussed,and  for  each,
implications  for  the  institutional/f inancial  implementation
structures  identified.

4.I      LEGAL   REQUIREMENTS:       PLANNING,    MANAGEMENT,    OPERATIONS
AND   REGULATION

The  institutional/financial  requirements  of  the  208  implementa-
tion  program  are  established  by  legal,   technical,   financial  and
political   forces.     Specifics  of  the  Clean  Water  Act   (PL-92-500)
generally  outline  the  tasks  the  management  system  must  carry
out.     The  Act  states  that  the  minimum  content  of  the  208  plan
must  contain  the  following  elements:1

" (A)   the  identification  of  treatment  works  neces-
sary  to  meet  the  anticipated  municipal  and  industrial
waste  treatment  needs  of  the  area  over  a  twenty-year
period,   annually  updated   (including  an  analysis  of
alternative  waste  treatment  systems) ,   including  any
requirements  for  the  acquisition  of  land  for  treat-
ment  purposes;   the  necessary  waste  water  collection
and  urban  storm  water  runoff  systems;   and  a  program
to  provide  the  necessary  financial  arrangements  for
the  development  of  such  treatment  works;" (a)   the  establishment  of  construction  priorities
for  such  treatment  works  and  time  schedules  for  the
initiation  and  completion  of  all  treatment  works;" (C)   the  establishment  of  a  regulatory  program
to-- " (i)   implement  the  waste  treatment  management

requirements  of  section   201(c) ," (ii)   regulate  the  location,  modification,   and
construction  of  any  facilities  within  such  area
which  may  result  in  any  discharge  in  such  area,
and "(iii)   assure  that  any  industrial  or  commer-
cial  wastes  discharged  into  any  treatment  works
in  such  area  meet  applicable  pretreatment  require-
ments ;" (D)   the  identification  of  those  agencies  necessary

to  construct,  operate,   and  maintain  all  facilities
required  by  the  plan  and  otherwise  to  carry  out  the
plan ;•.(E)   the  identification  of  the  measures  necessary
to  carry  out  the  plan   (including  financincr) ,   the

i   pL-92-500,    Sea.    208(b)  (2)
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period  of  time  necessary  carry  out  the  plan,   the  costs
of  carrying  out  the  plan  within  such  time,   and  the
economic,   social,   and  environmental   impact  of  carrying
out  the  plan  within  such  time;

"(F)   a  process  to   (i)   identify,   if  appropriate,
agriculturally  and  silviculturally  related  nonpoint
sources  of  pollution,   including  runoff  from  manure
disposal  areas,   and  from  land  used  for  livestock  and
crop  production,   and   (ii)   set  forth  procedures  and
methods   (including  land  use  requirements)   to  control
to  the  extent  feasible  such  sources;"(G)   a  process  to   (i)   identify,   if  appropriate,
mine-related  sources  of  pollution  including  new,
current  and  abandoned  surface  and  underground  mine
runoff ,   and   (ii)   set  forth  procedures  and  methods
(including  land  use  requirements)   to  control  to  the
extent  feasible  such  sources;"(H)   a  process  to   (i)   identify  construction  activ-
ity  related  sources  of  pollution,   and   (ii)   set  forth
procedures  and  methods   (including  land  use  require-
ments)   to  control  to  the  extent  feasible  such  sources;"(I)   a  process  to   (i)   identify,   if  appropriate,
salt  water  intrusion  into  rivers,   lakes,  and  estuaries
resulting  f ron  reduction  of  fresh  water  f low  from
any  cause,   including  irrigation,   obstruction,   ground
water  extraction,   and  diversion,   and   (ii)   set  forth
procedures  and  methods  to  control   such  intrusion  to
the  extent  feasible  where  such  procedures  and  methods
are  otherwise  a  part  of  the  waste  treatment  manage-
ment  plan;"(J)   a  process  to  control  the  disposition  of  all
residual  waste  generated  in  such  area  which  could
affect  water  quality;   and"(K)   a  process  to  control  the  disposal  of  pollu-
tants  on  land  or  in  subsurface  excavations  within
such  area  to  protect  ground  and  surface` water
quality.

Consistent  with  the  mandate  of  the  Act,   a  management  system
to  carry  out  the  208  plan  can  take  many  forms.     Indeed,   a  great
deal  of  local  latitude  is  permitted  to  allow  creation  of  a
system  specifically  designed  for  the  study  area.     However,   what-
ever  form  the  system  may  take,   it  should  have  certain  basic
functional  elements  to  deal  with  the  specif ic  tasks  required
to  implement  the  plan.      The   law   (PL-92-500)   and  the   federal
regulations  Part (131)   outline  the  general  institutional  structure
to  plan  and  implement  a  water  quality  system  for  the  Larimer-
Weld  region.     The   four  functions  of  planning,   management,   opera-
tions  and  regulation  are  all  specifically  identified  in  the  law
or  the  regulations.     With  this  authority,   it  is  necessary  to
review  the   four  functions   for  the  Larimer-Weld  region  based
upon   (i)   knowledge  of  the   local   scene,    (2)   external   forces   at
work  that  affect  program  implementation,   and   (3)   general  good
government  practices.
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4.i.1     Continuous  Planning

Once  the  initial   208  plan  is  prepared  and  the  adoption  process
complete   ((1)    Larimer-Weld  Council   of   Governments,    (2)    State
of  Colorado,    (3)   Federal   E.P.A.)  ,   the   agency  designated   in
the  plan  as  the  continuing  planning  agency  will  have  certain
responsibilities  and  powers.

.   The  approved  areawide  plan  must  be  anually  reviewed,
evaluated,   updated  and  recertified  to  the  Governor.

.   Any  proposed  changes  by  the  management  agencies   that
could  have  an  effect  upon  water  quality  and  the  208
plan   (e.g. ,   expansion  or  contraction  of  service  area
boundaries,   addition  or  deletion  of  treatment  faci-
lities  or  changes   in  management  areas)   must  be  approved
by  the  planning  agency  before  they  can  become  part  of
the   208   plan.

.   A  continuous  water  pollution  control  planning  process
of  implementation  will  necessitate  a  variety  of
additional  tasks.     These  include:

-  Completing  the  planning  job  for  non-point  sources
that  was  done  to  various  degrees  for  dif ferent
categories  during  the  initial  208  planning  program.

-  Providing  assistance  to  management  agencies  in
carrying  out  their  activities.

-Monitoring,   evaluating  and  suggesting  corrective
actions,   if  necessary,   to  assure  that  the  imple-
mentation  aspects  of  the  208  plan  are  being
carried  out.

-  Assuring  that  the  208  Dollution  abatement  activities
of  the  plan  are  integr-ated  in  a  meaningful  way
with  the  other  urban  and  rural  activities  of  the
County,   e.g.,   land  use,   land  use  development  controls,
solid  waste  management,   water  resources  and  air
quality.

-  Integrating  the  areawide  208  plan  activities  with
neighboring  208  planning  agencies.

-  Providing  a  liaison  for  information  on  208-related
activities  and  regulations  between  the  Eap.A.,
state  management  agencies  and  the  public.

:::::ep:':::St::df::::::::b:::5±::oX:S::dp:ng::: oE:3nning  agency
Q.

2   pL   92-5o0,    Sec.    208(d).
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.   Changes   to  the   original   208   plan  may  occur  only
when   recommended  by  the   areawide  planning  agency
to  the  Governor  and  ultimately  approved  by  him  and
the  E.P.A.   as   a  plan   revision.

.   Liquid  waste  generators  may  not  discharge  wastes
without   a  NPDES   permit,   and  no  NPDES   discharge
permit  may  be   issued  to  any  point  source  discharger
that  is  not  in  conformance  with  the  208  plan.

.   Only  designated  management  agencies  and  only  treat-
ment  works  developed  as  a  part  of  the  208  plan  are
eligible  for  federal  EPA  construction  grant  assistance.

4.i.2     Management

The   law  sets  the  minimum  requirements   for  the  management  agency.3
It  does  not  specifically  distinguish  between  the   "management"
function  and  the  "operations"   function.     Yet  it  is  clear  that
the  management  agency  has  responsibilities  beyond  day-to-day
utility  management.     In  fact,   it  has  the  basic  responsibility
to  implement  the  208  plan,   but  may  or  may  not  directly  conduct
the  operations  function   (and/or  certain  other  of  its  mandated
functions) .     For  example,   a  qualified  city  might  be  a  management
agency  and  also  perform  the  operations   function.     Yet,   in  a
broader  sense,   the  management  agency  might  delegate  the  opera-
tions  tasks  to.another  agency,  while  retaining  overall  responsi-
bility  for  the  tasks'   performance.

Recognizing  that  optimal  institutional  and  financial  arrangements
may  differ,   we  distinguish  management  agencies  who  are  responsible
to  carry  out  the  areawide  plan  for  pollutant  categories  as  desig-
nated   (e.g. ,  municipal,   industrial,   non-point  and  urban  runoff)
from  operating  agencies  who  are  the   "hands  on"  people  actually
operating  the  facilities  and  programs.     To  be  sure,   in  some  cases
the  management  agency  and  the  operational   agency  may  be  one  and
the  same.     In  other  cases,   operational  agencies  cannot  be  manage-
ment  agencies  because  they  cannot  meet  the  requirements  of  the
208   law.

Section   208(c)  (2)   of   the   law  specifies  management  agencies  must
be  capable  of  at  least  the  following:

"(A)   to  carry  out  appropriate  portions  of  an  area-
wide  waste  treatment  management  plan  developed  under
subsection   (b)   of  this  section;

"(a)   to  manage  effectively  waste  treatment  works
and  related  facilities  serving  such  area  in  conform-
ance  with  any  plan  required  by  subsection   (b)   of
this  section;

3   pL   92-500,    See.    208(c)
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"(C)   directly  or  by  contract,   to  design  and  con-
struct  new  works,   and  to  operate  and  maintain  new
and  existing  works  as  required  by  any  plan  developed
pursuant  to  subsection   (b)   of  this  section;"(D)   to  accept  and  utilize  grants,   or  other   funds
from  any  source,   for  waste  treatment  management
purposes ;

"(E)   to  raise  revenues,   including  the  assessment
of  waste  treatment  charges;"(F)   to  incur  short-and  long-term  indebtedness;

"(G)   to  assure   in  implementation  of   an   areawide
waste  treatment  management  plan  that  each  partici-
pating  community  pays   its  proportionate  share  of
treatment  costs;"(H)   to  refuse  to  receive  any  wastes   from  any
municipality  or  subdivision  thereof ,  which  does  not
comply  with  any  provisions  of  an  approved  plan  under
this  section  applicable  to  such  area;   and"(I)   to  accept  for  treatment  industrial  wastes.

In  addition,   management  agencies  must  be  capable  of  adopting
and  implementing  systems  for  industrial  cost  recovery  and
user  charges  per  Section  204(b)   of  the   law,   and  to  obtain  and
possess   NPDES   permits   per   Section   402(a)  .

PL  92-500   and  federal   regulations  Part  131  require  planning
agency  and  management  system  responsibilities  to  cover  the
entire  geographic  boundaries  of  the  designated  planning  area
(i.e. ,   Larimer   and  Weld  Counties) .     The   law  and  the  regulations
also  require  that  management  agencies  possess  certain  mandatory
powers  for  the  geographic  areas   for  which  they  are  assigned
responsibilities.     Colorado  state  law  limits  the  powers  granted
to  local  and  regional  agencies  to  specific  boundaries.     The
requirements  of  Pl  92-500,   together  with  the  limited  capabilities
of  the  candidate  institutions,  dictate  careful  matching  of  the
team  of  management  agencies  to  assure   full  geographic  coverage
by  entities  that  possess  suf ficient  powers  to  carry  out  the
required  management  tasks.

In  addition,   notices  contained  in  the  September  6,1977,
Federal  Register  set  forth  the  requirement  that  208  plans

ude  indications of  the  designated  management  agencies'
willingness  to  carry  out  such  responsibilities.

4.I.3    Qperat_ing

The  operations  functions  may  be  performed  by  the  management
agency.     On  the  other  hand,   they  might  be  separated  from  the
management  function  in  an  institutional  sense  so  as  to  be
conducted  by  another  agency  that  would  assume  the  posture  of
an  operating  division  of  the  management  agency.     In  such  a
case,   operations  agencies  could  have  a  great  deal  of  autonomy,
As  a  practical  matter,   in  terms  of  municipal  designation,   there
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for  example,   in  terms  of  plant  operations,   program  implemen-
tation,   or  BMP  activities.     Yet  they  would  always  be  subject
to  supervision,   plan  coordination,   fiscal  guidance,   and  208
management  control  of  the  management  agency.

As  a  practical  matter,   in  terms  of  municipal  designation,   there
will  be  few,   if  any,   cases  where  cities  with  treatment  facilities
are  not  assigned  both  management  and  operational   functions.     The
separation  of  the  two  functions  is  much  more  likely  in  the  areas\
of  agriculture  or  special  districts  where  general  purpose  govern-
ment  powers  do  not  exist.

4.1.4     Regulation

Rules  and  regulations  published  by  E.P.A.   in  the  Federal  Register,
Vol.   40,   No.   230,   November   28,1975,   Part   131,   describe   the
details  of  the  responsibilities  of  planning  and  management  agencies
Included  in  the  clef inition  of  management  agency  responsibilities
is  the  identification  of  operating  agencies  and  regulatory  agencies
Details  of  the  requirements  for  regulatory  agencies  are  also  con-
tained  in  this  section.

The  regulatory  functions  fall  into  two  major  subcategories,   the
first  being  the  administration  of  the  402  permit  program  for  all
point  discharges.4     This  responsibility  is  now  assigned  by  law
to  the  state  water  quality  control  agency.     As  a  practical  matter,
this  means  the  state,   in  conjunction  with  its  operating  partner
and  subordinate,   the  county  health  departments  will  be  the
responsible  regulatory  agency   (system) .

The  second  category  of  regulatory  activities  deals  with  land
use  and  land  management  control.     While  these  activities  may  not
be  directly  controlled  by  the  208  program,   they  will  have  sig-
nificant  impact  on  an  area's  ability  to  move  toward  the  clean
water  goal.     The  law's  regulations  specifically  require  a  tie

::=::::e:±ep::8::: : §  W:=::  g:::::¥yg::1:e::€a=::yr:g±::i:i::nd
reinforces  the  concept  that  water  quality  activities  are  deeply
tied  to  most  of  the  other  activities  of  local  government  and
cannot  be  effectively  dealt  with  in  a  vacuum.     Examples  of
regulatory  activities  in  this  category  are  as  follows:

'   Zoning
.   Flood  plain  zoning  and  regulations
.   Environmental  performance   zoning
.   Subdivision  regulations
.    P.U.D.'s
.   Housing   codes

4   pL   92-500,    Sec.    402(a)

5   E.p.A.   Regulations,   Part   131.11(N).
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.   Building  codes

.   Construction  permits

.   Hillside  development  requirements

.   Runof f  control   and  management

.   Drainage  controls  -  on  site

.   Grading  regulations

.   Soil  erosion  and  sediment  control  ordinances

.   Solid  waste  control`ordinances

.   Septic  tank  ordinances

.   Taxation  policies

.   Public  investment  policies

In  time, it  is  likely  that  the  costs  of  facilities,   advancement
of  technology  and  the  reduction  of  streams'   abilities  to  absorb
expanding  amounts  of  pollutants,  will  place  greater  and  greater
emphasis  on  utilization  of   land  use  and  land  management  tech-
niques  to  reduce  pollution  quantities  and  undesirable  charclcter-
istics.     Coordination  of  these  efforts  must  cut  across  political
boundaries  to  be  effective.     Drainage,   for  example,   follows
natural,   not  administrative,  boundary  lines.

4.2       ADDITIONAL   REQUIREMENTS   FOR   SUCCESSFUL   208   AGENCIES

As  noted  in  Section  4.1  above,   the  agency  or  agencies  that
assigned  the  ongoing  implementation  functions  must
requirements  of  PL  92-500.     But   in  addition,   theyI          _  _I   11

should  exhibit  a  number  of  other  characteristics  that  will
L,,-\--     I-**+-    --I---_-_.___ ___      _

support  implementation  efforts.

Not  all  of  the  selected  agencies  are  required  to  have  all  of
the  following  capabilities.     See  Section  4.5  of  this  report
for  a  discussion  of  the  relative  importance  of  the  various
capabilities  and  characteristics  by  agency  function   (planning,
management,   operations  and  regulation).     The  characteristics
discussed  below  should  be  viewed  as  guidelines  to  be  weighed
and  considered  in  the  selection  of  the  most  appropriate  insti-
tutional  arrangement  for  the  Larimer-Weld  208   implementation
program.     Requirements  of  a  f inancial  nature  are  discussed  in
Section  4.3   of  the  report,   below.

4.2.i     Political  Acceptance

will  be
meet  the

The  nature  of  this  particular  region  --its  people,  history,
economy,  political  attitudes  and  settlement  patterns  --dictate
certain  elements.     For  instance,   if  the  institutions  are  to  be
potentially  acceptable,   they  must  be  perceived  as:

.   Politically  accountable  to  the  region's  citizens  through
the  ballot  box;

.   Subject  to  control  executed  closest  to  home  --  preferably
by  people  who  live  in  the  area;

.   Exhibiting  a  highly  visible  profile.     The  actions  and
deliberations  must  be  accessable  on  a  day-to-day  basis;
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.   Sensitive  to  the  region's  issues  and  concerns,

.   Capable  of  carrying  out  their  decisions;

.   Capable  of  being  sensitive  to  the  need  to  hold  down
local  taxes  and  user  fees;   and

.   An  existing  agency,   new  layers  of  government  or  aaencies
being  unpopular.

4.2.2     Organizational  Effectiveness

Good  government  or  business  practices  require  the  aaencies  to
generally  have:

.   Central  responsibility  to  avoid  problems  of  fracrmenta-
tion  and  inefficiency,  unclear  responsibility  a;sign-
ment,   coordination  and  conflicting  goals  or  philosophies
of  directors  or  legislative  leaders;

.   Administrative  resources  and  skills  to  assure  the
efforts  and  funds  are  spent  for  a  high  return;

.   Adequate  staff   (or  the  ability  to  obtain  and  retain
adequate  staff )   to  assure  the  implementation  and
continued  success  of  the  program;

.   A  perpetual  nature.     The  future  of  the  agency  should  be
viewed  as   a  continuous  one;

.   The  ability  to  function  across  political  boundaries  by
right  and/or  the  capability  of  entering  into  formal
agreements  to  span  political  boundaries;

.   The  ability  to  delegate  and/or  assume  responsibilities
via  contractual  arrangements  with  other  entities;

.   The  ability  to  deal  with  local  situations  as  well  as
understand  and  deal  ef fectively  with  state  and  federal
agencies  representing  local  interests  in  waste  water
control  matters;

.   Exhibit  a  commitment  to  the  successful  achievement  of
the  program.     Without  belief  in  the  goals,   a  lot  of
money  and  effort  will  be  wasted  for  little  gain;

.   An  ability  to  integrate  water  quality  concerns  with
water  resource  development  and  use  concerns;

.  An  ability  to  provide  technical  assistance;

.   Local  representation  in  a  continued  policy  capacity
as  the  program  progresses;   and

.   The  ability  to  consolidate  systems  whenever  feasible.
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the  Clean  Water  Act4.2.3     Powers   Im lied  b

The  law  implies  several  additional  needs  for  the  prospective
agencies :

.   Police  powers  to  require  conformance  with  necessary
regulations to  accomplish  the  areawide  plan;

.   Power  to  accept  and/or  reject  waste  water  if  a  user
fails  to  meet  the  plan's  standards;

.   Ability  to  assure  design,   construction  and  operation
of  treatment  works  are  accomplished  in  accord  with  the
plan;

.   Ability  to  make  enforceable  decisions  about  treatment
facility  operation  and  maintenance;

.   Ability  to  do  sub-basin  planning  and  coordination;

.   Ability  to  integrate  waste  water  treatment  planning
with  land  use  planning  at  the  regional  level;

.   Ability  to  continually  monitor  the  progress  of  the
areawide  plan  and  update  it  as  necessary;

.  Ability  to  maintain  facilities  output  and  carry  out
permit  enforcement;

.   Testing,   sampling  and  laboratory  capabilities  to
assure  facilities  are  performing  as  designed;

.   Ability  to  coordinate  waste  water  areawide  planning
with  other  federally-funded  areawide  programs  such  as
transportation,   solid  waste,   air  pollution  and  land  use
701   planning;

.  Ability  to  set  construction  and  funding  priorities  on
a  region-wide  basis  to  assure  the  most  ef fective  expen-
ditures  of  funds  to  achieve  the  minimum  qoals  of  the
law;

.   Ability  to  control  point  and  non-point  source  pollution
through  regulatory  control  over  the  location  or  manner
of  development  of  generators;   and

.   Powers  to  regulate  the  location,   control  and  construction
of  any  discharge  facilities  within  the  area.

4.3      FINANCIAL   REQUIREMENTS   FOR   IMPLEMENTATI0N   AGENCIES

The  agencies  that  will  perform  the  208   implementation  functions
of  planning,  management,   operations  and  regulation  will  need  to
possess  various  financial  resources  and  abilities.     Several  of
these  requirements  are  specifically  identified,  or  at  least
implied  in  the  language  of  the  law  and  regulations  thereto.
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4.3.i     Requirements   Implied  By  the  Act

Section   208(b)  (2)   of   the  Act   suggests   a  number  of   financial
capabilities  that  will  be  required  of  the  agencies  implementing
the  plan.     Among  this  section's   important  provisions   (with
respect  to  financial  capabilities  of  implementing  agencies)
are  the  requirements  for  annual  updating  of  a  twenty-year  f aci-
lities  program  together  with  the  necessary  financial  arrangements;
scheduling  initiation  and  completion  of  treatment  works   (includina
financing) ;   regulation  activities  per   208(b)  (2)  (C) ;   measures   to
be  used  by  agencies  to  carry  out  the  plan   (including   financing) ;
procedures  and  methods  to  control  to  the  extent  feasible  various
non-point  pollution  sources.

These  legal  requirements  suggest  the  need  for  implementation
agencies  that  possess  considerable  financial  skills  and  abilities.
Of  particular  importance  will  be:

.   Ability  to  assess  the  financial  ef fects  of  proposed
changes   in  the  plan;

.   Ability  to  obtain  and  interpret  f inancial  information
reflecting  the  status  of  the  region's  agencies  involved
in  208  plan   implementation;

.   Ability  to  coordinate  and  resolve  conf licts  in  various
agencies'   individual  financial  plans  as  they  relate  to
construction  schedules;

.   Ability  to  utilize  a  broad  range  of  f inancial  tools  as
incentives  to  support  regulatory  efforts;

.   Ability  to  fund  regulatory  efforts;

.   Ability  to  utilize  a  variety  of  revenue  measures  to
provide  funding  for  construction,   operations  and  program
support  activities  for  all  aspects  of  the  plan;

.   Ability  to  utilize  f inancial  measures  and  to  raise
funds  to  support  efforts  to  control  non-point  sources.

Section  208(c)  (2)   suggests   further  requirements.     Here   the
focus  is   on  the  tasks  specified  for  the  management  agencies.
Having  primary  responsibility  for  plan  implementation,   these
agencies  will  need  the  broadest  financial  skills.     In  addition
to  those  noted  above   (excepting  regulatory-related) ,  management
agencies  must  have  authority  to:

.   Accept  and  utilize  grants,  .or  other  funds  from  any
source,    for  waste  management   purposes    (208(c)  (2)  (D) )  ;

.   Raise  revenues,   including  the  assessment  of  waste
treatment   charges    (208(c)  (2)  (E) )  ;
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.   Incur   short-and   long-range   indebtedness    (208(c)  (2)  (F))  ;

.   Assure  each  participating  community  pays  its  proportionate
share   of   treatment   costs    (208(c)  (2)  (G) )  .

The  requirements  of  the  Act  clearly  favor  the  designation  of
general  purpose   local  governments   as  management  agencies.     They
have  traditionally  been  effective  in  obtaining  grant  funds,   and
more  importantly,   in  Colorado,   have  by  far  the  broadest  range
of  options   for  raising  revenues.     Such  options  are  typically
under  local  control   (at  most  requiring  a  vote  of  the  electorate) ,
involving  no  special  state  legislative  action.     The  ability  to
raise  debt  funds  suggests  the  agency  should  have  alternatives
available   (revenue  bonds,   general  obligation  bonds,   general
improvement  bonds,   etc.) ,   a  good  credit  rating/strong  tax
base,   and  experience  in  debt  financing.

Sections   204(b)  (i)  (A)   and   (8)   indicate   that  construction  grant
eligibility  is  dependent  on  compliance  with  the  user  charge
and  industrial  cost  recovery  regulations.     These  requirements
suggest  the  need  for  institutional  arrangements  that  can  avoid
the  traditional  use  of  ad  valorem  taxes  for  wastewater  utility
financing.     This  in  turn  suggests  reliance  on  agencies  that  are
not  dependent  on  ad  valorem  taxes  to  repay  past  indebtedness.

4.3.2     Financial   Requirements  of Program  Implementation

The  Clean  Water  Act  cites  several  important  financial  qualifica-
tions  of  the  implementing  agencies.     In  view  of  the  magnitude
and  signif icance  of  the  program,   the  need  for  highly  professional
financial  management,   and  for  a  broad  range  of   financial  opportuni-
ties   is  obvious.     Financial  planning,   decision  making  regardincr
financial  alternatives,   revenue  system  administration,   debt
financing,   inviestment  management,   accounting  and  control,   capital
programming  and  annual  budgeting,   auditing,   and  other  skills
and  experience  will  be  required.     Managing  the  program's   financial
aspects  will   itself  be  a  major  program.     Some  particularly  import-
ant  items  should  be  highlighted:

.   Experience  with  large  scale,  user-fee  oriented,   enter-
prise  fund  programs  is  highly  desirable  for  the  manage-
ment  agency;

.   Institutional  arrangements  should  strongly  support  other
program  highlights  with  its  financial  policies   (fees  as
regulatory  incentives,   program  beneficiary  pays,   etc.) ;

.   There  should  be  f inancial  alternatives  for  the  imple-
menting  agencies  aside  from  total  dependence  on  state
and  federal  grants;

.   Implementation  of  a  true  regional  plan  must  not  be
allowed  to  stumble  on  the  present  myriad  of  local  financial
cormLitments ;
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.   Financial  responsibility  to  the  local  electorate  will
be  the  best  check  on  program  value   (in  relation  to
costs)   and  efficiency   in   implementation.     Agencies
with  a  high  degree  of  political  responsibility  are
indicated .

4.4       POLICY   AND   PROGRAM   REQUIREMENTS

4.4.1     Land  Use   Management

Arguments  have  been  made  almost  f ron  the  beginning  that  the
Federal  Water  Pollution  Control  Act,   Section  208,  was  really
a  land  use  management  act   in  disguise.     E.P.A.   and  others  have
argued  otherwise.     They  go  on  to  say  that  if  federal  land
use  management  was  necessary,   it  should  not  come  through  the"back  door"  of  a  pollution  abatement/facility  planning  piece
of   legislation.     Nobody  argues,   however,   that  land  use  manage-
ment  does  play  a  signif icant  part  in  any  pollution  abatement
program  that  is  designed  to  meet  the  goals  of  the   law.

Land  management  decisions  have  direct  and  significant  impact
upon  waste  water  treatment  facilities,   as  well  as  direct  and
indirect  impact  upon  many  forms  of  non-point  source  pollutants.
Pollutants  gener.ated  f ron  urban  runof f  sources  are  a  good
example  of  a  fairly  direct  land  use/pollutant  relationship.
Table   4.4.I-A  shows,   by  example,   the   importance  of   future   land
uses  in  relation  to  the  location  of  existing  facilities.     The
table  illustrates  that  following  historic  population  trends
creates  the  need  for  3.2  mgd  treatment  capacity  in  the  South
Fort  Collins  area  during  the  planning  period,   even  through  a
greater  amount  of  excess  capacity  exists  in  the  Fort  Collins
plants.     Implementing  land  use  controls  to  influence  location
patterns  would  completely  eliminate  the  need  for  additional
plant  capacity  in  this  area  through  2000.

The  Larimer-Weld  208  program  will  need  to  keep  constantly  alert
for  water  pollution  problems  that  have  signif icant  land  use
considerations.     When  these  situations  are  discovered  for  a
specific  area  and/or  for  a  specific  pollutant,   action  will  be
called  for.     The  action  in  most  cases  will  be  jointly  between
the  planning  agency  with  overall  responsibility  for  program
coordination  and  area  wide  planning,   and  the  management  agency
for  the  specific  area  in  question.     It  is  the  management  agency
that  has  the  responsibility  of  implementing  the  208  plan  and,
most  importantly,   has  the  land  use  powers  necessary  to  do  some-
thing  about  a  problem  if  land  use  management  related  actions  are
required.

The  Larimer-Weld  208   program  is  not   a   land  use  program.     But
it  does  have  specif ic  applications  of  land  use  powers  in  certain
specific  cases  and  as  an  absolute  necessity  if  an  optimum  pollu-
tion  program  is  to  be  achieved.     General  purpose  local  govern-
ments   (cities,   towns  and  counties)   are  the  only  local  agencies
with  these  powers.     In  the  absence  of   local  governments  taking
on  this  task,   the  State  of  Colorado  is  the  only  other  choice
available.
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Column  A

TABLE   4.4.i-A

WASTEWATER   TREATMENT   CAPACITIES
AND   PROJECTED   NEEDS

Colurm  8 Column  C

Year
Secondary  Treatment
Capacity  Exceeded

or  Excess  Capacity

Existing
Plant

Capacity
Cormunit

1
Flow  in  Year   2000

(million  gallons/day  mgd)

Consultant' s         Historic
Re colr`me nde d               Tre nds

Year   20oo   2
Consultant ' s
Recommended

Historic
Trends

Ft.   Collins                    21.80                       15.00

Loveland

Boxelder  S.D.

S.   Fort  Collins
S.D.    (including
Spring  Canyon
S.D.)

Evans   s.D.   3

Gree|ey  4

Windsor

7.70                            6.10

0.75                           I.00

1.50                              1.35

0.90 .94

6.00                         11.50

0.60 1.70

4.70

1.90

5
6.8  excess

1.6   excess

1985

at  capacity
by   2000

1998

at  capacity
by   2000

1977

10.6  excess

I.3  excess

at  capacity
by  2000

1982

1998

at  capacity
by   2000

1977

1  Assumes  infiltration/inflow  problems  are  corrected  for  areas  where  applicable.

2  Straight  line  projections  for  growth  assumed  in  determining  expansion  dates.

3  Facilities  planning  for  this  area  includes  tie-in  to  Greeley.

4  To  be  upgraded  in  4  mgd  increments  now  and  in  1989  with  an  additional  8  mgd
expansion  anticipated   in   1995.

5  Flows   include   .67  mgd  domestic   flow  from  Kodak  employees.

6  Flows  fran  Spring  Canyon  Service  Area  included.

7  South  Fort  Collins  Sanitation  District  has  expansion  capability  to  3.0  mgd.
This  would  advance  exceeded  capacity  date  to  1991.

Source:     Larimer-Weld Council  of  Governments,   Impacts
Wastewater  Treatment  Facilities ,

of  Land  Use  Alternatives  on
Fort  Collins,  Greeley,Loveland  Triangle ,

June,1977.
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4.4.2     The  Urban  Service  Area  Concept

In  order  to  meet  the  Act's  requirements  and  have  the  capability
of   implementing  the  technical  plan,   land  use  planning  and  control
must  be  central   concerns.     Where  areas  of  domain  can  be  adequately
defined,   general  purpose  governments  might  carry  out  this   responsi-
bility.     The  alternatives  are  state  land  use  control   (which  has
been  fought  against  at  the  state  legislature  almost  annually  by
cities  and  counties)   or  the  creation  of  a  new  functional  agency
at  the  regional  level,  again  an  idea  that  in  this  part  of  the
country  has  been  severaly  criticized  by  local  governments.

The  purpose  of  creating  an  urban  service  area  is  to  clef ine  the
area  of  responsibility  or  area  of  domain  for  planning  and  service
purposes.     For  these  purposes,   the  legal  division  of  responsibility
which  is  determined  by  the  city  limit  line  is  usually  inappropriate
City  limits  are  administrative  boundaries  with  little  permanence
and  no  natural  basis  for  their  location.     It  is  reasonable  to
assume  that  urban  development  and  densities  will  locate  in  the
vicinity  of  urban  centers  and  their  resultant  need  for  urban
level  of.  services  will  continue  to  be  met  by  cities  and  towns.
In  Colorado,   the  county's  role  traditionally  has  been  to  serve
the  minimal  rural  needs  and  to  avoid  the  urban  service  business.
Pressures  to  avoid  tax  increases,   staff  and  new  responsibilities
argues  for  a  continuation  of  this  role.     Every  county  which  has
allowed  scattered  urban  development  has  been  subject  to  increased
budget,   staff  and  service  demands   (from  dog  catchers  to  sheriff 's
patrols).     Cities  are  also  strongly  opposed  to  counties  entering
the  urban  service  business.     Double  taxation  concerns  drive  this
attitude ,
Because  there  are  no  laws  in  Colorado  which  permit  extraterri-
torial  land  use  controls  to  cities  and  towns,   there  is  a  natural
area  of  conflict  which  develops   around  every  growing  community.
The  urban  center  provides  the  basis  or  attraction  for  new  growth,
most  of  which  occurs  inside  the  city  limits.     However,   there  is
always  a  portion  of  development  which  locates  in  the  f ringe  area
outside  the  city  limits  but  in  close  proximity.     This  occurs  for
a  combination  of  reasons;   cost  of  land,   development  standards,
availability  of  land  for  development  or  desire  of  the  buyer  for
a  "rural"   setting.     Eventually,   the  growth  of  the  city  envelops
most  6f  this   fringe  development.     When  it  does,   conflicts  occur
over  source  of  continued  service,   development  standards,   debt
incurred  for  services  prior  to  annexation,   creation  of  limited
purpose  agencies  which  become  self  perpetuating,   conflicting
community  goals,   etc.     Long-range  planning  of  physical   systems
and  fiscal  programs  are  difficult  both  in  the  city  as  well  as
outside  the  city  because  of  shif ts  in  tax  base  via  annexation
or  land  use  changes.     Sewer  utilities  require   10-20  year  projec-
tions  to  properly  size  interceptor  lines  and  treatment  plants
and  to  spread  debt  over  a  reasonable  time  period  to  bring  pay-
ments  within  local  capacities.     The  urban  services  area  concept
seeks  to  reduce  these  conf licts  and  permit  long-range  system
planning  to  occur  with  reasonable  assurance  of  land  use  support.
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Delineation  of  an  urban  service  area  should  be  the  mutual
responsibility  of  the  city  and  the  county.     Other  factors
besides   sewer  service  must  be  considered  in  defining  the  area.
How  much   land  to   include   should  be  based  on:

.   Local  desires  as  to  the  size  and  character  of  the  com-
munity ;

.   Ability  and  willingness  to  provide  or  make  available
adequate  and  economical  water,   sewer,   police  and  fire
protection  and  other  urban  services;

.   Housing  needs  by  type,   quantity  and  impact  expected
by  the  projected  population  growth;

.   School  needs   and   impact;

.   Natural  and  manmade  barriers  to  economical  expansion
of  urban  areas  or  service  within  urban  areas;

.   Eliminating  or  controlling  further  urbanization  in
areas  where  such  urbanization  would  be  hazardous
because  of  geological,   climatic  or  topographic  con-
ditions  or  to  preserve  natural  open  space  areas;   and

.   Regional  goals  to  preserve  the  agricultural  economy
by  preserving  prime  agricultural  land.

The  size  of  the  service  area  will  vary  with  each  community  and
in  some  cases,   where  growth  is  not  anticipated,   it  may  be
determined  on  the  basis  of  the  location  of  existing  facilities.

Once  the  area  had  been  defined,   the  core  city  in  the  service
area  must  develop  --  and  the  county  approve  --  a  comprehensive
land  use  plan,   service  plans  indicating  location  and  level  of
service,   service  standards,   and  priorities  for  extension  or
phasing  of   services,   and  a  capital   improvements  plan.     Where
other  communities  or  districts  are  contained  in  the  service  area,
they  too  must  be  involved  in  the  creation  and  review  of  the  plans
It  is  unacceptable  for  the  core  city  to  unilaterally  develop  the
plans  and  bear  the  cost  and  burden  of  doing  so.

It  is  also  unacceptable  for  the  core  city  to  unilaterally  plan,
design  and  move  toward  implementation  of  a  program  that  would
bring  financial  disaster  and/or  service  inadequacies  to  the
customers  and/or  owners  of  an  existing  special  district  system
or  a  small  community,   unless  very  unusual  circumstances  exist.
It  is  for  this  reason  that  an  area  of  domain  determination
(service  area  boundary)   is  a  decision  requiring  considerate
input  from  all  parties  to  be  impacted  by  the  decision.

In  the  Larimer-Weld  208   program,   service  area  boundaries   are
of  particular  interest  because  of  sewer  and  water  quality
related  issues.     The  boundaries,   however,   must  not  be  decided
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upon  from  waste  water  reasons  alone.     Water,   schools,   police
protection,  etc.  must  be  factored  into  the  considerations  if
the  service  area  concept,   in  its  broadest  terms,   is  to  function
effectively  and  bring  least  cost,  total  urban  services  to  the
citizens  of  the  area  in  a  rational  fashion.

4.4.3     Pollution  Control Financing

The  costs  of  pollution  control  programs  should  generally  be
imposed  on  the  parties  who  are  in  a  position  to  change  the
quantity  of  pollutants  produced.     Requiring  the  polluter  to
pay  for  cleanup  is  not  so  much  a  measure  that  seeks  equity,
but  more  an  ef fort  to  encourage  the  polluter  to  consider  the
most  economical  way  to  deal  with  the  problem.     Public  cleanup
is  one  approach.     It  costs  a  certain  amount.     If  the  polluter
is  made  to  pay  on  the  basis  of  how  much  is  contributed  into
the  public  system,   there  is  an  incentive  to  cut  down  the  dis-
charge   (perhaps  by  pretreatment,   conservation,  or  substitution
of  technologies)   when  the  costs  of  doing  so  are  less  than  the
costs  of  public  cleanup   (charged  to  the  polluter).    This  leads
to  the  lowest  cost  system  of  producing  and  eliminating  pollu-
tants.     This  philosophy  supports  the  Act's  requirements  for
user  charges  and  industrial  cost  recovery.     It  also  suggests
financing  regulatory  programs  with  fees  and  fines.

On  the  other  hand,   this  approach  should  be  tempered  by  recog-
nizing  that,   as  an  equity  matter,   program  beneficiaries  should
also  be  assessed  some  program  costs.     Also  a  factor  in  cost
distribution  is  the  need  to  respect  the  economic  and  industrial
base  of  a  region.     In  some  cases,   local  resources  could  simply
not  pay  for  pollution  cleanup  without  destroying  the  region's
industry .

4.4.4     Local  Control   and  Local  Responsibility

A  basic  concern  is  to  keep  local  elected  of f icials  in  the  dominat-
ing  roles  of  the   208  program.     There  will  be  a  208  program  either
administered  locally  or  at  the  state  level.     Experience  with
efforts  to  increase  state  controls  over  local  land  use  decisions,
local  officials'   comments  and  area  residents'   repeatedly  expressed
desires  support  this  approach.     The  difficulty  is  to  organize
a  previously  ad  hoc  approach  to  providing  a  basic  service.     Where-
as  relationship  of  utility  development  decisions  to  other  develop-
ment  decisions  was  sporatic  and  the  counties  essentially  viewed
their  involvement  as  minimal,   the  208  program  dictates  that
there  will  be  changes.     It  is  believed  that  acceptance,  under-
standing  and  more  ef fective   implementation  can  occur  by  keeping
the  changes  within  the  region  and  structuring  heretofore  in-
formal  relationships,  but  at  a  level  directly  sensitive  to  internal
regional  concerns  --social,   cultural  and  economic.     Local  govern-
ments  with  police  powers  must  be  used  to  implement  the  program.

4.4.5     Maximum  Uses   of   Existing  Programs   and  Service   Structures

While  local  government  is  preferred  over  higher  level  of  government,
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and  existing  government  is  preferred  over  new  government  insti-
tutions,   the  same  is  true  of  programs  and  administrative
agencies.     Rather  than  create  new  regulatory  or  funding  programs,
it  is  desirable  to  amend  or  adapt  existing  ones  to  the  water
quality  issues.     For  example,   subdivision  regulations  are  known
and  accepted,   while   an  Environmental   Impact  Ordinance   is  new.
Rather  than  create  a  new  review  body  and  regulatory  controls
and  procedures  to  deal  with  water  quality  issues  as  af fected
by  land  development  practices,   it  is  recommended  that  the  con-
cerns  be  integrated  into  the  currently  used  tools.

4.4.6     Mandatory  versus Voluntary Compliance

Such  requirements  already  exist  for  point  source  municipal  and
industrial  dischargers.     It  will  be  necessary  to  require  manda-
tory  compliance  for  all  sources  at  such  time  as  the  problems
are  clearly  stated;  it  is  shown  to  be  cost  effective  to  correct
them;   and  solutions  are  identified,   and  other  polluters  are
taking  steps  to  control  their  actions.     Incentives  are  helpful
particularly  in  the  early  stages  of  implementation,  but  past
experiences  at  federal,   state  and  local  levels  have  demonstrated
mandatory  compliance  for  the  few  is  the  only  alternative  if  the
total  goals  are  to  be  achieved.

4.5       IMPORTANCE   OF   AGENCY   REQUIREMENTS    BY    IMPLEMENTATION   FUNCTION

The  various   agencies  that  will  be  assigned  the  ongoing  imple-
mentation  functions  will  have  to  have  varying  capabilities  and
capacities  based  upon  the  task  they  are  assigned.     The  evalua-
tive  criteria  used  in  screening  candidate  agencies  or  in  con-
sidering  the  formation  of  new  agencies,   are  based  upon  a  combina-
tion  of  requirements  in  the  federal   law  and  fundamental  require-
ments   for  good  government.     See  the  preceding  Sections   4.1  through
4.4  of  this  report.

The  characteristics  that  are  desirable  for  the  various  roles  or
agencies  are  contained  in  the  following  table.     This  is  used
primarily  in  matching  agencies  with  management  system  tasks.
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FUNCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES

TABLE   4.5-A

GUIDELINES   FOR   AGENCY   ASSESSMENT
TO   PERFORM   I.F.    FUNCTIONS    IN   208   PROGRAM

XXXX

XX

XXXX

XXXX

XXXX

X         X-      X        X

X

X

XX

XXXX

XX

GUIDELINES

i.     Political  accountability

2.     Political  acceptability  to  citizens

3.     Locally  elected  responsible  officials

4.     High  visibility  at  local  level

5.     Close  to  constituents   (sensitive  to  day-to-
day  issues)

6.     Central  responsibility  assignment

7.     Commitment  to  program  goals

8.     Perpetual   (continuous)   in  nature

9.     Administrative  accountability  and  efficiency

10.     Adequate  staff  or  ability  to  obtain

11.     An  existing  agency

12.     Capacity  to  do   sub-area   (sub-basin)   plannincT

13.     Capacity.to  do   areawide  planning

14.     Ability  to  function  in  a  broad  range  of
public  works  and  citizen  service  activities

15.     Ability  to  function  across  political
boundaries

16.     Ability  to  integrate  water  resource  use
and  quality  concerns
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TABLE   4.5-A   (Continued)

FUNCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES

XXXX

XXXX

X

XXX

XXXX

XX

XXX

XX

XX

X

XX

XXX

17.

18.

19.

GUIDELINES

Authority  to  require  coordination  if  nec-
essary

Ability  to  insure  integration  of  waste  water
concerns   into  comprehensive  service  needs  of
area

Possess  ef fective  coordinative  capabilities
with  other  agencies

20.     Ability  to  coordinate  waste  water  planning
with  other  federal  programs

21.     Ability  to  contract  with  other  entities

22.     Ability  to  continually  monitor  land  update
areawide  plans

23.     Ability  to  assure  conformance  with  208  plan
1

+

24.     Ability  to  provide  technical  assistance

25.     Ability  to  assure  design,   construction  and
operation  of  treatment  works

26.     Ability  to  set  construction  priorities

27.     Ability  to  maintain  facilities  output

28.     Power  to  accept  and/or  reject  wastes   from
any  source

29.     Ability  to  carry  out  the  plan

30.     Authority  to  acquire  land  for  treatment

31.     Ability  to  make  enforceable  decisions   about
treatment  works  technical  matters
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FUNCTIONAL,
ACTIVITIES

XXX

X

XX

X

XXXX

XXXX

XXX

XX

XX

XX

XX

XXX

X``X

TABLE   4.5-A    (Continued)

GUIDELINES

32.     Ability  to  assure  pretreatment  require-
ments

33.     Ability  to  function  in  a  broad  range  of
land  use  related  activities

34.     Ability  to  regulate  location  of  pollution
generators

35.      Police   power

36.     Facility  monitoring,   regulation   and  permit
e n f o r c eme n t

37.     Testing,   sampling  and   laboratory  capabilities

38.     Ability   to   assess   penalties

39.     Adequate,   self   controlled   financial  capacity

40.     Ability  to  understand  economic   impacts  of
pl.an  elements   and  changes

41.     Ability  to  set  funding  priorities

42.     Ability  to  assure  that  users  pay  their
share  of  costs

43.     Authority  to  charge   fees,   tax  and  raise
revenues

44.     Authority  to  incur  short-and  long-range
indebtedne s s

45.     Ability  to  retire  existing  debts

46.     Authority   to  accept  and  utilize  grants

47.     Capacity  to  assure  proportional   cost   sharing
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TABLE   4.5-A   (Continued)

FUNCTIONAL
ACTIVITIES

XXXX

X

XXXX

XXXX

XX

XX

48.

GUIDELINES

Capable  of  holding  down  local  taxes   and
user  fees

49.     Ability  to  sustain  financial  needs

50.     Ability  of  operating  agencies  to  bear
implementation  costs

51.     Ability  to  obtain  and  interpret  financial
information

52.     Ability  to  coordinate  and  resolve  con-
f licts  between  individual  f inancial  plans
relative  to  construction  schedules

53.     Ability  to  fund  regulatory  efforts

54.     Ability  to  use  a  broad  range  of  revenue
measures  to  support  the  program

55.     Ability  to  use  a  broad  range  of  financial
tools  as  incentives  to  support  regulatory
efforts

56.     Experience  with  large   scale,user  fee
oriented  enterprise  fund  programs

57.     Financial  responsibility  to  the  local
electorate
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5.0       STRATEGY   FOR   IMPLEMENTING   THE   AREAWIDE   PLAN

Development  of  an  implementation  program  under  the  Federal  Water
Pollution  Control  Act  as  specified  in  Section  208  begins  with  the
assessment  of  the  existing  pollution  situation  in  a  planning
area.     This  is  contained  in  separate  technical  reports  and  sum-
marized  in  Section  3.0  above.     The  development  of  an  action
program  in  light  of  the  physical  situation  in  the  Larimer-Weld
planning  area  is  the  heart  of  the  program.     Accepting  this,   it
is  clear  that  the  institutional  structure  that  will  serve  as
a  framework  for  program  implementation,   financing  and  monitoring
must  be  phased.     Sequential  actions  dealing  with  the  complex
issue  of  pollution  control  are  necessary.     Not  all  physical
problems  are  capable  of  ilrmediate  solution  in  the  Larimer-Weld
region.

The  problem  solving  process  recognizes  the  circular  nature  of
the  key  elements  of  the  program.     These  are  problem  identifica-
tion  in  light  of  the  requirements  of  the  law,  development  of
alternatives  that  can  achieve  the  objective  of  the  law  estab-
lsihed  in  the  framework  of  the  local  situation,   and  development
of  an  institutional  and  f inancial  structure  that  can  carry  out
the  program  once  it  is  developed.     None  of  these  elements  can
be  developed  without  recognition  of  the  other  parts.     Each  must
be  played  back  against  the  other  and  in  some  cases  alternatives
must  be  chosen  because  of  a  related  element  that  cannot  function
with  the  desired  element.

This  interrelated  process  has  occurred  throughout  the  Larimer-
Weld  208   study.     The  plan  which  is  being  presented  for  public
discussion  and  legislative  decision  acknowledges  three  basic
issues  of  the  program,   i.e.,    (i)   what  are  the  pollution  prob-
lems  in  our  area,   (2)   what  are  the  technical  alternatives  for
dealing  with  those  problems,   and   (3)   what  are  the  instit.-.utional
and  financial  arrangements  that  are  necessary  to  implement  such
a  program.     The  overall  plan  proposed,   and  the  underlying  strategy,
derives  from  a  resolution  of  these  basic  issues.

5.1      POLLUTION   PROBLEMS   IN   LARIMER-WELD   COUNTIES

Pollutants  in  the  Larimer-Weld  area  come  from  a  large  variety  of
sources.     For  purposes  of  this  report,  the  pollutants  will  be
broken  into  two  categories,   i.e.,   point  source  pollutants  and
non-point  source  pollutants.     The  listing  of  pollutants  in
this  section  by  source  of  pollution  under  the  subcategories  of
point  source  or  non-point  source  is  merely  for  the  purposes  of
developing  an  overview  feeling  of  theproblem.     A  detailed
discussion  of  these  sources  of  pollutants  is  contained  in
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summary  form  in  Section  3.0  of  this  report  and  is  contained
in  detailed  form  in  technical  reports  prepared  by  Toups  Corpora-
tion .

5.1.1     Point   Source  Pol |utants
.  Municipal  wastewater  facilities
.   Special  district  wastewater  facilities
.  Private  wastewater  facilities
.   Large  f eedlots  i
.   Irrigated  agriculture  1

5.i.2    Non-Point  Source  Pollutants

.   Small  feedlots

.   Solid  waste  facilities

.   Urban  runof f

.   Septic  tanks

.   Residual  waste

.   Lagoons

.  Agriculture  non-irrigated

.   Construction

.   Silviculture

.   Manure  disposal  areas

.  Mine  related  waste

.   Salt  water  intrusion

5.2      PROPOSED   TECHNICAL   SOLUTIONS

The  problem  clef inition  and  proposed  solutions  for  the  municipal
and  industrial  point  sources  have  been  clearly  articulated  as  a
result  of  the  208  study.     Who  the  dischargers  are,   the  capacity
of  their  systems,  when  they  will  have  to  upgrade  their  system  to
meet  the  state  discharge  requirements,   the  relation  to  the  water
quality  standards  and  stream  classifications,   the  hydrology  of
the  region  and  alternative  treatment  methods  for  achieving  the
goals  of  the  law  are  all  weighed  as  part  of  the  technical  report.
The  problem  clef inition  for  the  various  non-point  sources  is
much  softer.     Background  data  on  the  magnitude  of  the  problems
and  their  effect  on  the  region's  streams  are  just  now  being
accumulated.     There  was  little  or  no  history  before  the  208
study  began.

This  suggests  that  the  areawide  plan  is  ready  for  implementation
for  municipal  and  industrial  point  source  dischargers  but,   not  yet

I  Institutional  and  Financial  Recommendations  for  these  Point.
Sources  are  Contained  in,   Briscoe,   llaphis,   Murray  &   Lamont,
Inc . , Institutional  and  Financial Recommendations  for  Control

1977of  Pollutants  from Irrigated iculture,   LWCOG,   October,
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ready  in  the  case  of  irrigated  agriculture  2  or  for  non-point
sources.     Additional  monitoring  and  analysis  for  specific  infor-
mation  is  needed.     Nonetheless,   efforts  can  be  taken  to  avoid
compounding  problems  using  various  regulatory  tools  and  sound
engineering  practices  that  will  prohibit  or  reduce  runof f  from
non-point  sources  into  drainage  ditches  or  streams.

Integration  of  the  point  and  non-point  ef forts  will  be  possible
when  the  Problem  identification  and  solutions  are  at  a  similar
level  of  -accomplishment.

The  technical  analysis  being  conducted  under  the  208  Water
Quality  Management  Planning  Program  has  highlighted  the  complexity
of  developing  a  rational,   technical  strategy  for  achieving  1983
water  quality  goals.     A  synthesis  of  the  analysis  and  conclusions
published  under  various   208  technical  documents  can  be  found  in
a  report  entitledi     "Alternative  Technical  Strategies  for
Achieving  National  Water  Quality  Goals. "      (Larimer-Weld
Regional  Council  of  Governments,   January  1978) .

Technical  studies  to  date  have  indicated  that  dif ferent  criteria
must  be  met  to  achieve  and/or  maintain  water  quality  goals  in
the  mountain  areas  of  the  region  vs.   the  plains  areas.     In
the  latter  case,   it  has  been  concluded  that  limiting  factors
to  achieving  a  high  quality  fishery  which  involves  the  pro-
tection  and  propagation  of  sensitive  f ish  species  and  o`ther
aqautic  biota  are ±uL± f low  and  suitable  stream  bed
characteristics.     Such  requirements  appear  to  be  met  in  the
high  mountain  streams  of  the  region.

Four  alternative  technical  strategies  have  been  developed  which
address  the  various  criteria  which  must  be  met  to  achieve  the
objectives  of  the  Clean  Water  Act.     The  strategies  are  illustra-
ted  in  summary  from  on  Table  5.2-A.     Although  each  of  the  strate-
gies  is  different  in  scope,   a  common  thread  which  runs  through
each  of  them  is  the  point  and  non-point  source  water  quality
control  requirements.     The  fundamental  differences  between  the
strategies  is  the  extent  to  which  non-water  quality  actions  are
taken  in  the  plains  areas  of  the  region  to  insure  an  adequate
habitat  for  the  protection  and  propagation  of  aquatic  biota.
Strategy  i  provides  for  an  advanced  level  of  waste  treatment
based  on  load  allocation  modelling.     These  theoretical  results
indicate  requirements  for  reduced  ammonia  levels  with  advanced
waste  treatment.     However,   no  non-water  quality  actions  are
included.     Lacking  these,   even  with  a  high  quality  effluent,   it
is  believed  that  conditions  for  year-round  propagation  and  pro-
tection  of  desirable  sport  fish  species  cannot  be  achieved
due  to  the  prevailing  water  supply  practices  and  their  ef fects
on  the  fish  habitat.     Thus,   no  recreational  benefits  are  achieved.

2   Ibid.
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TABLE                       (CONTINUED )

(a)     Costs   in  terms  of  January,   1977,   dollars.
(b)     Assumes   7%   interest,   amortized  over   20   years.
(c)     Assumes   7%   interest,   amortized  over   50  years.
(d)     Assumes   7%   interest,   amortized  over  10  years.
(e)      Assumes   unit  cost  of  C-BT   share  =   Sl,300;

Quota  =   60%;   flow  augmentation  implemented  in  Big
Thompson  River   (15   cfs)   and  Cache   la  Poudre  River
(15   cfs)   from  May  through  September;   7%   interest
amortized  over  50  years.

(f)     Meet  existing  water  quality  standards  -  No  flow  augmentation
Advanced  treatment  required  at  Fort  Collins  Nos.   I  and  2,
Boxelder  S.D.,   Windsor,   Eastman  Kodak  Co.,   Greeley  Delta,
and  Loveland.     Tertiary  treatment  required  at  Greeley
First  Avenue  and  Great  Western,   Loveland.

(g)     Assumes  plants  requiring  tertiary  or  advanced  waste  treat-
ment  upgrade  immediately,   unless  such  facilities  are  staged
according  to  future  need  for  additional  capacity   (Greeley
Delta) .

(h)     Staged  over  five  years.
(i)     Capitol  cost  at  an  estimated  average  participation  of  70%.

Cost  at   100%  participation  would  be   S140  million.
(j)   .  Includes   50%  participation  in  irrigation  scheduling

(S12/acre   x   500,000   x   1/2)  .     Miscellaneous   0   &  M  expenses
are  minimal   and  most  BMP's   reduce  overall  0   &  M  costs.
Energy  costs  of  sprinklers  are  off set  by  reduced  labor
requirements  and  therefore  not  included.

(k)     Control  mea:ures  for  urban  runoff  are  oriented  toward
source  control,  non-structural  control  options,  and
structural  options  incorporated  into  an  overall  system    r
of  drainage/flood  control.     Construction  assumed  in  1980.

(i)     Provide  flow  augmentation.     Advanced  treatment  required
at  Greeley  Delta.     Tertiary  treatment  required  at  Fort
Collins  Nos.   i  and   2,   Boxelder  S.D.,   Windsor,   Eastman
Kodak  Co. ,   Greeley  First  Avenue,   Loveland,   and  Great
Western,   Loveland.

(in).     Based  on  Sllo  per  surface  acre   stocked.
(n)     Based  on  one  man-year  professional  design  time  plus

$500  -$2,000  per  river  mile  for  construction;   includes
cost  of  fish  screens  estimated  to  be  Sl,000  per  ditch.

(o)     Purchase  of  mini-dredge.
(p)     New  mini-dredge  to  be  purchased  in   1988.
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TABLE                       (CONTINUED)

(q)      Includes   annual   insurance  premium  of   $3,000;   assumes
dredge  operated  continuously  during  the  year;   does  not
include  cost  of  transporting,   launching,  or  retrieving
dredge;   $62,000  for  first  four  years  to  initially
expose  channel  substrate  in  the  Big  Thompson  and  Cache
la  Poudre  Rivers  downstream  from  canyon  mouths,   and  in
reach  of  the  St.   Vrain  River  within  the  two-county  area;
$37,000  per  year  thereafter  for  channel  maintenance.

(r)     Assumes  mini-dredge  operated  for  seven  months  out  of
each  year.

(S)     Protection  of  existing  water  uses    -       secondary  treatment  -
some  fish  stocking  in  selected  plains  river  reaches.

(t)     Based  on  7  months  of  professional  design  time  plus
$500  -$2,000  per  river  mile  for  construction,   includes
cost  of  fish  screens,   estimated  to  be  Sl,000  per  ditch.

(u)     Protection  of  existing  water  uses    -      secondary  treat-
ment  -no  fish  stocking  in  plains  river  reaches.
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Under  Strategy  2,   stream  fish  stocking,   stream  engineering  design
and  construction,   dredging  and  flow  augmentation  are  included  for
various  stream  segments  of  the  plains  area  to  sustain  sports
fishery  conditions.    While  each  of  these  criteria  appear  to
be  achievable  from  a  technical  standpoint,   their  implementation
depends  upon  social,   political,   and  economic  acceptability
and  would  require  policy  decisions  and  funding  on  the  part  of
state  and  federal  agencies.     Additionally,   legal  problems  may
arise  from  the  standpoint  of  Colorado  Water  Law  in  determining
a  means  by  which  to  augment  flow  for  fisheries  purposes.

Strategy  3  depicts  a  water  pollution  control  program  that  would
require  specific  actions  to  be  taken  to  control  major  sources
of  pollution,   in  addition  to  stream  stocking  in  certain  stream
segments  of  the  region.     Areas  where  fish  stocking  appears  to
be  f easible  f rom  the  standpoint  of  development  of  an  expendible
f ishery  and  enhancement  of  recreational  capabilities  around
urban  centers  would  be  the  upper  portions  of  the  lower  Poudre
River,   Big  Thompson.  River,   and  the  St.   Vrain  River.

Strategy  4  involves  water  quality  control  requirements  as  indi-
cated  in  Strategy  3  with  no  consideration  fo,r  e-nhance_ment  of  physi-
cal  conditions  for  a  fishery  in  the  plains  area  of  the  T`,eaion.

Municipal  and  industrial  point  source  control  requirements
indicated  on  the  table  are  designed  to  protect  the  quality  of
aquatic  habitat  currently  existing  in  the  plains  area  of  the
region;   i.e.,   no  further  degradation.     Nonpoint  source  control
requirements  are  intended  to  enhance  the  instream  water  quality
by  application  of  Best  Management  Practices.     At  the  existing
level  of  technology  and  data,   it  is  not  clear  what  the  relation-
ship  is  between  nonpoint  source  pollution  control  requirements
and  the  achievement  of  a  high  quality  fishery  in  the  plains
area  of  the  region.     However,   technical  studies  have  confirmed
that  municipal  and  industrial  point  source  control  requirements
higher  than  secondary  treatment  will  not  significantly  enhance
conditions  for  high  quality  sport  fishery   (i.e.,  trout  and
bass,   eta.).     The  physical  habitat  must  also  be  substantially
improved .

The  pollution  control  strategy  for  urban  runof f  and  irrigated
agriculture  indicated  on  the  table  also  account  for  other
desirable  water  quality  objectives;   i.e. ,  protection  of  public
water  supply  and  protection  of  crops.     Best  Management  Practices
for  nonpoint  source  pollution  control  attempt  to  recognize
non-water  quality  benefits  as  well;   i.e.,   energy  savings,
labor  savings,  water  conservation,  crop  protection.     Cost
effectiveness  of  each  BMP  would  be  determined  on  a  case  by
case  basis  and  consider  all  benefits  which  may  be   accrued.
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5. 3      INSTITUTIONAL   AND   FINANCIAL   CONSIDERATIONS   ASSOCIATED
WITH   IMPLEMENTING   THE   ALTERNATIVE   TECHNICAL   PLANS

Program  components  contained  in  some  or  all  of  the  technical
alternatives  under  consideration  raise  important  f inancial
and  institutional  questions.     For  example,  one  of  the  alter-
natives  contains  the  program  component  entitled,   "Flow  Augmen-
tation."     The  concept  of  flow  augmentation  is  included  as  a
necessary  element  to  achieve  the  goal  of  year-round  f isheries
that  can  self-propagate  in  the  Cache  la  Poudre  and  the  Big
Thompson  Rivers.     This  concept  incorporates  the  purchase  of
over  10,000  acre/feet  of  water  at  a  capital  cost  of  over  Sl9
million  for  release  at  a  regulated  rate  to  keep  from  15-20  cubic
feet  per  second  of  water  available  in  the  stream  at  critical
times.     There  are  significant  cultural,   legal  and  economic
questions  associated  with  this  concept  and  no  answers  are  clear
at  this  stage.     One  possibility  to  achieve  flow  augmentation
would  be  to  dry  up  approximately  5,000  acres  of  irrigated  farm-
land  and  use  the  water  from  that  irrigated  area  to  augment  low
flows  in  the  stream.     This  assumes  the  water  is  for  sale  and
the  price  is  reasonable.     Another  possibility  would  be  to  convert
present  row  irrigation  farms  to  spray  irrigation  and  accumulate
water  savings  from  the  present  users  for  flow  augmentation.     An
additional  concept  would  be  that  of  trans-mountain  diversions,
either  via  the  Big  Thompson  Project  or  some  other  project  to
acquire  western  slope  water  which  could  be  brought  to  the
eastern  slope  for  flow  augmentation  purooses.

In  addition  to  problems  associated  with  acquiring  the  water,
there  are  a  myriad  of  problems  related  to  who  would  acquire
the  water.     It  appears  that  flow  augmentation  activities  in
the  reaches  of  the  streams  in  Larimer-Weld  Counties  would  also
have  beneficial  applications  for  streams  out  of  the  region.
Benefactors  from  this  program  would  cover  a  geographical  region
larger  than  the  Larimer-Weld  area.     Since  it  is  recognized  that
one  of  the  basic  conflicts  associated  with  the  208  program  is
that  at  some  time  in  the  future  program  benef iciaries  are  likely
to  be  asked  to  pay  part  or  all  of  the  cost  of  achieving  benefits,
it  will  be  necessary  to  assess  who  all  the  benef iciaries  are  of
such  a  program.     Since  it  appears  from  initial  investigations
that  this  is  a  program  with  implications  far  beyond  the  local1___play  a
€:-:=::=±::ies::atE:a::o:=a::deral  agency  would  have  ti

The  practical  facts  of  the  matter  are  that  f low  augmentation
concepts  in  the  streams  of  the  Larimer-Weld  region  to  achieve
the  fishable-swimable  goal  of  the  law  seem,   if  not  unrealistic,
at  least  beyond  the  reach  of  a  local  208  agency  to  achieve.
If  flow  augmentation  can  be  demonstrated  at  some  future  date
to  be  cost-effective  and  cost-beneficial  as  a  means  of  achieving
the  fishable-swimable  goals  of  the  federal  law,   it  seems  likely
that  that  program  should  be  developed  at  the  state  or  f ederal
level .
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Another  principal  feature  of  the  four  alternative  technical
plans,   and  one  that  will  have  the  most  program  impact  on  the
local  area,   is  that  of  capital  costs  required  to  upgrade  the
municipal  and  industrial  facilities  to  meet  the  requirements  of
the  law.     Strategies  i  and  2  both  contemplate  upgrading  waste-
water  treatment  facilities  to  the  level  of  advanced  waste  treat-
ment   (A.W.T.).      Strategies   3   and  4   have  a  capital  cost   reqliire-
ment  initially  of  slightly  less  than  $15  million  to  develop
treatment  facilities  to  the  secondary  treatment  level  to  accommo-
date  growth  to  the  year  2000.     As  we  disaggregate  these  capital
cost  numbers  for  individual  agencies,   the  financial  impact  on
some  communities  and/or  industries  may  be  significant.

Three.  other  program  components  contained  in  two  of  the  plan
alternatives  deal  primarily  with  fish  life  support  activities.
These  present  problems  of  who  should  pay,  who  are  the  beneficiaries,
and  how  should  the  institutional  control  be  developed?    These
categories  are  more  or  less  interrelated  and  are  shown  on  Table
5.2-A  as  stream  fish  stocking,   stream  engineering  design  and
construction,   and  dredging;   they  all  include  initial  and  con-
tinuing  costs.     These  three  categories  have  initial  capital
costs  of  about  S.5  million  and  require  some  continuing  activity
on  a  year-to-year  basis.

5. 4       RECOMMENDED   STRATEGY   FOR   PROGRAM   IMPLEMENTATION

i:r:x:::::i:e::;To:: :i: ::::::e::n:geo:o:i:ti::' p:::i::e::n:he
state  of  planning  and  development  studies,   and  the  key  program
components  of  the  technical  and  institutional/f inancial  alterna-
tives  now  under  consideration  suggest  an  overall  program  strategy.
This  strategy  is  characterized  by  the  key  concepts  contained
in  the  following  paragraphs  of  this  section.

5.4.i      I_Q£9|   Control   and__ ±oca_1__  R_g_sponsibil_i_ty

The  water  quality  control  program  is  complex  and  implementation
of  this  p.rogram  will  become  intertwined  with  other  forms  of
urban  services  being  delivered  by  local  agencies.    Also,   the
local  financial  impact  of  this  program,   even  with  substantial
federal  funding  assistance,   is  a  very  major  one.     For  these
reasons,   it  follows  that  to  the  greatest  extent  possible,   local
control  over  the  program  and  local  responsibility  for  managing
its  implementation  in  a  rational  fashion,  consistent  with  the
other  demands  of  the  area,   is  highly  desirable.

5.4.2     Maximum  Use  of   Existin Institutional  Structure

The  concept  of  using  to  the  greatest  extent  possible  existing
institutional  structures  to  carry  out  various  functions  of  the
water  quality  program  is  sound  when  viewed  in  the  light  of  the
alternatives.     These  call  for  new  and  innovative  institutional
forms  that  will  present  the  possibility  of  new  and  unpredictable
experiences  for  the  people  of  the  area  and  will  require  the  maturing
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period  that  all  new  organizations  must  go  through  before  they  can
effectively  carry  out  the  tasks  at  hand.     It  appears  rational
that  since  the  existing  institutional  agencies  in  the  Larimer-
Weld  area  have  sufficient  powers  and  capabilities  for  the  most
part  to  carry  out  the  required  tasks  of  the  208  program  that
they  represent  the  logical  institutional  choice.

5.4.3     General  Pur ose  Local  Governments   in  Charge  of  Program
Possible

There  are  two  basic  reasons  why  general  purpose  local  governments
are  the  preferred  alternative  for  carrying  out  the  water  quality
program  in  the  Larimer-Weld  area.     The  first  is  because  the
water  quality  program  cannot  be  implemented  in  a  vacuum.     It
must  be  coordinated  with  all  other  urban  service  activities  of
the  area.     Since  for  the  most  part  these  services  are  being
delivered  by  general  purpose  local  governments,   they  present
a  far  superior  choice  for  implementing  the  program  than  would
another  special  service  agency  with  only  water  quality  control
activities  on  their  mind,   thus  creating  the  need  for  coordina-
tion  between  water  quality  activities  and  all  the  other  urban
service  activities  that  relate  to  water  quality.     The  second
major  reason  that  general  purpose  local  governlnents  should  be
in  charge  of  the  program  is  that  institutionally  they  possess
by  far  the  best  set  of  powers  and  capabilities  for  delivering
the  task  at  hand.     This  is  particularly  true  in  the  case  of  non-
point  source  pollutants,  whose  generation  and  characteristics
are  intimately  related  to  decisions  of  how  land  is  developed  and
used .

5.4.4     Urban   Service  Area  Conce t   --Area   of   Domain    (U.S.A.)

The  U.S.A.   concept  which  describes  an  area  of  domain  forresponsi-
ble  management  agencies  for,   in  this  case,   the  water  quality  con-
trol  program  is  a  perfect  means  of  identifying  which  agency  is
responsible  for  carrying  out  the  program  and  f inding  the  geo-
graphical  boundaries  of  that  responsibility.assignment.     The
U.S.A.   concept   simply   says  that   some  agencies   should  be  made
responsible  for  delivering  all  forms  of  urban  services  to
citizens  of  an  area  in  a  rational  and  ef f ective  manner  and  that
this  basic  responsibility  should  be  assigned  the  general  purpose
local  governments  of  the  area.     For  example,   the  comprehensive
planning  area  of  a  city  ordinarily  describes  the  growth  and
development  activities  that  will  be  occurring  in  and  around  the
community  for  a  20-year  period.     The  U.S.A.   concept  implies  that
if  a  community  is  planning  to  provide  services  in  this  area  of
all  kinds,   either  now  or  in  the  reasonable  planning  future,
that  it  should  be  assigned  planning  and  management  functions  to
the  greatest  extent  possible  within  that  geographical  area.
All  areas  in  the  county  outside  the  urban  service  area  boundaries
of  the  cities  are  left  under  county  domain  with  provisions  for
services  in  those  areas  under  county  control.     Whether  it  be  via
special  districts  or  private  agencies  for  the  actual  delivery
of  the  service,   the  county  remains  in  the  controlling  position.
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5.4.5     Land   Use  Manacrement

Land  use  management  concepts  are  signif icant  for  both  point
source  control  and  non-point  source  control.

The  Larimer-Weld  208   technical   studies  have  shown  that  land  use
decisions  in  the  Larimer-Weld  area  made  by  those  agencies  that
have  land  use  powers,   namely  general  purpose local  governments,
cities,   towns  and  counties,   have  major  impact  on  not  only  point
source  controls  for  water  quality  activities,  but  also  to  a  major
degree  have  inf luence  over  non-point  source  pollutant  characteris-
tics.     It  seems  obvious  that  with  the  major  role  that  land  use
decisions  play  in  affecting  water  quality  characteristics,  both
from  point  and  non-point  source,   that  it  is  absolutely  mandatory
that  the  responsible  management  agencies  who  are  given  the  task
of  implement`ing  the  water  quality  control  program  must  also
possess  powers  and  capabilities  to  directly  apply  land  use
regulations  in  behalf  of  their  pursuit  of  a  logical  pollution
abatement  program.

5.4.6     Complete  the  Planning  before   Implementation

This  concept  simply  suggests  that  until  the  planning  and  develop-
ment  is  done  on  most  or  all  forms  of  pollutants,   and  in  parti-
cular  for  those  which  have  a  major  interrelationship  with
others,   that  the  planning  job  should  be  done  so  that  the  results
of  implementation  activities  can  be  predicted  and  cost  ef fective-
ness  of  alternatives  be  assessed  in  light  of  the  overall  program.
Caution  should  be  exhibited  in  jumping  aggressively  into  imple-
mentation  activities  for  any  phase  of  water  quality  control  pro-
grams  until  the  planning  task  is  suf f iciently  complete  to  serve
as  a  basis  for  predicting  the  results  in  water  quality  terms
that  can  be  expected  from  the  application  of  implementation
programs .

5.4.7    All  Pollution  Abatement Programs  Should  be  Coordinated

This  includes  those  for  municipal  and  industrial  point  sources,
non-point  sources,   and  irrigated  agriculture.     We  have  assessed
the  full  spectrum  of  pollution  forms  in  basically  the  three  cate-
gories  mentioned  above.     Nevertheless,   for  both  technical  and
institutional  reasons  identified  in  this  program,   it  should  be
clear      that  that  separation  and  categorization  for. study
purposes  was  only  for  the  convenience  of  the  exercise  and  that
the  program  itself  can  be  viewed  as  a  single  overall  coordina-
ted  program  with  pollution  sources  viewed  in  their  overall  con-
text  and  abatement  activities  carried  out  only  in  terms  of
impacts  on  the  overall  program.     As  we  near  the  end  of  the
study  process,   the  program  needs  once  again  to  be  viewed  as  a
sin.gle  program  and  not  three  or  four  separate  programs.
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5. 4. 8      ML±±.p±geme]i.I_..A.ge.Ii.ey_.  .qii¢.   Ope_r_a_tiop.  Agencies    ".Pass .--. I.hrough"
Concept

Arguments  were  presented  above  that  general  purpose  local  govern-
ments   should  be  basically   in  charge  of   the  program.     Yet,   even
using  the  urban  service  area  concept,   the  geographic  boundaries
of  that  possibility  are  constrained.    Also  there  is  the  desire
to  make  maximum  use  of  existing  institutional  structures  and
service  organizations.     The  pass-through  concept  is  utilized
to  deal  with  these  problems.     For  the  most  part  this  will  involve
wastewater  treatment  facilities  that  are  now  owned  and  operated
by  special  districts  and/or  industries  who  will  be  assigned
the  operations  agency  tasks  in  the  208  institutional  structure
with  some  general  purpose  local  government  being  the  management
agency  exercising  some  form  of  overview  as  to  operations  activi-
ties.     The  pass-through  concept  suggests  that  to  the  greatest
extent  practical,   that  the  legal  tasks  of  the  management  agency
will  be  passed  through  to  the  operations  agency  via  an  intergovern-
mental  contract.     Some  of  the  management  aqency  responsibilities
will  be  necessarily  keptby  the  agency  itself ,   but  each  specific
situation  will  dictate  the  terms  of  the  pass-through  contract.
The  intent  is  to  provide  as  little  disruption  as  is  possible
and  at  the  same  time  achieve  the  objective  of  the  law  and
the  requirements  of  Section  208.

5.4. 9     Voluntary  Compliance  Efforts  Ve_rsuis .M+ndatory  _C_omp_liance
f or  Irri ated  Agricul ture  and  Non-Point  Source  Pollutants

Studies  done  in  the  Larimer-Weld  area  on  both  irrigated  agricul-
ture  and  non-point  source  pollutants  suggest  that  both  these  pro-
grams  lend  themselves  to  an  initial  ef fort  that  is  voluntary  in
nature  as  contrasted  to  immediately  moving  to  a  mandatory  com-
pliance  program.     The  state  of  the  art  in  dealing  with  both  these
categories  of  pollutants  is  such  that  while  thecontinuing  develop-
mental  planning,   research  and  demonstration  activities  are  on-
going,   voluntary  compliance  activities,   accompanied  by  gradual
implementation  of  programs  that  appear  viable  f irst  in  a  planning
setting  and  later  in  a  demonstration  and  full  implementation
setting,   is  a  rational  approach  to  a  complex  program  that  must
evolve  gradually  from  its  present  state  to  a  more  advanced  state
where  mandatory  compliance  and  mandatory  program  implementation
could  be  seriously  considered.

5.4.10     Fiscal  Conce t  -   He  Who  Benef its  Versus  He  Who  Pollutes

The  f iscal  concept  of   "He  who  benefits   should  pay"   applies  as
well  to  water  quality  control  activities  as  it  does  to  other  forms
of  urban  service  delivery  programs.     This  concept  suggests  that
there  should  be  some  form  of  equitable  distribution  of  program
costs  and  that  the  foundation  for  that  distribution  is  some  form
of  measurement  of  who  and  to  what  extent  individuals  or  groups  of
individuals  are  benefitted  by  the  program.     On  the  other  hand,
the  concept  that  the  polluter  should  pay  brings  to  bear  some
positive  motivational  factors  that  develop  when  an  agency  or
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private  party  perceives  that  when  he  is  causing  a  pollution
problem,   he  will  be  asked  to  pay  to  abate  that  problem.     In  that
process,  pollutant  generators  are  motivated  to  take  steps  under
their  own  control  to  reduce  the  amount  of  pollutants  generated
so  that  their  required  payments  of  abatement  activities  will  be
reduced.     They  may  reduce  their  polluting  activities  by  process
alterations  or  abate  the  pollution  problem  in  other  ways.     The
ingenuity  of  people  and  industries  is  rewarded  when  pollution
abatement  improvement  activities  are  conceived  or  when  generation
activities  are  altered.

In  some  cases,  we  will  find  that  those  who  benefit  are  a  different
group  than  those  who  pollu'te.     The  financial  program  must  en-
deavor  to  balance  the  cost  burden  to  preserve  both  equity  and
the  positive  motivational  factors.
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6.0      ALTERNATIVE   AGENCIES   FOR   I/F
FUNCTIONS   AND   RECOMMENDED   ROLES

6.I      INVENTORY   OF   AGENCIES   FOR   I/F   FUNCTIONS]

The  following  pages  summarize  federal,   state,   regional  and
local   institutions  that  might  play  some  role  in  208   imple-
mentation  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region.     For  each,   a  recommended
role  in  the  program  is   identified.     These  recommendations   form
the  basis  for  the  proposed  208   institutional  structure  summarized
by  208   function  in  Section  6.2   and  discussed  in  detail  in  Section
7.0.

Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,   Inc.,
Inventor

Institutional
far  208  Functions,   Larimer-Weld  Council  of

Governments,   April   1977
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6.2       RECOMMENDED   PLANNING,    MANAGEMENT   OPERATIONS   AND   REGULATORY
AGENCIES

Figure   6.2-A  sulrmarizes   the   recommendations   for  aqencies  most
suitable  for  fulf illing  the  208   functional  requirements   in  the
Larimer-Weld  region.     These  recommendations,   together  with
other  proposals,   are  explained  in  detail  in  Sections  7.1
through   7.4   below.
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TABLE   6.2-A

WATER   QUAI.ITY   ORGANIZATIONAL   CHARP
FOR   RECOMMENDED   LARIMER-WELD   208    PLAN   FOR

MUNICIPAL   AND   INSTITUTIONAL   DISCHARGERS

The  Candidates

State
Regional  Planning

Agency
R.S.A.
Metro
County
Council  of

Governments

The  Candidates

Counties
Cities
Soil  Conservancy

Districts
Water  and  Sanita-

tion  Districts
R.S.A.
Metro

The  Candidates

Cities
Counties
Water  and  Sanita-

tion  Distr,icts

The   Recommendation

Larimer-Weld  Counc. ' ]
of  Governments

The   Recommendation

Counties
Qualified  Cities  and
Towns2

The   Recommendation

Cities
Water  and  Sanitation

Districts
Private

Metro
R.S.A.
Private______-------------------------------------------------------
The  Candidates

E.P.A.
Other  Federal

Agencies
State  Health  Depart-

ment
Water  Quality  Control

Commission
Other  State  Agencies
County
Cities

REGULATORY
AGENCY

The   Recommendation

State  Health  Depart-
ment

County  Health  Depart-
ment

Cities

2  A  qualified  community  is  one  that  has  sufficient  planning,
regiilatory  controls  and  staff  to  carry  out  the  ef forts  that
will  permit  them  to  manage  point  and  non-point  sources  of
pollution  and  wishes  to  be  their  own  management  agency.
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7.0     PROPOSED   INSTITUTIONAL   STRUCTURES_
AND   FINANCIAL   PL_A±±L

The  recormended  institutional  and  f inancial  structure  for  the
Larimer-Weld  208  program  consists  of  three  distinct  categories
of  tasks.     An  optimum  institutional  structure  will  be  recom-
mended  for.  each  category.     Eventually,   the  whole  program  must
be  integrated  into  a  single  unit  that  functions  as  a  whole
and  provides  program  overview.

These  three  categories  of  tasks  exist  because  of  a  very  dif fer-
ent  kind  of  pollution  problem  associated  with  each  of  three
pollutant  types,   and  because  the  status  of  the  208  plan  develop-
ment  activities  are  at  very  different  points  for  each  type.     The
three  pollutant  categories  are:

.   Municipal  and  Industrial  Point  Source  Pollutants:     This
category  includes  discharges  from  the  wastewater  treat-
ment  facilities  of  cities,  towns,  special  districts,
industries  and  private  individuals.

.   Non-Point  Source  Pollutants:     This  category  includes
pollutants  from  the  following  sources:

-feedlots   (small)
-  solid  waste  f acilities
-  urban  runof f
-  Septic  tanks
-  residual  waste
-  lagoons
-  agriculture   (non-irrigated)
-  construction  activities
-  silviculture
-  manure  disposal  areas
-  mine  related  waste
-  salt  water  intrusion

.   Irrigated  Agriculture  and  Large  Feedlots

The  institutional  and  financial  recommendations  for  the  irri.ga-
ted  agriculture  category  are  contained  in  a  separate  report.
Recommendations  for  the  f irst  two  groups  of  pollutants  are

1  Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,   Inc.,
Financial  Recommendations   for  Control

Institutional  and
fromof  Pollutants

i  of  Governments,Irrigated Agriculture ,
October   1977

Larimer-Weld  Counci

loo



explained  in  the  following  sections  of  this  report.     Note  that
two  proposals   are  made,   though  the   "Recommended  Alternative"
is  felt  to  be  the  optimal  structure.

7.I      surmRy   OF   pROpOsED   ALTERNATlvE   INSTITUTIONAL   sTRucTUREs

Table  7.I-A,   at  the  end  of  this  section,   illustrates  the  proposed
agency  assignments   for  each  major  implementation   function.     The
recommended  proposal  is  felt  to  be  the  superior  institutional
structure.     The  alternative,  based  on  limited  local  government
involvement,   is  offered  with  the  qualification  that  it  is  a
second  choice.

7.1.i Recommended  Alternative

7.i.i.i    Municipal  and  Industrial  Point  Sources

.   Designate  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments   as  the
continuing  planning  agency.

.   Adopt  the  urban  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for
assigning  areas  of  domain  for  management  agencies.

.   Designate  all   "qualified"towns  and  cities2   as  management
agencies  for  not  only  their  city  limits  but  also  their
urban  service  area  boundaries.

.   Designate  Larimer  County   and  Weld  County   as   the  manaqe-
ment  agencies  for  all  areas  outside  of  the  urban  service
areas  in  each  county  plus  the  entire  service  area  and/
or  city  limits  of  small  towns  and  cities  that  are  unable
to  handle  management  agency  responsibilities.

.   Designate  all  existing  owners  and  operators  of  public
wastewater  facilities  as  operating  agencies  and  develop
appropriate  intergovernmental  contracts  between  them
and  the  responsible  management  agency  for  their  area.2

.   Designate  all  industrial,   commercial  and  other  private
owners  and  operators  of  wastewater  treatment  facilities
as  operating  agencies.     Each  operating  agency  is   to
enter  into  an  appropriate  agreement  with  the  management
agency  of  their  area  to  carry  out  the  provisions  of  the
208   plan   and  the   law.

2  A  qualified  community  is  one  that  has  sufficient  planning,
regulatory  controls  and  staff  to  carry  out  the  ef forts  that
will  permit  them  to  manage  point  and  non-point  sources  of
pollution  and  wishes  to  be  their  own  management  agency.

3  Refer  to  Section  7.2  of  this  report  for  a  discussion  of  the
division  of  responsibilities  between  the  management  and
operating  agencies.
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.   Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  appropriate
County  Health  Department  as  the  regulatory  agency.
Responsibilities  between  the  two  parties  are  to  be
spelled  out  in  an  intergovernmental  agreement.

.   Appoint  a  policy  advisory  committee  and  a  technical
advisory  committee  to  assist  the  planning  agency  in
effective  208  plan  implementation.

.   Initially,   the  planning  agency  staff  should  not  exceed

5±:::a:k:±±:die::=::::V:uE:::I:izeTae  Scope  of  the
.   Planning  agency  funding  should  come  initially  from

75-25  split  of   federal  and  local   sources.     Local
dollars  should  come  from  all  citizens  of  both  counties.

.   There  are  special  aspects  of  the  technical  plan  which,
if  adopted,  would  create  a  need  for  powers  and  responsi-
bilities  probably  beyond  the  local  governments'   capabili-
ties.     These  components  of  the  plan  are   (1)   fish  stocking,
(2)   stream  engineering,   and   (3)   dredging.     One  possible
structure  to  deal  with  just  these  aspects  of  the  plan  is:

-Planning  Agency:     State  Health  Department  via
Water  QuaJlity  Control  Division.

-Management   and  Operations  Agency:     Department
of  Natural  Resources  via  the  D-ivision  of  Water
Resources  and  the  Division  of  Wildlife  with
review  assistance  from  the  Wildlife  Commission.

-Regulatory  Agency:     State  Health  Department.

-  Staf fing  and  Funding  provided  as   required  from
federal  and  state  agencies.

7.1.1.2     Non-Point  Sources

.   Designate  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments   as  the
continuing  planning  agency.     Assign  it  the  responsibili-
ty  for  developing  a  planning,   research  and  demonstration
program  for  all  non-point  source  pollutants  that  completes
the  planning  job  begun  in  the   initial  208  program  and
determines  what  should  be  done  about  various  non-point
pollutants.     The  continuing  planning  work  should  be  done
with  the   involvement  of  assigned  management  agencies  who

4   |t  is  apparent. that  there  is  much  planning  work  to  be  done.
This  recommendation  for  a  limited  staff  recognizes  the  need
to  set  priorities  in  light  of  available  resources.
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may  ultimately  be  the  implementors  of  the  program,   and
appropriate  state  agencies  who  have  special  skills  and
experiences  for  specific  non-point  pollutants.

Adopt  the  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for  assign-
ing  areas  of  domain   for  management  agencies.

Designate  all   "qualified"   towns  and  cities  as  management
agencies  for  not  only  their  city  limits,  but  also  their
urban  service  area.     Program  responsibilities  should
focus  on  continuation  of  existing  activities  aimed  at
control  of  non-point  pollution  sources   (street  cleaning,
salt  control,   eta.) ,  without  expansion  or  broadening  of
control  activities.

Designate  Larimer  County  and  Weld  County  as   the  Management
Agencies  for  all  areas  outside  of  the  urban  service  areas
and/or  city  limits  of  small  towns  and  for  cities  that  are
unable  to  handle  management  agency  responsibility.     Program
activities  should  focus  on  continuation  of  existing  non-
point  pollution  control  measures  without  expansion  or
broadening  at  this  time.

.   Designate  no  operations  agency  at  this  time.

.   Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  appropriate
County  Health  Department  as  the  regulatory  agency,  with
the  primary  task  of  assistance  to  the  planning  agency  in
areas  of  monitoring  and  testing,   and  to  provide  data  to
use  in  program  formulation.

.   Appoint  a  technical  advisory  committee  and  a  policy  advi-
sory  committee  to  advise  the  planning  agency  during  con-
tinuing  planning  and  program  formulation  p-eriod.

.   Initially  the  planning  agency  staf f  should  not  exceed
three  skilled,   effective  people.

.   Continued  planning,   research  and  demonstration  work  should
be  done  under  planning  agency  direction  via  contracts
with  the  following  parties:

-  Management  Agencies
-I.P.A.   Agreements
-  State  and/or  Federal  Agencies
-  Consultants
-  Other  special  agencies  who  possess  skills  to

assess  a  specific  non-point  pollutant  problem.

.   Funding  for  both  planning  agency  staf f  and  support  activi-
ties,  plus  costs  of  contract  activities  to  actually  do
the  planning,   research  and  demonstration,   as  required,
should  be  from  Federal  and/or  State  Agencies.
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.   Recommendations  should  be  formulated  by  the  planning
agency  during  the  continued  planning  phase  to  guide  imple-
mentation  activities  for  the  future.     Technical,   financial
and  institutional  aspects  are  to  all  be  addressed.

Appendix    A   identifies  the  specific  public  and  private  entities

::::u:o::ge:et::s::::i::3:ge:::5o::::cib::! Sg:::t::3sn:::;gln,t
sources)   contained  in  this  Section  7.1.i.

7.i.2     Limited  Local   Involvement  Alternative   (Assumes  Larimer-
Weld  COG  and  Counties   are  not Involved in  a  Significant  Way)

7.1.2.1     Municipal  and  Industrial  Point  Sources

Designate  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality  Control
Division)   as  the  continuing  planning  agency.

.  Adopt  the  urban  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for
assigning  areas  of  domain  for  management  agencies.

.   Designate  all   "qualified"   towns  and  cities  as  management
agencies  for  not  only  their  city  limits  but  also  their  urban
service  area  boundaries.

.   Designate  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality  Con-
trol  Division)   as  the  management  agency  for  all  areas
outside  of  the  urban  service  areas  in  each  county,  plus
the  entire  service  area  and/or  city  limits  of  small  towns
and  for  cities  that  are  unable  to  handle  management  agency
responsibilities .

.   Designate  all  existing  owners  and  operators  of  public
was€ewater  treatment  facilities  as  operating  agencies  and
develop  appropriate  intergovernmental  -contracts  between
them  and  the  responsible  management  agency  for  their
area

Designate  all  industrial,   commercial  and  other  private
owners  and  operators  of  wastewater  treatment  facilities
as  operating  agencies.     Each  operating  agency  is  to  enter
into  an  appropriate  agreement  with  the  management  agency
of  their  area  to  carry  out  the  provisions  of  the  208  plan
and  the   law.5

Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  appropriate
County  Health  Department  as  the  regulatory  agency.     Res-
ponsibilities  between  the  two  parties  are  to  be.spelled
out  in  an  intergovernmental  contract.

5  Refer  to  Section  7.2.1  of  this  report  for  a  discussion  of  the
division  of  responsibilities  between  the  management  and
operating  agencies.
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.   Appoint  a  policy  advisory  committee  which  includes  strong
local  government  representatives  and  a  technical  advisory
committee  to  assist  the  planning  agency  in  ef fective
208  plan  implementation.

.   Planning  agency  staf f  should  be  as  required  to  carry  out
requirements  of  the  208  plan.

.   Planning  agency  funding  should  come  initially  from  a
75-25  split  of  federal  and  state  sources.     Eventually
federal  funding  will  cease  and  the  state  share  will
expand .

.   Special  Designation:     If  flow  augmentation  and  the  suppor-
ting  components  of   (1).   fish  stocking.,    (2)   stream  engineering
and   (3)   dredging  are  to  remain  as  a  part  of  the  technical
plan,  the  following  institutional  and  financial  structure
is  recommended  for  the  four  categories  of  activities:

-  Planning  Agency:     State  Health  Department  via
Water  Quality  Control  Division.

-  Management  and  Operations  Agency:     Department  of
Natural  Resources  via  the  Division  of  Water  Resources
and  the  Division  of  Wildlife,  with  overview  assis-
tance  from  the  Wildlife  Commission.

-  Regulatory  Agency:     State  Health  Department
-  Staf f ing  and  funding  provided  as  required  f ron

Federal  and  State  agencies.

7.1.2.2     Non-point   Sources

.   Designate  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality
Control  Division)   as  the  continuing  planning  agency.
Assign  them  the  responsibility  of  developing  a  planning,
research  and  demonstration  program  for  all  non-point
source  pollutants  that  completes  the  planning  job  begun
in  the  initial  208  program  and  determines  what  should  be
done  about  various  non-point  pollutants.     The  continuing
planning  work  should  be  done  with  the  involvement  of  assigned
management  agencies  who  may  ultimately  be  the  implementors
of  the  programs,   and  appropriate  state  agencies  who  have
special  skills  and  experience  for  specific  non-point
pO| |utants .

.  Adopt  the  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for  assigning
areas  of  domain  for  management  agencies.

.   Designate  all   "qualif led"   towns  and  cities  as  management
agencies  for  not  only  their  city  limits,  but  also  their
urban  service  area  boundaries.     Assign  no  responsibility
for  program  implementation  at  this  time.

.   Designate  Larimer  County  and  Weld  County  -as   the  management
agencies  for  all  areas  outside  of  the  urban  service  areas
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in  each  county,  plus  the  entire  service  area  and/or  city
limits  of  small  towns  and  for  cities  that  are  unable  to
handle  management  agency  responsibilities.     Assign  no  res-
ponsibility  for  implementation  at  this  time.
Designate  no  operation  agency  at  this  time.

Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  appropriate  County
Health  Departments  as  the  regulatory  agency,  with  the  pri-
mary  task  of  assistance  to  the  planning  agency  in  areas
of  monitoring  and  testing  to  provide  data  to  use  in
program  formulation.

Appoint  a  technical  advisory  committee  and  a  policy  advisory
committee  to  advise  the  planning  agency  during  continuing
planning  and  program  formulation  period.

Planning  agency  staf f  should  be  as  required  to  carry  out
planning,   research  and  demonstration  task.
Continued  planning,   research  and  demonstration  work  should
be  done  under  planning  agency  direction.     Actual  project
planning  work  should  be  done  by  planning  agency  staf f
or  via  contracts  with  the  following  parties:

-  Management  agencies
-   I.P.A.   Agreements
-  State  and/or  Federal  agencies
-  Consultants
-  Other  special  agencies  who  possess  skills  to

assess  a  specific  non-point  pollutant  problem.

Funding  for  both  planning  agency  staf f  and  support
activities  plus  costs  of  contract  activities  €o  actually
do  planning,   research  and  demonstration,   as  required,
should  be  by  Federal  and/or  State  agencies.

Recommendations  should  be  formulated  by  the  planning
agency  during  the  continued  planning  phase  to  guide  the
implementation  activities  for  the  future.     Technical,
financial  and  institutional  aspects  are  to  all  be  assessed.
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7. 2      MANAGEMENT-OPERATIONS   AGENCY   RELATIONSHIPS

7.2.i     The   "Pass   Through"   Conce

The  relationships  between  management  agencies  and  operating
agencies  is  a  complex,   but  significantly  important  one.     Manage-
ment  agencies  are  responsible  for  the  accomplishment  of  the
assigned  portions  of  the  208  plan,   including  operations  functions.
However,   operating  agencies   (if  not  the  same  agency  as  the  manage-
ment  agency  as   in  Greeley's,Ft.   Collins'   and  Loveland's  case)   may
actually  perform  most  of  the  tasks  required  of  the  management
agency  via  an  intergovernmental  contract.

The  reason  that  the  distinction  is  so  key  in  the  Larimer-Weld
region  is  that  management  agencies  must  have  land  use  powers
to  meet  the  objectives  of  the  law  and  to  meet  the  pollution
abatement  tasks  that  are  assigned.     Operations  agencies  do  not
need  to  possess  land  use  powers  so  long  as  the  responsible
management  agency  for  their  area  has  that  capacity.     This  dis-
tinction  sets  up  the  framework  for  an  institutional  structure
that  utilizes  special  districts,   industrial  and  private  waste
water  treatment  systems  in  an  effective  way,  While  not  requiring
them  to  perform  a  land  use  management  role,   or  other  general
purpose  government  type  of  task,   for  which  they  possess  inade-
quate  powers.

Under  this  concept,   sanitation  districts  such  as  those  in  and
around  Estes  Park  and  Ft.   Collins,  would  be  assigned  operations
agency  status.     They  would  enter  into  an  intergovernmental  agree-
ment  with  the  management  agency  of  their  area   (i.e.,   in  the
case  of  the  recommended  alternative,   this  would  be  the  Town  of
Estes  Park  and/or  Larimer  County  for  the  Estes  Park  area,   and
the  City  of  Ft.   Collins  and/or  Larimer  County  for  the  Ft.   Collins
area)   to  describe  the  details  of  the  relationship.     It  is
expected  that  the    intergovernlnental  contract  would  have  the
following  key  elements:

.   Operating  agencies  would:

-  Possess  in  their  own  name  a  NPDES  permit  and  be
responsible  for  conforming  with  its  requirements.

-  Be  eligible  for  Federal  grants  and  loans  to  con-
struct  wastewater  facilities  called  for  in  the
208   plan.

-Establish  their  own  schedule  of  rates  and  charges,
subject  to  Federal  requirements  for  user  fee  struc-
tures  and,   industrial  cost  recovery  requirements.

-  Have  complete  control  over  operations  and  maintenance
activities  for  district  facilities.
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.   Management  agencies  would:

-  Have  review  and  approval  responsibilities  over  any
facility  expansion  proposal  not  shown  in  the
approved  208  plan.

-  Make  recommendations  to  the  planning  agency  regarding
priorities  for  grant  priorities  within  the  management
agency  boundaries.

-  Be  responsible  for  land  use  management  decisions
within  the  management  agency  boundaries.

-  Implement  non-point  source  abatement  activities
called  for  in  the  208  plan.

-  Assume  responsibility  for  overall  pollution  abate-
ment  activities  within  the  management  agency  boundaries
for  the  assigned  elements  contained  in  the  208  plan,
subject  to  the  provisions  of  the  contract  with  the
operations  agency.

-  Cooperate  with  the  operations  agency  in  every  way
possible  to  carry  out  the  provisions  of  the  208  plan.

-  Function  in  a  regulatory  or  restraining  way  over  the
operating  agencies  in  their  area  only,  when  a  clearly
demonstrated  water  pollution  concern  exists  or  is
errminent,   that  would  be  detrimental  to  the  area's
pollution  abatement  program  as  described  in  the  208
plan .

7.2.?.     Boundaries   and  Boundary  Changes

Recommended  management  agency  boundaries   are   shown  on  Figure
7.2.I-A.     For  each  city  or  town,   these  boundaries  represent
either   (1)   urban  service  area  boundaries,   (2)   boundaries  of  a
sewer  district  encompassing  and  servicing  the  town,   or   (3)   town
limits.     The  two  counties  are  the  responsible  management  agency
in  all  other  areas.

A  basic  recommendation  of  this  study  is  that,   for  all  pollutant
categories,   qualified  cities  and  towns  be  designated  as  manage-
ment  agencies  for  their  respective  urban  service  areas.

In  order  to  define  its  urban  service  area  properly,   a  community
should  look  at  more  than  where  it  is  capable  of  providing  sewer
service.     A  comprehensive  planning  effort  based  on  identified
community  goals  and  the  desired  future  character  of  the  community
should  dictate  the  service  area.     This  requires  background  studies
in  physical  c6nditions,   goal  setting,   existing  development,
existing  services  and  their  capacities,   financial  capacities,
population  and  employment  projections,   and  land  use  planning.
Reality  may  limit  desired  goals  and  constrict  a  community's  other-
wise  grandiose  ideas  of  growth.
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FIGURE   7.2.2-A

Recommended  Management  Agency  Boundaries
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leading  to  adoption
and  Estes  Park  are
will  enable  them  to

The  physical   services   such  as  water  and  sewer  service  should
not  dictate  the  growth  patterns  or  development  of  a  cormur`.ity.
They  influence  what  can  occur,   but  are  a  service  facility.
The  goals  and  character  of  the  community  should  be  determined
(with  the  utilities  as  one  consideration)   and  used  to  define
what  and  where  services  will  be  needed.

Only  a  few  communities   in  the  Larimer-Weld  County  area  have
conducted  the  necessary  background  studies  to  identify  their
urban  service  area  boundaries.     Loveland  and  Greeley  have  com-
pleted   Such   Studies   and   rTnr`c,   +T`-^.-~L   11-- _____    --~-Icy    LLcivc   com-and  gone  through  the  community  review  process

of  the  service  areas.     Windsor,  Fort  Collins,
in  the  process  of  conducting  studies  which
identify  their  desired  service  areas,  but

ted   +hc.   r`|-^~^~..         -1have  not  yet  completed  the  process.     Therefore,   the__   __ .... Lily   Liielr  aeslred   service
areas  or  areas  of  dominion  for  the  cities  and  towns
defined  service  areas   (Greeley  and  Loveland) ;   or   (2
rounded  off  to  take  in  areas  essentially  surrounded
1985   Service   areas   c>f   t-ho   Ai.-+-i-JL---i-.    `

management
are   (i)   their

)   city  limits__   ____.   .-ociiLicij.I.y   surrounded;   or   (3)    the1985  service  areas  of  the  districts  which  encompass  towns.

As  each  community  chooses  to  conduct  the  necessary  background
studies  to  determine  its  desired  service  area  for  all  services,
it  may  wish  to  enlarge  or  contract  its  urban  service  area
boundaries  as  shown  in  the  208  plan.     This   is  a  local  decision.
But  without  this  effort,  extension  of  sewer  utility  service
cannot  be  considered  outside  the  service  area  as  shown.     In
order  to  be  the  management  agency  for  their  service  area,   com-
munities  must  demonstrate  abilities  to  be  responsible  in  those
areas  by  preplanning  and  committing  themselves  to  place  a  full
range  of  services  and  support  in  the  area.

Recommended  operations  agency  boundaries  are  shown  on  Figure
7 . 2 . 2-a .

Service  areas  for  sanitation  districts  are  clef ined  by  their
district  service  areas.     The  existing  functioning  districts  will
be  operation  agencies  subordinate  t6  the  county  for  management
purposes.     The  districts,   like  the  cities,  have  definite  areas
of  service  beyond  which  service  cannot  be  extended  and  which
c?nnot  be  changed  unless  approved.     The  208  management  and  plan-
ning  agencies  must  approve  any  requests  for  such  changes  in
service  area.

Because  non-point  source  pollution  control
decision  powers  are  not  held  by  districts,
management  agencies.     It  must  be  a  general
However,   where  districts  exist  in  unincorpo
logical  for  the  counties  to  pass  through  to
tasks   While   +I-a   ,-_.._i__   _ks  while  the  county  retains  the  ultimate___      -_    E'`+--L-JJ.I-|J'utJJl    to

y  have  ultimate  responsibility,   they  mus
+ha    Ai~J--I._i_    _  __

____  _~~rv„-+uiiicy,   cney  must  retain  the  cantrol.
the  districts  as  operations  agencies  perform  their  tasks  under
purview  of  the  county  as  the  management  agency.     Paper  districts

Stricts  Which  have  no  facilities   +_ha+   ara  ^t`^~-Li---'`
1_  _         1              .

powers   and   land  use
they  cannot  act  as
purpose  government.
rated  areas,  it  is
the  districts  certain
responsibility.     Ifthe

So
the
(di ___   ...t_~„  ,..Qvc  Ilo   lacll.|tles   that   are   operational)  -w6-=Ia
not  be  designated.     The  provision  of  services,  operation  of  the

lil
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FIGURE   7.2.2-8

Operations  Aaen
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facilities,   administration  and  maintenance  are  pass-through
actions  executed  by  the  districts.     On  the  other  hand,   expansion
of  the  service  areas  or  facilities,land  use  decisions,  and  non-
point  control  are  primarily  concerns  of  the  management  agency.
In  order  to  discharge  their  management  responsibilities  in  these
areas,   the  counties  will  have  to  consider  the  availability  of
other  services  and  the  budgetary  implications  of  any  proposed
expansion  of.  the  operating  agencies'   service  areas.     The  counties
are  thus  in  the  same  role  as  the  Cities  in  considering  the  total
development  implications  of  enlarging  service  areas.     They,   too,
will  be  responsible  for  providing  some  of  the  necessary  services
if  an  area  of  development  is  permitted  to  expand.

Thus,   changes   in  boundaries  of  a  management  agency  or  in  the
boundaries  of  any  operational  agency  outside  an  urban  service
area   (e.g.,   a  sanitation  district  in  the  county)   must  follow  the
208  plan  amendment  process.     This  requires   a  recommendation  from
the  management  agency  and  approval  by  the  planning  agency.     208
plan  amendments  must  be  considered  annually  and  submitted  to  the
state  and  the  EPA  for  their  ratification.

The  burden  of  justifying  the  boundaries  and  ascertaining  what
they  should  be  shotild  originate  with  the  management  agencies.
In  the  case  of  the  counties,   the  initial  request  may  come  from
the  operation  agencies.     Extension  of  utility  service  areas  out-
side  the  service  areas   shown  on  Figures  7.2.2-A  and  8  will  not
be  permitted  until  the  boundary  is  of ficially  amended  under  the
208  process.     Thus,   the  services  areas  for  all  operational
agencies  are  fixed  by  the  208  plan,   identifying  where  sewer
utilities  expansions  may  occur  and  where  there  will  be  no  service
until  there  is  a  plan  amendment  complementary  to  the  goals  of
the  208  plan  and  the  respective  comprehensive  plans  of  each
county.     This  requirement  for  districts  is  in  addition  to,  not
in  lieu  of ,   the  state  required  court  review  process  for  expanding
special  districts.     Both  procedures  will  be  necessary  for  district
expansion  to  occur  beyond  the  approved  service  area.

7.3      DETAILED   DESCRIPTION   OF    INSTITUTIONAL   STRUCTURE   AND   TASKS:
RECOMMENDED   ALTERNAT IVE

7.3.i Industrial  Point  Sources

7.3.i.I     Designate  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments  as
the  Continuing  Planning  Agency

The  designation  of  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments  as
the  continuing  planning  agency  occurred  af ter  screening  all  of
the  possible  candidates  for  this  assignment.     It  was  decided
upon  primarily  because  of  two  factors:      (1)   the  desire  to  keep
as   strong  as  possible  local   involvement  in  the  planning  prc)ccss,
and   (2)   the  requirement  that  the  agency  be  large  enough  in  terms
of  geographical  purview  to  have  an  areawide  perspective  `for
water  quality  problems.     The  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments
is  an  obvious  candidate  for  the  assignment  because  of  its  struc-
ture,   make-up  and  its  areawide  planning  purview.
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7.3.I.2     Adopt  the  Urban   Service  Area  Concept  as  the  Basin
Assigning  Areas  of  Domain   for  Management  Agencies

Adoption  of  the  urban  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for
assignment  of  management  agency  responsibilities  to  specif ic
areas  of  domain  is  discussed  in  some  detail  in  section  4.4.2  of
this  report.     It  is  essential  to  achieve  the  objective  of
keeping  general  purpose  local  governments  in  charge  of  this
program  to  the  greatest  extent  possible.
7.3.i.3     Designate  all   "Qualified"  Towns  and  Cities  as  Manage-

ment  Agencies  for  not  only  their  City  Limits  but  also
their  Urban  Service  Area  Boundaries

The  designation  of  all  qualif ied  towns  and  cities  as  management
agencies  for  either  their  city  limits  or  their  service  area
boundaries  is  discussed  in  detail  in  section  4.4.2  above.     The
reasoning  behind  this  recommendation  is  also  dominated  by
the  desire  to  have  general  purpose  local  governments  in  charge
of  the  program  wherever  possible.

7.3.i.4     Designate  Larimer  County  and  Weld  County  as   the  Manage-
ment  Agencies  for  all  Areas  Outside  of  the  Urban  §er-
vice  Areas  in  each  County  plus  the  Entire  Service  Area
and/or  City  Limits  of  Small  Towns  and  Cities  that  are
Unable  to  Handle  Management  Agency  Responsibilities.

The  designation  of  Larimer  and  Weld  Counties  as  management  agen-
cies  for  all  areas  outside  of  service  areas  or  city  limits  of
towns  and  cities  in  the  counties  is  a  part  of  the  urban  service
area  cC)ncept  and  is  explained  in  detail  in  section  4.4.2  of
this  report.     The  recommendation  is  dominated  by  the  desire  to
place  general  purpose  local  governments  in  charge  of  the  program
wherever  possible.

7.3.i.5    DFsignate  all  Existing  Owners  and  Operators  of  Waste-
water  Treatment  Facilities  as  Operating  Agencies  and
Develop  Appropriate  Intergovernmental  Contracts  between
them  and  the  Responsible  Management  Agency  for  their
Area

This  recommendation  recognizes  the  need  to  assign  appropriate
roles  to  all  agencies  currently  in  the  wastewater  treatment  business
and  to  clarify  the  relationship  that  these  operators  will  have
with  the  management  agency  of  their  area  who  will  have  some  over-
view  responsibilities  over  them.

In  the  case  of  major  municipalities  who  are  both  the  management
agency  and  the  operating  agency,   this  requirement  for  an  inter-
governmental  agreement  will  be  inappropriate.     However,   in  the
case  where  the  operating  agency  is  other  than  the  management
agency,   such  as  a  sanitation  district,   this  requirement  will
necessitate  the  formalizing  of  relationships  between  the
sanitation  district  as  an  operating  agency  and  the  general
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purpose   local  government,   who  is  the  management  agency  for  their
area.     This  agreement  should  take  the  form  of  an  intergovernmental
contract  and  it  should  spell  out  clearly  the  requirements  and
responsibilities  of  each  party  in  carrying  out  the  requirements
of   the   208  plan.      See  Section   7.2   above.

It  is  the  intention  of  this  requirement  that  the  management
agency  will  pass  through  in  the  intergovernmental  contract  between
themselves  and  the  operating  agency   (sanitation  district)   vir-
tually  all  of  the  tasks  that  are  associated  with  carrying  out  the
208  plan.     For  example,   contained  in  this  intergovernmental  con-
tract  will  be  such  key  features  as  the  sanitation  district  main-
taining  its  NPDES  permit  in  its  own  name.     The  operating  agency
will  be  responsible  to  develop  and  implement  the  user's  fee  and
industrial  cost  recovery  requirements  of  the  law,  and  to  the
extent  possible,   all  of  the  powers  and  responsibilities  that  now
rest  with  the  sanitation  district  will  be  left  with  them  as  their
responsibilities  to  carry  out.     Some  overview  and  coordination
tasks  will  be,   from  necessity,   left  with  the  management  agency,
but  those  will  be  clearly  spelled  out  in  the  intergovernmental
agreement  to  eliminate  confusion  about  responsibilities  and
authority.     For  example,   all  grant  applications  must  be  the  respon-.
sibility  of  the  management  agency.

7.3.i.6     Designate  all   Industrial,   Commercial  and  Other  Private
Owners  and  Operators  of  Wastewater  Treatment  Facilities
as  Operating  Agencies.     Each  Operating  Agency  is  to
Enter  into  an  Appropriate  Agreement  with  the  Management
Agency  of  their  Area  to  Carry  out  the  Provisions  of
the  208  Plan  and  the  Law

Industrial,   comlnercial  and  private  owners  and  operators  of  waste-
water  treatment  facilities  will  enter  into  a  contractual  rela-
tionship  with  the  management  agency  who  has  management  agency
purview  for  those  areas  to  describe  the  task  of  each  party.     The
contract  will  function  much  in  the  same  way  as  the  intergovern-
mental  contract  between  management  agencies  and  operating
agencies  of  public  wastewater  treatment  facilities.     That  is,
to  the  extent  practical,  operating  agencies  will  continue  to  be
assigned  as  much  as  is  possible  of  the  actual  action  require-
ments  of  owning  and  operating  wastewater  treatment  facilities
that  existed  in  the  past.     There  will  be,  however,  overview
requirements  that  are  necessary  for  the  management  agency  to
carry  out  its  responsibilities.
It  is  planned  that  the  industrial,  commercial  or  private  operator
will  continue  to  possess  his  own  discharge  permit  and  will  be
legally  responsible  for  meeting  the  provisions  contained  therein,
and  will  be  directly  subject  to  any  sanctions  that  result  from
non-compliance.     Modifications  and  alterations  to  the  permit
possessed  by  private  groups  would  be  subject  to  overview
responsibilities  by  the  management  agency  to  assure  the  proposed
alterations  were  consistent  with  the  overall  208  plan  and
provide  for  a  rational  means  for  staying  in  conformance  with  the
goals  of  the  law.
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7.3.i.7     Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  Appro-
priate  County  Health  Department  as  the  Regulatory
Agency.     Responsibilities  between  the  Two  Parties
are  to  be  Spelled  out  in  an  Intergovernmental
Agreement.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department  and  its  operating
partner  and  subordinate,   the  County  Health  Department,   for  each
County,   as  the  regulatory  agency  is  similar  to  that  of  our  other
institutional  recommendations.     It  is  planned  that  these  two
parties,   the  State  and  County  Health  Departments,   would  enter
into  an  intergovernmental  working  agreement  that  describes  the
task`s  that  each  is  to  perform  and  the  interrelationship  between
the  two  with  emphasis  on  the  concept  of  assigning  as  many  res-
ponsibilities as possible to the  local  Health  Department  to
provide  regulatory  control  at  the  lowest  possible  level.
7.3.I.8     Appoint  a  Policy  Advisory  Committee  and  a  Technical

Advisory  Comlnittee  to  Assist  the  Planning  Agency  in
Effective  208  Plan  Implementation

The  policy  advisory  committee  and  the  technical  advisory  colunittee
contained  in  this  recommendation  are  a  key  part  of  the  continuing
efforts  to  implement  the  208  plan.     Membership  on  these  two
comlnittees  should  be  dominated  by  people  from  local  agencies
within  the  Larimer-Weld  area,   specifically  to  include  the  counties,
the  cities,   special  districts  who  are  operating  agencies  and  other
involved  and  interested  agencies  and  persons  who  can  contribute
to  the  overall  program  of  policy  and  technical  advice  to  the
planning  agency  in  its  task  of  carrying  out  the  208  plan.
7.3.i.9     Initially  the  Planning  Agency  Staff  should  not  Exceed

Three  Skilled,   Effective  People.     The  Scope  of  the
Program  will  Determine  Future  Size.

The  concept  of  limiting  the  full-time  permanent  staf f  of  the
planning  agency  is  merely  one  that  suggests  that  the  principal
role  of  the  planning  agency  is  one  of  overview,   coordination,
and  program  direction.     Specific  tasks  other  than  the  overview
and  coordination  role  that  are  required  of  the  planning  agency
will  be  done  to  the  great  extent  by  contracts  with  other  parties
or  short-term  consulting  relationships  that  are  assigned  a  short-
term  specific  task  to  carry  out.     In  view  of  the  many  planning
tasks  initially  required,  priorities  will  have  to  be  set  in
light  of  available  resources.

7.3.1.10     Planning  Agency  Funding  Should  Come   Initially   from
75-25  Split  of  Federal  and  Local  Sources.     Eventually
Federal  Funding  May  Cease   and  Local   Share  Expand.
Local  Dollars  Would  Come   from  all  Citizens  of  both
Counties

This  recommendation  recognizes   that  the  planning  agency   funding
which  is  proposed  by  the  Federal  EPA  to  continue  for  one  more
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year  on  a  75-25   federal-local   split  basis  will  sooner  or  later
come  to  an  end  and  will  require  funding  sources  other  than  the
Federal  government.     While  it  is  hoped  that  the  Federal  govern-
ment  or  the  State  government  will  continue  to  provide  funding
support  for  the  program,   it  is  believed  that  the  value  of  the
program  to  local  agencies  is  suf ficient  to  warrant  local  funding
in  part  or  in  total  at  some  time  in  the  future,   in  exchange  for
keeping  local  control  over  the  program.

The  other  concept  suggested  here  is  that  whatever  the  local
share  of  the  f unding  requirements  for  the  planning  agency  may
be  as  the  years  go  by,   a  proper  base     for  developing  local  support
is  one  that  comes  broadly  from  across  the  two  counties,   pre-
sumably  from  some   form  of  ad  valorem  levy  imposed  at  the  county
level .

7.3.i.11     Special  Designation.     If  Flow  Augmentation  and  the
Supporting  Components  of   (1)   Fish  Stocking,    (2)   Stream
Engineering,   and   (3)   Dredging  are  to  Remain  as  a
Part  of  the  Technical  Plan,   the  Following  Institu-
tional  and  Financial  Structure  is  Recommended  Exclusively
for  the  Four  Categories  of  Activities.     Refer  to
Section  7.i.I.1  above.

The  concept  proposed  in  this  special  designation  of  institutional
responsibilities  is  for  the  complex  activities  of  f low  augmen-
tation  and  the  supporting  components  of  fish  stocking,   stream
engineering  and  dredging  are  activities  that  do  not  lend  them-
selves  to  assignment  of  responsibility  to  local  agencies.     It
is  believed  that  if  this  concept  of  flow  augmentation  is  necessary
to  achieve  the  f ishable/swimable  goals  of  the  law   (and  there
is  serious  question  about  the  practicality  of  this  concept) ,   then
the  need  and  requirement  to  implement  such  a  program  is  clearly
one  that  goes  beyond  the  Larimer-Weld  area  and  would  need  to  be
dealt  with  on  a  state-wide  basis.     It  is  assumed  that  if  flow
augmentation  is  required  for  conformance  with  the  law  in  the
Larimer-Weld  area,  then  it  would  clearly  be  a  requirement  for
many  other  designated  and  non-designated  planning  areas  of  the
state.     As  such,   the  problem  would  need  to  be  confronted  on  a
much  larger  scale  than  the  Larimer-Weld  208  program  is  capable
of  dealing  with.

The  recommended  designation  of  state  agencies  to  carry  out  this
task  is  difficult  because  few,   if  any,   of  the  state  agencies
really  possess  the  powers  and  the  capabilities  to  really  do  what
is  required.     When  the  specific  tasks  that  would  fall  to  each
agency  that  has  a  portion  of  the  institutional  structure  for
this  program  are  considered,   and  the  financial,  political  and
sociological  problems  associated  with  the  carrying  out  of  such
tasks  evaluated,   it  appears  that  for  this  stage  of  the  develop-
ment  of  a  State  water  quality  control  program  for  Colorado,
f low  augmentation  concepts  with  the  supporting  fish  enhancement
activities  that  go  with  the  program  are  probably  not  a  viable
concept .
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7.3.2     Non-Point   Sources

7.3.2.1     Designate  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments  as  the
Continuing  Planning  Agency  and  Assign  them  the  Res-
ponsibility  of  Developing  a  Planning,   Research  and
Demonstration  Program  for  all  Non-Point  Source  Pollu-
tants  that  Completes  the  Planning  Job  Begun  in  the
Initial   208   Program  and  Determines  what  Should  be  Done
about  Various  Non-Point  Pollutants.

The  designation  of  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments  as
the  continuing  planning  agency  for  this  non-point  source  task
is  consistent  with  the  recommendation  of  the  Larimer-Weld  Council
of  Governments  as  the  planning  agency  for  the  other  two  princi-
pal  tasks  in  the  Larimer-Weld  area,   i.e.,   the  municipal  and
industrial  point  source  program  and  the  program  for  pollution
abatement  in  the  irrigated  agriculture  area.

The  task  at  hand  for  the  continuing  planning  agency  in  the
arena  of  non-point  source  pollutants  is  one  of  completing  the
planning  job  that  was  done  to  various  degrees  for  differing
categories  of  non-point  sources  throughout  the  initial  Larimer-
Weld  208  planning  program.     The  detailed  discussion  of  the  status
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The  bottom  line  of  this  assessment  is  that  for  virtually  all
classifications  of  non-point  source  pollutants,   the  planning,
research  and  demonstration  job  is  not  yet  suf ficiently  complete
to  warrant  an  aggressive  implementation  program  on  the  part  of
management  and  operations  agencies.     Therefore,   implementation
of  the  programs  associated  with  pollution  abatement  from  non-
point  source  pollutant  categories  is  inappropriate  at  this  time.
Although  it  is  clear  that  some  forms  of  non-point  source  pollu-
tants  are  better  understood  and  the  planning  activities  have  pro-
ceeded  further  than  for  other  forms,   it  is  generally  true  that
this  category  of  pollutants  as  a  whole  requires  further  planning
and  development  activities  before  full  implementation  programs
are  put  into  place.     Selected  actions  are  irmediately  implementa-
ble,   such  as  grading  controls,   subdivision  development  controls
to  ameleorate  runoff  while  a  plat  is  under  construction,   and  a
reevaluation  of  the  extensiveness  of  spreading  of  sand  and  gravel
for  roads  and  streets  in  winter.     The  task  for  the  planning
agency  is  to  identify  those  recognized  and  generally-accepted
procedures  that  can  be  readily  implemented  by  the  management
agencies,   while  at  the  same  time  developing  a  program  to  deal
comprehensively  with  this  source  of  pollution.

Toups  Corporation,   Non-Point  Source  Pollution
Weld  Council  of

Control,   Larimer-
Governments ,
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7.3.2.2     Adopt  the  Service  Area  Concept   as   the  Ba`sis   for  Assign-
ing  Areas   of   Domain   for  Management  Agencies

Adoption  of  the  urban  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for
assignment  of  management  agency  responsibilities  to  specific
areas  of  domain  is  discussed  in  some  detail  in  Section  4.4.2
of  this  report.     It  is  essential  to  the  concept  of  keeping
general  purpose  local  governments  in  charge  of  this  program  to
the  greatest  extent  possible.

7.3.2.3     Designate   all  Qualified  Towns   and  Cities   as  Manage-
ment  Agencies  for  not  only  their  City  Limits,   but
also  their  Urban  Service  Area  Boundaries.     Program
Responsibilities  should  Focus  on  Continuation  of
Existing  Activities  Aimed  at  Control  of  Non-Point
Pollution  Sources   (Street  Cleaning,   Salt  Controls,
Etc.) ,   Without  Expansion  or  Broadening  of  Control
Activities

Qualified  towns  and  cities  are  being  designated  in  this  program
as  management  agencies  at  this   stage  of  program  development  not
because  it  is  an  appropriate  time  for  program  implementation,   but
because  it  is  likely  that  they  will  fall  heir  to  the  implementa-
tion  tasks  when  the  planning  program  is  completed.     Thus,   it
seems  appropriate  for  these  agencies  to  be  on-board  and  deeply
involved  with  the  completion  of  the  planning  tasks  as  a  pref ace
to  preparation  for  implementation  of  non-point  source  pollution
abatement  programs  when  and  if  they  come,   following  completion
of  the  planning  and  cost-effective  studies.     Present  control
activities  such  as  street  cleaning,   salt  control  in  de-icing
should  continue  without  expansion.

7.3.2.4     Designate  Larimer  County   and  Weld  County   as   the  Manage-
ment  Agencies   for  all  Areas  Outside  of  the  Urban  Service
Areas  in  each  County  plus  the  Entire  Service  Area  and/or
City  Limits  of  Small  Towns  and  Cities  that  are  unable
to  Handle  Management  Agency  Responsibilities.     Assign
no  Responsibility  for  Implementation  at  this  Time.

The  designation  of  Larimer-Weld  Counties  as  management  agencies
at  this  time  follows  the  same  reasoning  a§  the  designation  of
cities  and  towns  in  terms  of  being  a  significant  participant
in  the  continuing  planning  activities  for  non-point  source
programs  but  being  assigned  no  implementation  responsibilities
until  the  planning  program  is  completed.

7.3.2.5     Designate  no  Operation  Agency  at  this  Time

The  designation  of  an  operation  agency  for  new  tasks  at  this
time  serves  no  purpose  and  is  inappropriate  until  all  the  plan-
ning  work  has  been  completed.     Present  control  activities  should
be.  continued.     These  will  generally  be  the  responsibilities  of
management   agencies.      See   Section   7.3.2.3.
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7.3.2.6

*

Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  Appropriate
County  Health  Departments  as  the  Regulatory  Agency  with
the  Primary  Task  of  Assistance  to  the  Planning  Agency
in  Areas  of  Monitoring  and  Testing  to  Provide  Data
to  use  in  Program  Formulation.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  appropriate
County  Health  Departments  as  the  regulatory  agencies  for  this
program  is  with  the  fact  in  mind  that  we  are  still  in  the  planning
and  development  phases  of  the  program  and  the  regulatory  tasks
during  those  aspects  are  primarily  that  of  assisting  with  the
planning  and  development  program  and  not  those  of  a  regulatory
agency  that  will  follow  once  the  implementation  phase  of  the
program  is  put  in  place.     So  in  this  somewhat  different  regulatory
role,   the  two  Health  Department  agencies  will  in  effect  serve  as
a  participant  in  the  planning  process  more  than  their  typical
role  of  a  policeman.

7.3.2.7     Appoint  a  Technical  Advisory  Committee  and  a  Policy
Advisory  Committee  to  Advise  the  Planning  Agency  during
Continuing  Planning  and  Program  Formulation  Period

The  appointment  of  a  technical  advisory  committee  and  a  policy
advisory  committee  performs  a  very  important  function  as  we
proceed  with  the  continued  planning  phases  of  the  non-point
source  pollution  abatement  program.     These  committees  will  play
significant  advisory  roles  to  the  planning  agencies  as  this  pro-
gram  evolves  and  will  be  asked  to  give  advice  not  only  in  the
area  of  continued  planning,   but  also  with  the  thought  in  mind
that  the  program  must  be  implemented  at  some  date  in  the  future
and  f inancial  and  institutional  considerations  should  be  inter-
jected  into  the  planning  process  as  well  as  technical  considera-
tions .

7.3.2.8     Initially  the  Planning  Agency  Staff  Should  not  Exceed
Three  Skilled,   Effective  People

The  limitation  of  the  planning  agency  staf f  to  no  more  than
three  skilled  and  ef fective  people  follows  the  concept  of
utilizing  small  professional  staf f  on  a  continuing  basis  and
completing  special  and  short  term  tasks  by  the  utilization  of
contractual  relationships  with  various  parties.

7.3.2.9     Continued  Planning,   Research  and  Demonstration  Work
should  be  Done  Under  Planning  Agency  Direction  via
Contacts  with  the  Following  Parties:     Management
Agencies,   I.P.A.   Agreements,   State  and/or  Federal
Agencies,   Consultants,   and  other  Special  Agencies
who  Possess  Skills  to  Assess  a  Specific  Non-Point
Pollution  Problem.

This  recommendation  interacts  with  the  earlier  recommendations
of  a  limited  planning  staff  and  it  involves  the  concept  of  specific
planning,   research  and  demonstration  tasks  being  performed  via
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contractual  relationships  with  key  agencies  or  groups  that  have
special  skills  under  the  direction  of  the  planning  agency,   but

•  via  a  consulting,   contractual  arrangement  with  either  public  or
private  agencies  to  carry  out  these  tasks.
7.3.2.10     Funding   for  both  Planning  Agency  Staff  and  Support

Activities  Plus  Costs  of  Contract  Activities  to  actually
do  Planning,   Research  and  Demonstration,   as  Required,
should  be  from  Federal  and/or  State  Agencies

It  is  assured  that  since  the  planning  activities  of  the  non-point
source  program  are  incomplete  that  funding  by  the  external  agency
that  created  the  law  and  the  program  is  still  appropriate  as  we
complete  the  problem  clef inition  and  implementaion  development
stages  of  the  Larimer-Weld  208  program.

7.3.2.11     Recommendations   Should  be  Formulated  by  the  Planning
Agency  during  the  Continued  Planning  Phase  to  Guide
Implementation  Activities  for  the  Future.     Technical,
Financial  and  Institutional  Aspects  are  to  all  be
Assessed.

The  final  task  of  the  planning  agency  during  the  continuing
planning  period  will  be  that  of  developing  a  detailed  work  pro-
gram  and  implementation  strategy  to  carry  out  the  results  of  their
planning  activities.

.   7.4      DETAILED   DESCRIPTION   OF   INSTITUTIONAL   STRUCTURE   AND   TASKS:
LIMITED   LOCAI.   INVOLVEMENT   ALTERNATIVE

7.4.1     Munici al  and  Industrial  Point  Sources

7.4.i.i    Designate  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality  Control
Division)   as  the  Continuing  Planning  Agency

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department's  Water  Quality
Control  Division  as  the  continuing  planning  agency  is  made  only
because  of  the  assumption  that  it  is  possible  that  the  counties
and  the  C.O.G.   in  the  Larimer-Weld  area  may  choose  not  to  become
involved  in  the  continuing  aspects  of  the  208  program.     The
Water  Quality  Control  Division  is  certainly  not  a  perfect  agency
to  be  assigned  the  responsibility  of  water  quality  planning  at
the  local  level,  but  in  the  absence  of  acceptance  of  that  res-
ponsibility  by  some  local  agency,   they  appear  to  be  the  best  of
a  series  of  possible  candidates  to  carry  out  the  task  in  a
meaningful  way.

7.4.1.2     Adopt  the  Urban  Service  Area  Concept  as   the  Basis   for
Assigning  Areas  of  Domain  for  Management  Agencies

The  urban  service  area  concept  as  a  basis for  assigning  areas  of
domain  for  management  agencies  is  still  appropri.ate  under  the
limited  local  government  involvement  concept  because  of  the
assumption  that  towns  and  cities  would  remain  involved  with  the
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program  even  though  the  county  and  the  C.O.G.   have  limited  or
no  involvement.     Therefore,   this  concept  of  urban  service  areas
which  is  discussed  in  detail  in  section  4.4.2  of  this  report
continues  to  be  appropriate  and  would  guide  the  assignment  of
areas  of  domain  for  management  agency.

7.4.1.3     Designate  all   "Qualified"   Towns  and  Cities  as  Management
Agencies  for  not  only  their  City  Limits  but  also  their
Urban  Service  Area  Boundaries.

Qualified  towns  and  cities  who  would  be  designated  management
agency  responsibilities  for  their  area  of  domain  under  the  ser-
vice  area  concept  and  would  continue  to  apply  under  this  alter-
native  exactly  as  the  concept  applied  under  the  Recommended
Alternatives .

7.4.i.4     Designate  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality
Control  Division)   as  the  Management  Agency  for  all
Areas  Outside  the  Urban  Service  Areas  in  each  County
Plus  the  Entire  Service  Area  and/or  City  Limits  of
Small  Towns  and  for  Cities  that  are  Unable  to  Handle
Management  Agency  Responsibilities.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality
Control  Division)   as  the  management  agency  for  all  of  the  areas
outside  of  urban  service  areas  in  each  county  is  a  designation
that  is  made  with  some  reluctance.     It  should  be  understood  that
this  task  of  management  agency  for,   in  effect,   the  rural  areas
of  the  county  is  a  task  for  which  there  is  really  no  state  agency
that  is  fully  qualified.     Some  of  the  state  agencies  such  as  the
Water  Quality  Control  Division,  have  sufficient  technical  skills
to  carry  out  the  task,  but  are  clearly  inadequate  in  their
capabilities  to  deal  with  the  land  use  and  land  management  related
aspects  of  the  program.     When  one  turns  to  state  agencies  who
have  the  capabilities  of  the  land  use  and  land  management  activi-
ties,  it  is  clear  that  those  agencies  have  little  or  no  technical
capabilities  to  carry  out  the  management  agencyr task.     So  from
this  dilemma  we  selected  the  best  of  the  series  of  bad  alterna-
tives  and  that  appears  to  be  the  Water  Quality  Control  Division
of  the  State  Health  Department.     They  conceivably  could  carry
out  the  task  if  they  are  provided  with  support  and  assistance  in
as  many  ways  as  possible  by  local  officials.     It  should  be  clear
that  this  recommendation  is  made  with  a  great  deal  of  reluctance
because  of  the  recognition  of  the  limitations  associated  with
assigning  a  state  agency  a  task  of  carrying  out  a  program  that
is  really  designed  for  local  agencies.

7.4.1.5     Designate  all  Existing  Owners  and  Operators  of  Waste-
water  Treatment  Facilities  as  Operating  Agencies  and
Develop  Appropriate  Intergovernmental  Contracts  Between
them  and  the  Responsible  Management  Agency  for  their
Area

This  recommendation  recognizes  the  need  to  assign  appropriate
roles  to  all  agencies  currently  in  the  wastewater  treatment  business
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and  to  clarify  the  relationship  that  these  operators  will  have
with  the  management  agency  of  their  area  who  will  have  some  over-
view  responsibilities  over  them.

In  the  case  of  major  municipalities  who  are  both  the  management
agency  and  the  operating  agency,   this  requirement  for  an  inter-
governmental  agreement  will  be  inappropriate.     However,   in  the
case  where  the  operating  agency  is  other  than  the  management
agency,   such  as  a  sanitation  district,   this  requirement  will
necessitate  formalizing  of  relationships  between  the  sanitation
district  as  an`operating  agency  and  the  general  purpose
local  government,   who  is  the  management  ag-ency  for  their  area.
This  agreement  should  take  the  form  of  an  intergovernmental  con-
tract  and  it  should  spell  out  clearly  the  requirements  and  res-
ponsibilities  of  each  party  in  carrying  out  the  requirements
of   the   208  plan.     Refer  to  Section  7.3   above..

It  is  the  intention  of  this  requirements  that  the  management
agency  will  pass  through  in  the  intergovernmental  contract
between  themselves 'and  the  operating  agency   (sanitation  district) ,
virtually  all  of  the  tasks  that  are  associated  with  carrying
out  the  208  plan.     For  example,   contained  in  this  intergovernmen-
tal  contract  will  be  such  key  features  as  the  sanitation  district
maintaining  its  NPDES  permit  in  its  own  name,   the.  sanitation
district  will  be  made  eligible  to  apply  for  an  receive  federal
grants  for  expansion  of  facilities  when  appropriate,   the
operating  agency  will  be  responsible  to  develop  and  implement
the  user's  fee  and  industrial  cost  recovery  requirements  of  the
law,   and  to  the  extent  possible,   all  of  the  powers  and  responsi-
bilities  that  now  rest  with  the  sanitation  district  will  be  left
with  them  as  their  responsibilities  to  carry  out.     Some  overview
and  coordination  tasks  will  be,   from  necessity,   left  with  the
management  agency,   but  those  will  be  clearly  spelled  out  in  the
intergovernmental  agreement  to  eliminace  confusion  about  res-
ponsibilities  and  authority.
7.4.1.6     Designate  all   Industrial,   Commercial  and  Other  Private

Owners  and  Operators  of  Wastewater  Treatment  Facilities
as  Operating  Agencies.     Each  Operating  Agency  is  to
Enter  into  an  Appropriate  Agreement  with  the  Management
Agency  of  their  Area  to  Carry  out  the  Provisions  of  the
208   Plan  and  the  Law.

Industrial,   commercial  and  private  owners  and  operators  of  waste-
water  treatment  facilities  will  enter  into  a  contractual  rela-
tionship  with  the  appropriate  management  agency  to  describe  the
tasks  of  each  party.     The  contract  will  function  much  in  the  same
way  as  the  intergovernmental  contract  between  management  agencies
and  operating  agencies  of  public  wastewater  treatment  facilities.
That  is,   to  the  extent  practical,  operating  agencies  will  continue
to  be  assigned  as  much  as  is  possible  of  the  total  requirements
of  owning  and  operating  wastewater  treatment  facilities  that
existed  in  the  past.     There  will  be,   however,   some  overview
requirements  that  are  necessary  for  the  management  agency  to
carry  out  its  responsibilities.
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It  is  planned  that  the  industrial,   commercial  or  other  private
operators  will  continue  to  possess  their  own  discharge  permit
and  will  be  legally  responsible  for  meeting  the  provisions  con-
tained  therein,   and  will  be  directly  subject  to  any  sanctions
that  result  from  non-compliance.     Modifications  and  alterations
to  the  permit  possessed  by  private  groups  would  be  subject  to
overview  respon`sibilities  by  the  management  agency  to  assure  the
proposed  alterations  were  consitent  with  the  overall  208  plan  and
provided  for  a  rational  means  for  staying  in  conformance  with  the
goals  of  the  law.

7.4.1.7     Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  Appro-
priate  County  Health  Department  as  the  Regulatory
Agency.     Responsibilities  Between  the  Two  Parties  are
to  be  Spelled  out  in  Intergovernmental  Agreement.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department  and  its  operating
partner  and  subordinate,   the  County  Health  Department,   for  each
County  as  the  regulatory  agency  is  similar  to  that  of  our  other
institutional  recommendations.     It  is  planned  that  these  two
parties,   the  State  and  County  Health  Departments,  would  enter
into  an  intergovernmental  working  agreement  that  described  the
tasks  that  each  was  to  perform  and  the  interrelationship  that
was  to  develop  between  the  two  with  emphasis  on  the  concept  of
assigning  as  many  responsibilities  as  possible  to  the  local
Health  Department  to  provide  regulatory  control  at  the  lowest
possible  level.
7.4.1.8     Appoint  a  Policy  Advisory  Committee  which  Includes

Strong  Local  Government  Representation  and  a  Technical
Advisory  Committee  to  Assist  the  Planning  Agency  in
Effective  208  Plan  Implementation.

The  policy  advisory  committee  and  the  technical  advisory  committee
contained  in  this  recommendation  are  a  key  part  of  the  continuing
efforts  to  implement  the  208  plan.     Membership  of  these  two
committees  would  be  dominated  by  people  f rom  local  agencies
within  the  Larimer-Weld  area,   specifically  to  include  the  coun-
ties,   the  cities,   special  districts  who  are  operating  agencies
and  other  involved  and  interested  agencies  and  persons  who  can
contribute  to  the  overall  program  of  policy  and  technical  advice
to  the  planning  agency  in  its  task  of  carrying  out  the  208  plan.

7.4.i.9     Planning  Agency  Staff  should  be  as  Required  to  Carry  out
Requirements  of   208   Plan.

No  particular  planning  agency  staf f ing  recommendation is  made
for  this  alternative  because  of  the  fact  that  the  Water  Quality
Control  Division  has  so  many  other  tasks  that  it  is  involved
with  that  it  is  assumed  they  would  mix  staff  personnel  to  carry
out  the  Larimer-Weld  208  planning  agency  requirements  and
therefore  it  is  not  possible  for  us  to  make  a  recommendation  at
this  stage  about  what  their  staff  requirements  should  be.
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Planning  Agency  Funding  should  come  Initially  f ron  a
Split  of  Federal-and  State  Sources.     Eventually
i  Funding  will  Cease  and  State  Share  will  Expand.

75-25
Federa

7.4.i.10

Ijocal  Dollars  €o  Pay  Costs  Expended  by  State  in  Two-
County  Area  Should  Come  f ron  all  Citizens  of  Both
Counties

This  recommendation  recognizes  that  the  planning  agency  funding
which  is  proposed  by  the  Federal  EPA  to  continue  for  one  more
year  on  a  75-25  federal-local  split  basis  will  sooner  or  later
come  to  an  end.     This  will  create  requirement  for  funding   sources
other  than  the  Federal  government.     While  it  is  hoped  that  the
Federal  government  or  the  State  government  will  continue  to
provide  funding  support  for  the  program, it  is  believed  that  the
value  of  the  program  to  local  agencies  is  suf f icient  to  warrant
local  funding  in  part  or  in  total  at  some  time  in  the  future.

The  other  co.ncept  suggested  here  is  that  whatever  the  local  share
of  the  funding  requirements  for  the  planning  agency  may  be  as  the
years  go  by,   that  the  proper  base  for  developing  local  support
is  one  that  comes  broadly  from  across  the  two  counties,   presumably
from  some  form  of  ad  valorem  levy  imposed  at  the  county  level.

7.4.i.11     Special  Designation:     If  Flow  Augmentation  and  the
Supporting  Components  of   (i)   Fish  Stocking,    (2)   Stream
Engineering,   and   (3)   Dredging  are  to  Remain  as  a  Part
of  the  Technical  Plan,   the  Following  Institutional
and  Financial  Structure  is  Recommended  Exclusively
for  the  Four  Categories  of  Activities.     Refer  to
Section  7.1.2.i  above.

The  concept  proposed  in  this  special  designation  of  institutional
responsibilities  for  the  complex  activities  of  f low  augmentatiop
and  the  supporting  components  of  fish  stocking,   stream  engineerlng
and  dredging  are  activities  that  do  not  lend  themselves  to
assignment  of  responsibility  to  local  agencies.     It  is  believed
that  if  this  concept  of  f low  augmentation  is  necessary  to  achieve
the  fishable/swimable  goals  of  the  law,   and  there  is  serious
question  about  the  practicality  of  this  concept,  then  the  need
and  requirement  to  implement  such  a  program  is  clearly  one  that
goes  beyond  the  Larimer-Weld  area  and  should  need  to  be  dealt
with  on  a  state-wide  basis.     It  is  assumed  that  if  flow  augmenta-
tion  is  required  for  conformance  with  the  law  in  the  Larimer-
Weld  area,   that  it  would  clearly  be  a  requirement  for  many  other
designated  and  non-designated  planning  areas  of  the  State.     As
such,   the  problem  would  need  to  be  confronted  on  a  much  larger
scale  than  the  Larimer-Weld  208  program  is  capable  of  dealing
with.

The  recommended  designation  of  state  agencies  to  carry  out  this
task  is  difficult  because  few,   if  any,  of  the  state  agencies
really  possess  the  powers  and  the  capabilities  to  do  what  is
required  in  terms  of  the  specific  tasks  that  would  fall  to  each
agency  that  has  a  portion  of  the  institutional  structure  for
this  program.     Evaluation  of  the  financial,   political  and  socio-
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logical  problems  associated  with  the  carrying  out  of  the  task
suggest  that  for  this  stage  of  the  development  of  a  state  water
quality  control  program  for  Colorado,   flow  augmentation  concepts
with  the  supporting  f ish  enhancement  activities  that  go  with  the
program  are  probably  not  a  viable  concept.
7.4.2

7.4.2.1

Non-Point  Sources

Designate  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality
Control  Division)   as  the  continuing  planning  agency.
Assign  them  the  Responsibility  of  Developing  a
Planning,   Research  and  Demonstration  Program  for  all
Non-Point  Source  Pollutants  that  Completes  the  Planning
Job  begun  in  the  Initial   208  Program  and  Determines
what  should  be  done  about  Various  Non-Point  Pollutants.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department   (Water  Quality
Control  Division)   as  a  continuing  planning  agency  to  continue
the  incomplete  planning  task  for  non-point  source  pollutants
raises  the  same  kind  of  institutional  appropriateness  questions
that  occurred  under  a  designation  of  this  same  agency  as  a
planning  agency  for  municipal-industrial  point  source  activities.
The  substance  of  that  discussion  which  is  referenced  to  this  recom-
mendation  was  that  even  though  there  were  some  problems  with  the
assignment  of  this  agency  to  this  local  government  task  that
they  were  the  best  of  the  marginal  alternatives  available  when
the  local  council  of  governments  planning  agency  is  dropped
from  consideration.

7.4.2.2    Adopt  the  Service  Area  Concept  as  the  Basis  for
Assigning  Areas  of  Domain  for  Management  Agencies.

Adoption  of  the  urban  service  area  concept  as  the  basis  for
assignment  of  management  agency  responsibilities  to  specific
areas  of  domain  is  discussed  in  detail  in  section  4.4.2  of  this
report.     It  is  essential  to  the  concept  of  keeping  general
purpose  local  governments  in  charge  of  this  program  to  the
greatest  extent  possible.
7.4.2.3     Designate  all   "Qualified"   Towns  and  Cities  as  Management

Agencies  for  not  only  their  City  Limits,  but  also
their  Urban  Service  Area  Boundaries.     Assign  no
Responsibility  for  Program  Implementation  at  this  Time.

Qualif led  towns  and  cities  are  being  designated  in  this  program
as  management  agencies  at  the.sstage  of  program  development  not
because  it  is  an  appropriate  time  for  program  implementation,  but
because  it  is  likely  that  they  will  fall  heir  to  the  implementa-
tion  tasks  when  the  planning  program  is  completed.     Thus,   it
seems  appropriate  for  these  agencies  to  be  on-board  and  deeply
involved  with  the  completion  of  the  planning  tasks  as  a  pref ace
to  preparation  for  implementation  of  non-point  source  pollution
abatement  programs  when  and  if  they  come,   following  completion
of  the  planning  and  cost-effective  studies.
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7.4.2.4     Designate  Larimer  County  and  Weld  County  as   the  Manage-
ment  Agencies  for  all  Areas  Outside  of  the  Urban  Service
Areas  in  each  County  plus  the  Entire  Service  Area  and/or
City  Limits  of  Small  Towns  and  for  Cities  that  are
Unable  to  Handle  Management  Agency  Responsibilities.
Assign  no  Responsibility  for  Implementation  at  this
Time .

The  designation  of  Larimer-Weld  Counties  as  management  agencies
at  this  time  follows  the  same  reasoning  as  the  designation  of
cities  and  towns  in  terms  of  being  a  signif icant  participant  in
the  continuing  planning  activities  for  non-point  source  programs
but  being  assigned  no  implementation  responsibilities  until  the
planning  program  is  completed.

7.4.2.5     Designate  no  Operation  Agency  at  this  Time.

The  designation  of  an  operation  agency  at  this  time  serves  no
purpose  and  is  inappropriate  until  all  the  planning  work  has
been  completed.

7.4.2.6     Designate  the  State  Health  Department  and  Appropriate
County  Health  Departments  as  the  Regulatory  Agency
with  the  Primary  Task  of  Assistance  to  the  Planning
Agency  in  Areas  of  Monitoring  and  Testing  to  Provide
Data  to  use  in  Program  Formulation.

The  designation  of  the  State  Health  Department  and  the  appropriate
County  Health  Department  as  the  regulatory  agencies  for  this
program  is  with  the  fact  in  mind  that  we  are  still  in  the  planning
and  development  phases  of  the  program  and  the  regulatory  tasks
during  those  aspects  are  primarily  that  of  assisting  with  the
planning  and  development  program  and  not  those  of  a  regulatory
agency  that  will  follow  once  the  implemen€aLion  phase  of  the
program  is  put  in  place.     So  in  this  somewhat  different  regula-
tory  role,   the  two  Health  Department  agencies  will  in  effect
serve  as  a  participant  in  the  planning  process  more  than  their
typical  role  of  a  policeman.

7.4.2.7     Appoint  a  Technical  Advisory  Committee  and  a  Policy
Advisory  Committee  to  Advise  the  Planning  Agency  during
Continuing  Planning  and  Program  Formulation  Period.

The  technical  advisory  and  policy  advisory  committees  will  play
a  very  important  role  in  guiding  the  activities  of  the  planning
agency  through  the  continuing  planning  period  of  the  non-point
source  program.     It  is  intended  that  the  membership  on  these  two
comlnittees  be  dominated  by  local  agencies  and  participants  to
assure  a  strong  f lavor  of  local  input  into  the  completion  of
the  planning  exercise  and  as  a  guiding  force  to  develop
direction  for  implementation  that  responds  to  the  needs  of  the
local  areas.
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7.4.2.8     Planning  Agency  Staff  Should  be  as  Required  to  Carry
Out  Planning/   Research  and  Demonstration  Task.

The  planning  agency  staf f  to  carry  out  the  continued  planning
requirements  of  this  program  will  be  left  up  to  a  determination
by  the  planning  agency  itself  because  of  the  likelihood  that  the
planning  agency  will  be  mixing  these  continued  planning  activi-
ties  with  their  other  tasks  and  it  is  inappropriate  for  external
staffing  recommendations  in  that  setting.

7.4.2.9     Continued  Planning,   Research  and  Demonstration  Work
Should  be  Done  under  Planning  Agency  Direction.
Actual  Project  Planning  Work  to  be  done  by  Planning
Agency  Staff  or  via  Contracts  with  the  Following  Parties:
Management  Agencies,   I.P.A.   Agreements,   State  and/or
Federal  Agencies,   Consultants  or  Other  Special
Agencies  who  Possess  Necessary  Skills.

This  recommendation  interacts  with  the  earlier  recommendation
of  a  limited  planning  staf f  and  it  involves  the  concept  of
specific  planning,   research  and  demonstration  tasks  being  performed
via  contractual  relationships  with  key  agencies  or  groups  that
have  special  skills  under  the  direction  of  the  planning  agency,
but  via  a  consulting,   contractual  arrangement  with  either  public
or  private  agencies  to  carry  out  these  tasks.

7.4.2.10     Funding  for  both  Planning  Agency  Staff  and  Support
Activities  plus  Costs  of  Contract  Activities  to
Actually  do  Planning,   Research  and  Demonstration,
as  Required,   Should  be  by  F.ederal  and/or  State
Agencies .

It  is  assumed  that  since  the  planning  activities  of  the  non-point
source  program  are  incomplete  that  f unding  by  the  external  agency
that  created  the  law  and  the  program  is  still  appropriate  as
we  complete  theproblem  clef inition  and  implementation  development
stages  of  the  Larimer-Weld   208  program.

7.4.2.11     Recommendations   should  be  Formulated  by  the  Planning
Agency  during  the  Continued  Planning  Phase  to  Guide
Implementation  Activities  for  the  Future.     Technical,
Financial  and  Institutional  Aspects  are  to  all  be
Assessed.

The  f inal  task  of  the  planning  agency  during  the  continuing
planning  period  will  be  that  of  developing  a  detailed  work
program  and  implementation  strategy  to  carry.out  the  results
of  their  planning  activities.

7.5      FINANCIAL   ANALYSIS   AND   RECOMMENDATIONS

The  general  f inancial  requirements   for  performance  of  the  plan-
ning,   management,   operations  and  regulatory  activities   in  208
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Specific  needs  for  financial  planning,  management  and  funding
the  suggested  implementation  agencies,   and  suggested  approaches

implementation  are  discussed  above  in  Sections  4.i  through  4.4.
These  needed  financial  capabilities  played  an  important  role  in
the  choices  made  for  agencies  that  can  best  carry  out  the  208
plan.     The  following  sections  focus  on  further  identification  of____  ___  ,        _._  I      I---J=i  -
the
for
for  handling  f inanci-al  problems  that  will  be  faced  during  the
implementation  of  this  plan.

7.5.i     ge±ral  Finan_cial   Re_q±±±±=±Eents   by  Agency  Func_t±g±

A  range  of  financial  planning  and  management  activities  will
be  essential  for  successful  plan  implementation.     Although
the  requirements  for  funding  capital  and  operating  costs  may
first  come  to  mind,  many  other  activities  are  important  as  well.
For  instance,   it  will  be  necessary  to  construct  long-range
financial  plans;   to  generate  and  evaluate  financial  information
regarding  the  costs  and  impacts  of  technical  alternatives;   to
administer  large-scale  billing  systemsr   to  accomplish  debt
financing;   to  conduct  investment  programs;   and  to  administer
accounting,  budgeting  and  capital  prograrming  systems.     In  this
Section  7.5.I,   the  importance  of  these  activities  are  discussed
for  the  various  agencies  being  suggested  for  208  roles.     Funding
requirements  are  addressed  in  the  following  Section  7.5.2.     The
ability  of  recommended  agencies  to  meet  f inancial  requirements
is   assessed  in  Section   7.5.3.

7.5.i.1     Planning  Agencies

The  tasks  of .the  continuous  planning  agency  primarily  involve
overview,   coordination  and  program  direction.     Specific  tasks
other  than  these  that  are  required  of  the  planning  agency  will
be  done  via  contracts  with  other  parties,   and  perhaps  with
short-term  consul+ing  relationships.     Inicially,   the  planning
agency  staff  should  not  need  to  exceed  three  skilled,   effective
people.     This  staff  should  suffice  for  all  aspects  of  the
program,   including  both  point  and  non-point  sources.

The  f inancial  requirements  implicit  in  these  tasks  are  con-
centrated  in  the  areas  of  financing  planning  and  analysis,   and
securing  adequate  funding  for  the  support  of  the  planning  acti-
vities,   as  opposed  to  administration  of  a  large-scale  financial
system  and  funding  major  capital  improvements.     Initially,   it
is  recommended  that  planning  agency  funding  come  primarily   from
federal  soinrces,   with  no  more  than  a  25%  share  from  the  state
and/or  local  community.     Ultimately,   it  appears  that  there  will
have  to  be  greater  reliance  on  state  and  local  sources.     This,
together  with  the  fact  that  neither  the  recommended  nor  alternative
planning  agency   (Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments   and  State
Health  Department,  Water  Quality  Division,   respectively)   has
discretionary  funding  capabilities,  suggests  that  it  is  essential
that  the  designated  agency  be  prof icient  in  obtaining  intergovern-
mental   funds.
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Agency  skills  in  financial  planning  and  analysis  will  also  be
important.     Annual  updating  of  the  plan,   overviewing  other  agency
activities,   and  providing  coordination  require  proficiency  in
understanding  the  cost  and  revenue  implications  of  the  various
plans  and  activities  of  all  other  agencies.     It  will  be  neces-
sary  to  understand,   and  act  on,   the  areawide  financial  implica-
tions  of  a  number  of  sub-area  activities.

Budgeting  and  accounting  activities  will  be  small  scale  and
straightforward.     These  should  not  be  major  concerns.

7.5.1.2     Management  Agencies

The  management  agencies  have  the  basic  responsibility  for  208
plan  implementation,   though  they  may  or  may  not  directly  perform
each  and  every  function  this  implies.     The  overall  needs  for
management  agency  f inancial  capabilities  of  course  depend  on
the  extent  to  which  it  delegates  tasks  to  other  agencies.

Section  208(c) (2)   of  the   law  identified  several  specific  require-
ments.     These,   along  with  certain  requirements  implied  by  the
Act,   are  noted  in  detail  in  Section  4.3  above.     Basically,   these
requirements  represent  the  entire  spectrum  of  financial  planning,
management,   analysis  and  administration,   as  well  as  extensive
funding  capabilities.     Whether  or  not  the  management  agency
delegates  various  of  its  responsibilities,   it  will  continue  to
need  a  high  level  of  professional   financial  competence.

This  is  one  reason  that  general  purpose  local  governments,   cities
and  counties,   are  designated  as  the  preferred  choices   for  manage-
ment  agency  responsibilities.     These  organizations  presently
possess  the  necessary  f inancial  skills  in  the  greatest  degree  in
the  Larimer-Weld  region.     To  be  sure,   certain  of  the  smaller  muni-
cipalities  may  need  to  upgrade  their  skills;  but  the  basic  powers
granted  by  charter  or  state  law  are  available.
On  the  other  hand,   the  alternative  recommendation  involving  the
State  Health  Department  raises  a  problem  with  availability  of
f inancial  powers  and  experience  in  financial  administration  of
major  programs.     The  Water  Quality  Division  of  the  State  Health
Department  is  basically  a  coordinating,  promoting,   regulatory
body.     It  does  not  have  either  broad  powers  or  experience  in
large-scale  program  implementation.     For  this  reason,   it  would
be  necessary  to  extensively  delegate  implementation  activities,
especially  those  of  a  financial  nature.     This  could  be  counter-
productive  to  efforts  aimed  toward  maximum  regional  coordination.

7.5.i.3     Operations  Agencies

All  operations   functions  may  be  performed  by  management  agencies.
On  the  other  hand,   the  designation  of  owners  and  operators  of
existing  public  and  private  wastewater  treatment  facilities  as
operations  agencies  utilizes  an  important  existing  resource,
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without  foregoing  the  broader  land  use  and  f inancial  powers  that
are  vested  in.the  management  agencies.     This  concept  allows  a
further  degree  of  agency  specialization,   specified  by  contract,
and, generally  will  relieve  the  management  agency  of  certain  imple-
mentation  tasks.

There  are  no  predetermined  financial  capabilities  required  of  the
operations  agencies.     Rather,   the  existing  capabilities  and  skills
will  determine  the  tasks  that  can  be  delegated  by  contract.     In
general,   it  is  expected  that  operating  agencies  would  at  least
be  able  to  establish/administer  their  own  schedule  of  rates  and
charges  within  federal  requirements  for  user  fee  structures  and
industrial  cost  recovery.     Additionally,  there  would  be  a  require-
ment  for  financial  capabilities  attendent  to  system  operations
and  maintenance  activities.

These  are  minimum  desirable  capabilities.     The  need  for,   and
use  of  such  skills,   or  possibly  additional  skills,  will  depend
on  the  management  agency  structure  and  its  desires  to  delegate
tasks  and  assume  a  supervisory  posture.     This  will  be  spelled
out  in  the  contract  between  these  two  bodies.

7.5.i.4     Regulatory  Agencies

The  regulatory  functions  fall  into  two  major  categories.     First,
there  is  administration  of  the  402  permit  program  for  all  point
discharges.     Secondly,   there  are  regulatory  activities  relating
to  land  use  and  land  management  control.     The  planning  and  manage-
ment  agencies  will  ef fect  many  of  the  regulatory  measures  of  the
second  type  in  the  normal  course  of  planning  and  program  imple-
mentation.     For  this  reason,   regulatory  agency  designation  is
recommended  for  the  State  Health  Department   (with  present  responsi-
bility  for  the  402  permit  program) ,   in  conjunction  with  its
operating  partner  and  subordinate,   the  County  Health  Departments.

Regulatory  agency  financial  requirements  relate  primarily  to
funding  staf f  needs  for  administration  and  enforcement  of  regu-
latory  efforts.     These  are  essentially  the  same  requirements  that
presently  exist  and  are  being  met  by  the  State  Health  Department.
Regulatory  ef forts  that  will  be  conducted  by  other  agencies
(primarily  management)   raise  financial  requirements  relating  to
obtaining  funding  for  development,   administration  and  enforcement
of  various  land  use  controls,  plus  utilizing  taxation/user
charge  measures  which  provide  appropriate  incentives  for  voluntary
abatement  activities  by  polluters.

7.5.2       Ma or  Funding  Requi rements

The  technical  analysis  conducted  by  the  engineering  consultant
has  identified  capital  and  operating  costs  associated  with  four
alternative  implementation  strategies.     Refer  to  Section  5.2
above  for  a  brief  description  of  these  strategies  and  aggregate
costs   for  the  two-county  region   (Table   5.2-A) .
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The  largest  cost  requirement,   appearing  in  all  four  strategies,
is  that  estiinated  for  best  management  practices  to  control
pollutants  from  irrigated  agriculture.     Funding  of  these  costs,
and  local  impacts,   are  discussed  in  a  separate  report.7

Another  major  cost  item  is  that  for  stream  flow  augmentation,
stream   alterat`ions,    and  fish  stocking.     These  costs  primarily
affect  Strategy  2,   for  which  a  total  capital  cost  exceeding
S  l9million   is   shown  on  Table   5.2-A.     Such  costs   represent   an
ef fort  to  create  stream  conditions  for  year-round  propogation
and  protection  of  desirable  sport  fish  species.     In  Section  5.3
above,   it  was  noted  that  flow  augmentation  raises  numerous
political,   legal  and  economic  questions  for  which  there  are  no
answers  at  this  time.     However,   it  does  appear  that  financing
for  such  a  program  cannot  be  assigned  as  a  local  responsibility.
This  is  because  the  scope  and  distribution  of  the  benefits
(here  we  are  ignoring  the  question  of  whether  or  not  benef its
would  or  would  not  exceed  costs)   extends  beyond  the  local  popu-
lation.     Stream  flow  would  be  augmented  in  the   lower  reaches  of
the  region's  watercourses,  both  in  and  outside  the  State  of
Colorado.     Likewise,   the  benefits  from  sport  fishing,   and  water
recreation  will  accrue  to  many  persons  outside  the  two-county
region.     This   suggests  the  program  should  be  primarily  funded
from  state  and  federal  sources.

The  other  major  cost  item  relates  to  the  construction  and  opera-
tion  of  treatment  facilities.     Totals  and  subtotals  by  discharger
and  by  basin   are   shown   in  Tables   7.5.2-A,   8,   C,   and  D.     Table
7.5.2-A  shows  costs   for  Strategy  1.     Total  capital  costs  would
be  fiearly  $30  million  throughout  the  planning  period.     Average
0  &  M  costs,   including  existing  costs  would  be  approximately
$3.8millionper  year.     Although  some  of  these  costs  can  be  dis-
counted  to  reflect  their  occurance  at  a  point  in  the  future,
inflation  will  very  likely  raise  all  these  costs  to  a  future
level  where  postponement  creates  no  advantage  in  reduced"present  value"   cost.     That  is,   although  some  of  the  $26  million
may  not  be  spent  immediately,   Strategy  1  does  create  a  $26  million
funding  liability  right  now.

Table  7.5.2-a  shows  costs  for  Strategy  2.     Total  capital  require-
ments   are   about  $26  million,   0  &  M  more  than $3.6million  annually,
including  existing.     Table   7.5.2-C  shows  treatment  costs   for
Strategies   3  and  4.     These  are  the   same  with  almost  S12  million  in
capital   and  annual   0   &  M  at   $3.2  million.     Table   7.5.2-D  details
costs  by  discharger  in  the  outlying  areas.     These  are  the  same  for
each  of  the  four  strategies,   and  are  included  in  the  totals  shown
on  the  preceding  three  tables.

Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,   Inc.,Institutional  and
Financial   Recommendations   for  Cor`.trol  of  Pollutants from
IEElijated / lAgriculture ,
October   19771

Larimer-Weld  Counc
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TABLE    7.5.2-A           PROJECTED   COSTS   -WASTEWATER   TREATMENT
FACILITIES   IMPROVEMENTS

Strategy  i

E"
(Inod)

usTENzrmDISC-
1977-
2000
AVG.           2000

Cap.
CusT

(S|000)
(c)

AVG.
Out
CDST

(S|000/
Yr. )  (d)

PRERT iroRE
(S|000)

Cxp.
RE.          Oar
(c)                  (d)           TOTAL

CA!CIIE  IA  pounRE  RlvER

FT.Collius  #l(e)

Ft.collins  #2 (e)

foxelder  S.D. (e)

S.Ft.Cbllins  S.D. (f)

Windsor   (e)

Eastman  Kodak  Co. (e)

Greeley-lst Are. (g)

Greeley-Delta (e) (i)

OUTLYING  ARE   (f)

6.0           6.0

7.2          9.0

0.75       i.0

1.0          I.4

1.2          1.7

0.9          i.0

6.0            (h)

4.5        11.5

i,900             377          i,900        3,998       5,898

i,400            518          i,400       5,487       6,887

673               90               673            954        i,627

i,220

4 , 306

2,400

9 ' 576

i.22       2.06          i,472

ilo                           I,165       1,165

74          1,220             789        2,009

ilo         4,306       i,169       5,475

425          2,400        4,506        6,906

570           7,000        6,037     13,037

128          i,247       I,527       2,774

EQUIV.
EN.
COST
(S|000/

Yr.)

557

650

154

110

190

517

652

1,231

262

Subtotal                        28.77     33.66        22,947       2,402       20,146     25,632     45,778          4,323

BIG  ThonescIN  RIVER

Ioveland  (e)

Great Western-
IJJveland   (9)

Johustcrm  (f)

NIlliken  S.D. (f)

OUTLYING  AREA   (f)

5.3         6.i 2 ' 320 505          2,320        5,346        7,666

4.3          4.3            i,050            109          i,050       i,155       2,205

0. 31        0. 38                105                16                105             170             275

0. 34        0.40                410                28                410             297             707

i. 88        2.87                316             549                316        5,816        6,132

Stototal                     |2.13     14.05         4,201       I,207         4,201     12,784     16,985         1,604

source:     i::gE,c:5B3ration, 133



TABLE      7.5.2-A           (CONTINUED)

FTJ"
(nod) AVG.

CAP.             Oar

PRESRT  iroRI`ii

(S|000)

usri'ENzrmDISC-
1977-
2000
Ace.          2000

ac)sT            cOsT         cAp.
(?1000)       (S|000/     REC.              O&M

ErouIV.
EN.
UST

($1000/
(c)            Yr.)  (d)       (c)                   (d)            TOTAL                Yr.)      ~

ST.   VRAIN  RIVER

OUH-YING  AEVA   (f) . 99          i.2                  795                  54             713 705        1,418             133

SOUITI  PI.A:ITE  RIVER

oun¥ING ARE  (f) 2.48        3.88          2,002               162        i,725          1,711        3,436             323

TorAlj-I.arilrer-Weld       44.37     52.79       29,945          3,825     26,785       40,832     67,617       6,383

(a)    Costs  in  terms  of January,  1977,  dollars.    Annual  interest rate  7%.
(b)    Secondary treatment,  tertiary treatment,  or advanced treatment as

apprapriate to meet fronia receiving water standard.
(c)    Irmediate  cx)nstruction of tertiary or advanced treatment  facilities

assurred,  except when  oonstrmc±ion -phased  (Greeley-delta) .
(d)     Seoc>ndary  0  &  M  cx]sts  from  1978  budgets.     For  Greeley  and  in.  Cbllins,

total annual budget apportioned between facilities.   Tertiary and
advanced treatment  Costs  from National  commission on Water Quality.

(e)    Advanced treatment,i. 5 mg/l  arrronia effluent cx)ncentration.
(f)    Secondary  treatment.
(g)    Tertiary  treatment,  3.0  mg/l  armenia effluent concentration.
(h)    Greeley-lst Ave.  plant  to be  abandoned prior  to  2000.
(i)    Although service  area  is  in Cache  la Poudre basin,  discharge  is  to

South Platte River.

Source:     Toups   Corporation,   March,1978
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TABLE     7.5.2-8          PROJECTED   COSTS   -WASTEWATER   TREATMENT
FACILITIES   IMPROVEMENTS

Strategy  2

FIJ"
(ngd)

usTTfyVArm
DlscrmcE

1977-
2000

AVG.
cne.          our
CusT           CusT

(S|000)      (?1000/
AVG.           2000                (c)            Yr. )  (d)

plusRT trorm
(S|000)

Our
( d )          TorAIJ

EQUIV.
EN.
CCX5T

($1000/
Yr.)

czalclH  IA  pot]DRE  RIVER

Ft.Cbllins  #1(e)           6.0

Ft.Collius  #2(e)           7.2

BoxElder  s.D. (e)            0. 75

s.Ft.coiiins  s.D. (f)   i.0

Windsor   (e)                       1.2

Eastman  Kodak  Co. (e)   0.9

Greeley-ist Ave. (e)     6.0

Greeley-Delta(h) (i)     4.5

0UHjYING  AREA   (f)           i. 22

6.0            1'200

9.0

i.0                423

i.4

i.7                 880

1'0            4'026

(g)              2,400

11.5             9,576

2.06          1'472

338          i,200        3,578        4,778

450                               4,767        4,767

84                423

110

65                880

49           4,026

425          2,400

570          7,000

128          1,247

884        1,307

1'165       i,165

689       i, 569

519        4,545

4,506        6,906

6,037     13,037

1,527        2,774

451

450

123

110

148

429

652

1'231

262

Subtotal              28.77       33.66       19,977       2,219       17,176     23,672     40,848          3,856

BIG  ThonesoN  RlvER

Ioveland  (e)                    5. 3 6.i            1'600

Great Western -
toveland(e)                   4. 3           4. 3           1,050

Torustowi   (f)                  0.3i         0.38             105

Milliken  s.D. (f)            0. 34         0.40              410

OUTLYING  AREA   (f)            i. 88          2.87                316

464          I,600        4,916       6,516

109          i,050        1,155       2,205

16                10 5             170             275

28                410             297             707

549                316        5,816        6,132

615

208

26

67

579

Stototal                12.13       14.05         3,481       i,166         3,481     12,354     15,835         i,495

Source:   Toups  Corporation,
March,   1978 135



TABLE     7.5.2-8 ( CONT INUED )

FEN
(nBd) AVG.

Cup.            Oat

PRERT  WORTi
(S|000)

usT"zrm
DISCirmGE

1977-
2000
AVG.            2000

COST             COST          Cup.
(S|000)      (S|000/    REC.           0"

(C)           Yr.)  (d)       (c)                  (d)           Torl'AI

sT.   VRAIN  RI\mR

OunyING  AIREA   (f) .99        i.2                  795               54               713            705        i,418

HJUIV .
EN.
CcrsT
(S|000/

Yr.)

SOUITI  PIIAITE  RIVER

ourL¥INGAREA(f)                2.48        3.88          2,oo2             162          i,725        1,711       3,436

TorELI-ariner-Weld       44.37     52.79       26,255       3,601       23,095     38,442     61,537       5,807

(a)    Costs  in  terms  of January,  1977,  dollars.    Annual  interest rate  7%.
(b)    Secondary treatrrent,  tertiary treatlrent or advanced treatrrent,  as

applicable  to rreet ammonia  receiving water  standard.      15  cfs  augmented
flow  in plains  reaches  of both Cache  la Poudre  and Big Thcxpson Rivers
to maintain in-stream flows  for  fishery.

(c)    Immediate construction of tertiary and advanced treatment  facilities
assumed,  except when construction phased  (Greeley-delta) .    Includes
treatment,  disinfection,  and sludge treatment.

(d)     Secondary  0  & M costs  from  1978  budgets.    For    Greeley  and Ft.  Cbllins,
total armual budget appertioned betireen  facilities.    Tertiary and
advanced trealnent  costs  front National Ccrmission on Water Quality.

(e)    Tertiary  treatment,  3. 0  mg/i  armenia  effluent concentration.
(f)    Secondary  treatment.
(g)    Greeley-lst Awe.  plant  to be  abandoned prior  to  2000.
(h)    advanced treatment,i. 5 ng/i  armnda effluent concentration.
(i)    Although service  area    is  in Cache  la Poudre basin   discharge  is  to

South Platte  River.

Source:      Toups   Corporation,   March,1978
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TABLE     7.5.2-C          PROJECTED   COSTS   -WASTEWATER   TREATMENT
FACILITIES   IMPROVEMENTS

Strategies   3  and  4

Fry
(ngd) AVG.

On.          Oat

PRE5RT worm
(S|000)        .

usTEN2rmDIS-
1977-
2000
AVG.            2000

CusT            CDST          CAP.
(S|000)      (?1000/    REC.           ,0"

(b)           Yr. ) (c)         (b)                (c)         rorrAI

cmaE  IA  pOuDRE  RIVER

Ft.cbiiins  #i(d)             6.0          6.0

Ft.Collies  #2 (d)              7.2           9.0

foxelder  s.D. (d)              0. 75         i.0             74

So.Ft.Collins  s.D. (d)   i.0           i.4

Windsor   (d)                         i.2           i.7           330

Eastman  Kodak  cb. (d)     0.9           i.0

Greeley-lst  Ave. (d)       6. 0            (e)       I,000

300

450'

74

ilo

49

EQUIV.
EN.
CcrsT

($1000/
Yr.)

3,178        3,178

4 ,7c;n        4 ,7c;]

43             784             827

1,165       i,165

330             519             849

40                                     424             424

380           1,000        4,026        5,026

Cireeley-delta   (d)(f)      4.5         11.5       5,200(g)          450          3,800       4,767       8,567

QUIT.YING  AREA   (d)              1.22           2.061,472                  128          i,2471,527        2,774

300

450

78

ilo

80

40

474

809

262

Sul]total                        28.77       33.66     8,076            i,981         6,420     21,157     27,577          2,603

BIG  TTIOxpscIN  RI\nR

loveland  (d)

Great Western-
Ioveland  (d)

Johnstcun

hilliken  S.D.

oun¥ING AREA   (d)

5.3            6.i 414 4,386        4,386

4.3             4.3                                          75                                     795             795

0.31          0.38          105

0.34          0.40           410

i.88          2.87          316

105            170             275

410             297             707

316        5,816        6,132

414

Stototal                    12.13       14. 05         831
Source:     Toups  Corporation,

March,    1978 137
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TABLE     7.5.2-C         (CONTINUED)

usTENIrm
Dlscrmffi 2000

AVG.
CAP.            Out
cX)ST             COST          EE5l

(S|000)      (S|000/    REC.
(b)           yr.)(c)       (b)

sT.   VRAni  RlvER

oun¥ING AREA   (d)          . 99

PlusRT  TVI)RE]
($1000)

Oat
( c)          TorAL

EQUIV.
EN.
CusT

($1000/
Yr.)

i.2                 795               54            713 705          I,418

SOUIEI  PIAHE  RIVER

OUILYING  AREA   (d)         2. 48 3.88          2,002             162        1,725        1,711          3,436 323

TOTAL-I.ariner-Weld  44. 37          52. 79       11,704       3,279       9,689     35,037       44,726          4,220

(a)    Cbsts  in  terms  of January,  1977,  dollars.    Annual  interest  rate  7%.
(b)    Irmediate  construction of  facilities  assured,  except when Construction

phased  (Greeley-Delta,  Bo2relder  S.D. ) .    Includes  biological  treatment,
disinfection and sludge treatment.

(c)     Secondary 0  &  M  cx)sts  from  1978  budgets.    For  Greeley  and Ft.  Collins,
total annual budget apportioned bebreen facilities.

(d)     Secondary  treatment.
(e)    Greeley-lst Ave.  plant  to be  abandoned prior  to  2000.
(f)    Although  service  area is  in Cache  la Poudre basin    discharge  is  to

South Platte River.
(g)     Includes  initial  4  mgd  incren`ent,    4mgd  expansion  in 1989,   8  mgd

expansion in  1995,  and initial  interceptor.

Source:     Toups   Corporation,   March,   1978
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TABLE   7.5.2-D PROJECTED   COSTS    -   WASTEWATER   TREATMENT
FACILITIES   IMPROVEMENTS   -   OUTLYING   AREAS

All  Strategies

E"
(ngd) AVG.

CAP.            Oat

PFESRT  iroRE
(S|000)

usTENnTER
Dlscrmca

1977-
2000
AVG.            2000

CDST             COST          CAP.
(S|000)      ($1000/    REC.            0"

(b)           ¥r.) (c)       (b)                 (c)           TorrEL

CAGH  IA ponRE

Ault

Eaton

Pierce

EE±d  Feather

Severancse

Tirmath

Wellingtcm

.28           .33

.37           .4

.18           .3

.25            .5

.04           .08

.04           .075

.06           .37

280                18

160                27

4012

406                22

2464

340               10

35

201             196

66              189

37             127

379             495

246                42

318             106

372

FQUIV.
EN.
CusT

(?1000/
Yr.)

397                38

255               24

164                16

874                82

288                27

424                40

372                35

Subtotal                       i.22       2.06         i,472            128         i,247       i,527       2,774           262

BIG ThonsoN

Berthoud

Johnson' s  Cbrner

Estes  Park  S.D.

Upper  Thcxpson
S.D.

.5.7

.02           .05

.61           .82

.75       i.3

83                                   .   879              879                 83

40                  7                  40                74             114                11

276               149             276        1,579        i,855             175

310 3,284        3,284             310

Stototal 1.88        2.87 316                549           '  316        5,816        6,132             579

Source:     Toups   Corporation,   March,1978
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TABLE   7.5.2-D            (CONTINUED)

.FTj.tw

(ngd) AVG.
Cap.           Oar

I.nFjsINr  wol{m I

(?1000)

usrmErm
DlscrmGE

1977-
2000
AVG.            2000

COST             COST           CAP.
(Slooo)      (Slooo/    REc.            oar

(b)            Yr.)  (c)       .  (b)               (c)            T0rTAI

ST.  VREN

Erie

Teraco  I-25

Tri-area

ifead

.16              .18

.025           .025

.75              .94

.05              .07

150               11

757

450                28

1208

150             117

7574

368             429

120                85

H2UIV.
EN.
CesT
(Slooo/_

Yr.)

267                25

149                14

797                75

205                19

Sifototal

SOUIH  PIATIE

.985        i.19               795               54               713             705          i,418            133

Fort Lupton

Gilcrest

Hill-n-Park

Hudson

Keenesburg

Kersey

IJasalle

Lehbuie

Platteville

.8         i.5

.1             .13

.35           .65

.1             .15

.09           .13

.25           .30

.40           .45

.08           .15

.30            .40

Weld  central  H.S.            .01         .02

510                36                502             382

80                   9                   53                95

390                27                272             288

160                10                160             106

140                 i              140              11

400                29                 354              304

.90           19                  43             201

140                   8                131                85

91                16                  69             165

1                 7                   I              74

884                 83

148                14

560                53

266                25

151               14

658                62

244                23

216                20

234                22

757

Subtotal                        2.48       3.88         2,002            162          1,725       i,711          3,436            323

roTEL  ouTL¥INGAREAS   6.571o.oo          4,585             893          4,ool       9,75913,76o        i,297

(a)    Costs  in  terms  of January,  1977,  dollars.    Annual  interest  rate  7%.
(b)    Phased cx)nstruction per  Interin Report No.  6,  Municipal  and Industrial

Point Source Analysis.
(c)     0  &  M Costs  from  1978  budgets.

Source:   Toups  Corporation,
March,    1978 140



Note  that  the  greatest  dollar  burden  for  new  treatment  costs,
in  all  four  strategies,   falls  on  Greeley.     Combining  the  require-
ments  of  its  lst  Avenue  and  proposed  Delta  plants,   capital  costs
range  from  over  S13  million  for  Strategy  i,   to  $12*  million  for
Strategy  2,   to  almost  $9  million  for  Strategies  3  and  4.     New
0  &  M  costs   follow  the   same  pattern.

Also  within  the  triangle  area,  Windsor  would  incur  $3/4  million
in  capital  cost.s   for  Strategies   3  and  4,   and  some  Sl.3  million
according  to  Strategies  i  and  2.     Although  this  cost  is  less
than  that  required  of  Greeley,   it  may  be  equally  burdensome  in
view  of  Windsor's  smaller  population  base  and  service  area.

In  the  outlying  areas,   Table  7.5.2-D  shows  total  capital
requirements  of  nearly  $5  million  and  0  &  M  of   Sl  million

::n:a:::ifeosr ::|s5:::a:t::5::::a. de::i:p::o::e:ai:  :!d::::ego8
study.

Costs   for  private  systems   focus  on  Eastman  Kodak  Co.   and  Great
Western  in  Loveland,   and  are   0.6  million  and  1.2  milliori  in
capital  respectively  in  Strategies  i  and  2;  nothing  in  Strategies
3   and   4.

The   final  major  cost  element  shown  on  Table   5.2-A  is   for  control
of  pollutants  from  urban  runoff .     These  costs  include  both
structural   (storage/treatment)   and  non-structural  items   (street
sweeping) ,   and  are  focused  on  Fort  Collins,   Greeley  and  Loveland
in  this  triangle  area.     They  are  broken  out  in  Table  7.5.2-E,
and  are  the  same  for  all  four  strategies.

7.5.3     Analysis  of  Agency  Financial  Capabilities

The  financial  powers  and  capabilities  required  by  the  various
agencies  are  outlined  in  general  in  the  two  preceeding  sections.
This  section  focuses  on  the  abilities  of  the  specific  agencies
that  are  being  assigned  roles  to  meet  these  requirements,   as  well
as  remedial  actions  that  appear  necessary.

7.5.3.1     Planning  Agencies

The  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments   is  recommended  as  the
planning  agency  in  the  areawide   208  program.     The  Larimer-
Weld  Council  of  Governments  has  no  statutory  financial  powers.
Its  powers  derive  from  agreement  among  its  governmental  members,
as  defined  in  its   "Articles  of  Association,"  and,   at  most,   are
limited  to  those  powers  lawfully  authorized  to  each  of  the  coopera-
ting  or  contracting  units.     Financial  powers  contained  in  the
Articles  of  Assocation  of  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments

8   See,   for  example,   Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,   Inc. ,
Toups  Corporation, Technical  Plannin Report , Wastewater

CouncilTreatment  Works,   Fort  Lupton, Colorado ,
of  Governments, May   1977.
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TABLE   7.5.2-E

Urban  Runof f  Costs

Annualized
Non-Structural

(Street  Sweepin
Structural

)              (Storage /Treatment)

Cap.
Annual-6/M-

Fort  Collins

Greeley

Loveland

TOTAL

$    0.18

0.14

0.16

S    i.767                      0.04

i.276                     0.03

0.687                      0.02

$    0.38                                $    3.730                       0.09
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include  budgeting;   the  power  "to  contract  or  otherwise  participate
in  and  to  accept  grants,   funds,   gifts,   or  services  from  any
Federal,   state  or  local  government,"  and  from  private  and  civic
sources;   and  auditing  its   financial  affairs.     The  Larimer-Weld
Council   of   Governments   1977   budget  was   $685,303   in   total,   with
the   local   share  of   S142,682   split  evenly  between  the  two  counties.

These  capabilities   suggest  the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of   {3overrr
ments  can  adequately  meet  the  planning  agency  financial  require-
ments  outlined  above  in  Section  7.5.1.1.     Perhaps  the  area  of
weakness  is  the  lack  of  an  assured  ongoing  source  of  funding
Council  of  Government  activities.     The  budget  is  adopted  annually
with  local  funding  determined  at  such  time.     However,   as  initial
funding  is  expected  to  be  largely  non-local,   it  is  a  fact
that  no  local  agency  whatsoever  would  have  control  over  these
sources.     Moreover,   as  local  funds  are  passed-through  from
the  counties,  who  have  powers  of  taxation,   the  council  of  govern-
ment  is  no  worse  off  than  any  other  local  agency   (e.g.,   county
sheriff )   where  legislative  action  is  required  for  the  annual
appropriation  of  funds.

The  State  Health  Department,  Water  Quality  Division,   is  the
alternative  designated  planning  agency.     It  has  a  number  of
shortcomings  relative  to  Larimer-Weld  Council  of  Governments,
and  a  particularly  important  financial  weakness.     Although  this
agency  could  accept  federal  grants,   and  obtain  state  funding
from  the  State  Legislature,   it  is  not  clear  how  it  would  involve
the  local  colrmunities  in  the  Larimer-Weld  region  in  funding  208
continuous  planning  activities.     On  the  other  hand,  by  virtue
of  its  status  as  a  local  creation,   the  Larimer-Weld  Council  of
Governments  annually  obtains  some  amount  of  local  funding  for
its  various   (planning)   activities.

7.5.3.2     Management  Agencies

Appendix  A  of  this  report  contains  a  list  of  recommended  manage-
ment  agency  assignments.     In  all  cases,  they`are  either  one
of  the  two  counties,  or  a  city  felt  to  be  capable  of  performing
the  management  agency  role.

Individual  f inancial  analyses  and  recommendations  have  been
prepared  for  a  number  of  the  smaller  towns.9     In  addition,

Utility  Manage-for  those  not  included  in  the  above  group,   a
ment  HandbookL°   has  been
water  utility

prepared  which  addresses  key  waste-
policies   (among  other  management  concerns)   relating

to  analyzing  utility  costs,   sources  of  capital  funds,   source  of
operating  funds  and  a  number  of  other  areas  of  f inancial  manage-

9   Ibid.

10 Briscoe,   Maphis,   Murray   &   Lamont,
Handbook ,

Inc. ,   Utility  Management
Institutional,   Financial  and  Management Procedures ,

Larimer-Weld Council  of  Governments,
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ement  Hand.book  to  provide

ment.     Although  it  is  clear  that  the  general  purpose  local
governments   (counties   and  towns)   possess   adequate  powers  to  con-
duct  the  management  agency  role,   some  remedial  actions  may  be
required  to  compensate  for  lack  of  experience,lack  of  skilled
staff ,   and  in  some  cases,  weak  funding  capabilities   (in  an
economic/political,   rather  than  legal  sense) .     It  is  the  purpose1
of  the  special  studies  and
guidance  in  these  areas.

Utility  Mama

Because  of  their  size  and  scale  of  operation,   the  management
tasks  of  the  two  counties  and  of  Fort  Collins,   Greeley  and
Loveland  and  will  be  most  demanding  ih  terms  of  financial  perfor-
mance ®

Appendix  C  contains  a  detailed  discussion  of  county  responsi-
bilities  as  management  agencies.     It  is  not  the  intent  to  engage
either  county  in  the  business  of  utility  operation.    Wherever
urban  concentrations  exist,   and  thus  wastewater  utilities,   it
is  intended  that  the  counties  will  "pass-through"  operational
and  management  responsibilities  to  towns  for  their  service  areas
which  may  include  unincorporated  areas.     Special  districts,
private  parties  or  unincorporated  comlnunities  may  also  receive
pass-through  "action"   tasks.     The  responsibility  for  208  waste-
water  planning,   compliance  and  integration  of  all  aspects  --
point  and  non-paint  --and  integration  with  other  development,
land  use  and  regional  programs  and  goals  remains  with  the  manage-
ment  agency.     The   "pass-through"  will  include  basic  funding
responsibilities,   as  well  as  those  financial  aspects  of  utility
operation   (billing,   investing,  payment  of  employees  and  vendors,
repayment  of  bondholders,   operational  budgeting,   accounting,   etc.) .
For  the  most  part,   these  tasks  are  presently  being  performed
satisfactorily  at  the  existing  level  of  treatment  and  operation.
Changes  needed  are  generally  within  existing  powers  and  capabilities.

Based  on  the  pass-through  concept,   the  counties  will  be  left
with  management  overview  and  support  tasks,   such  as,   assisting
operating  agencies  in  seeking  grants,  providing  technical
financial  advice  and  planning  assistance.     These  activities
are  included  in  the  estimated  staf f  requirements  identif led  in
Appendix  C  amounting  to'  an  annual  total  of  $39,000   for  each
county .

Both  counties  are  in  sound  financial  condition,  with  growing
tax  bases,  moderate  mill  levies,   and  unused  capability  to  levy
highly  productive  sales  taxes.     Both  counties'   mill  levies  for
1977   are   down   from   1976    (i.912   mill   decrease   to   18.508  mills.
in  Larimer  County;   4.69  mill  drop  to  21.13  mills   in  Weld  County) .
Both  counties  are  legally  capable  of  adopting   (by  referendum)
as  much  as  2¢   in  county-wide  sales  tax.     Such  a  levy  would  raise,
each  year,   almost  Slo  million  in  Larimer  and  more  than  $7  million
in  Weld  County.     Note  that  the  counties  would  probably  have  to
share  these  funds  with  their  cities  and  towns.     Neither  county
has  any  significant  long-term  liabilities   (outstanding  bonded
indebtedness  or  pension  fund  deficiencies) .     On  the  whole,   both
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ally,  the  greatest  need  for  raising  local  funds  for  both__   _____    -`-r`+A,LLL|.Lt=D,     cLs    wet.I.    as,

and  operating  costs.     These  three  cities  are  all  presently
wastewater  utility  management  and  operations  business  so
the  basic  financial  skills  for  the  management  function

ly  exist.     Additionally,     general  powers  are  broad,
llv   fnr   F^r+   r^11.._~    ____1   _

•  counties  are  quite  capable  of  funding  their  management  respon-
sibilities  as  delineated  in  Appendix  C.

The  cities  of  Fort  Collins,   Greeley  and  Love.land  have  the  greatest
need  for  a  broad  range  of  financial  capabilities,   as  well  as,
Potentiallv.    the   rrraa+ac!+   n^^J]   J=--_   -__
capital
in  the
most  of
Present
especially  for  Fort  Collins  and  Greeley  which  are  home  rule_______I  ,       I -..- LUL   I+uwt=Ls    are   Droacl,

municipalities .

All  three  cities  operate  their  sewer  business  as  independent,
self-supporting  utility  enterprise  funds.    At  the  present  level
of  operation,   all  three  cities'   sewer  funds  are  solvent  and
generating  positive  cash  flows.
Fort  Collins  has  recently  spent  upward  of  Slo  million  for
plant  expansion.     In  spite  of  this  major  outlay,   its  indebt-
edness  is  small  at  $3  million;   its  capital  structure  is  strong
at  approximately  4  parts  equity  to  1  part  debt;   the  system  is
generating   $200,000   to   $300,000   of  annual  operating  income  and
about  twice  that  amount  in  cash  flow  before  debt  service;   and  its
rates,   though  higher  than  Greeley  or  Loveland,   are  moderate  at
S14.70  per  quarter  for  inside  single-family  service.     The  Fort
Collins  system  services  roughly  15,000  customers  in  various  cate-
gories.     These  factors  indicate  that  Fort  Collins'   ability  to
fund  the  treatment  plant  capital  and  operating  costs  under  any
of  the  four  technical  strategies  is  adequate.

The  Greeley  system  serves   some  12,500   customers  with  a  variety
of  taps.     The  sewer  fund  in  indebted  some  $5*  million  at  the
present  time.     There  is  approximately  an  equal  amount  of  equity
financing  in  the  capital  structure.     Plant  improvements  have
totaled  almost  Sl.8  million  since  1974.     The  system  is  presently
generating  suf ficient  positive  cash  flow  to  comfortably  cover
the  $3*  million  annual  debt  service  requirement,   though  there  is
not  a  large  excess  that  could  support  additional  debt.     Utility
rates  have  recently  been  raised,  but  are  st.ill  moderate  at  $11.70/
quarter  for  inside  single-family  tap.     This  increase  will  improve
the  utility's  financial  position  in  1978.     All  in  all,  Greeley's
sewer  fund  is  in  sound  financial  condition  for  purposes  of  opera-
ting  its  current  level  of  secondary  treatment.

Greeley's  ability  to  fund  the  treatment  plant  improvements
aec=/`~|.  a+^J   t..,ill    Li__     I _      __ -----.-...    I,LuiLI.L    LilLi:+Luvt=iLie[icsassociated  with  the  four  alternative  technical  strategies  also

:5P: a: S F :8:=:: t:a:= :::i:: ZRE¥±±±=£ig±±iJ±E£_±±±±±±f±±±government A|i5t -5`:ei-5::::af!f;[`alll`E::;e  :::;::g?  :::ei2y:go s:g::sf::g|h::oduce
an   added   $200,000   to   $300,000   with   the   Dres3en+   ra+a   I.T`^T^`-^
I-,.

____    ,__,,vvv    I.v   Lr,.uu,uuu   wl.tn   cne   present   rate   increase.
This  would  support  $2  million  to  $3  million  in  local  debt.     Together
with  income  from  tap  fees  or  PIFs,   and  federal  assistance,   Greeley
can  finance  its  needed  improvements.     Even  so,   Greeley's  rates
continue  to  be  quite  moderate.     Compare  them  with  Fort  Collins'
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S14.70/quarter  for  the   inside  single-family  tap.     Future  rate
hikes  may  be  necessary  to  cover  the  higher  costs  associated
with  treatment  plant  improvements.

Loveland's   sewer  system  serves   in  excess  of   8,000   customers   in
various  tap  classes.     The  system  is  debt-free  and  operating  with
moderate  rate  charges   ($9.50/quarter   for  inside  single-family) .
Rates  were  increased  in  1977.     The  previous   inside  single-family
rate  was  $6.00/quarter.     At  the  new  rate  level,   the  system  is
operating  with  a  positive  cash  flow.     Improvements  costing  some
$3*  mil.   have  recently  been  completed,   without  incurring  any
debt  in  the  process.     On  the  whole,   the   system  is  on  a  sound
f inancial  footing  in  view  of  the  prospective  requirements  of
any  of  the  four  technical  strategies  under  consideration.     This
is  particularly  true  under  the  assumption  that  75%  of  capital
costs  would  be  federally  funded.

There  is  an  alternative  proposal  designating  the  State  Health
Department,  Water  Quality  Division  as  the  management  agency
in  place  of  the  counties  as  recommended.     This  would  make  it
absolutely  necessary  that  most  operations  and  f inancial  require-
ments  be  of  a  pass-through  nature.     In  such  a  case,   the  State
Health  Department  could  probably  perform  satisfactorily  in  a
financial  sense,   even  though  it  lacks  the  breadth  of  powers  of
the  two  counties.

7.5.3.3     Operations  Agencies

Appendix  A  contains  a  listing  of  recommended  operations  agencies
for  the  Larimer-Weld  region.     These  are  agencies  presently
operating  systems   in  the  area.     As  noted  in  Section  7.5.1.3
above,   operations  agencies  will  be  delegated  those  financial
tasks  which  they  are  capable  of  handling.     This  means  that
the  basic  f inancial  responsibility  rests  with  the  management
agencies .

7.5.3.4     Regulatory  Agencies

The  State  Health  Department,   in  conjunction  with  the  county
units,  will  be  the  regulatory  agencies.     Financial  requirements
are  both  moderate   (Section   7.5.1.4)   and  much  along  the   lines
of  present  activities.     There  should  be  no  problems  here  beyond
obtaining  sufficient  appropriations  from  each  governing  legisla-
tive  body  to  fund  the  required  staff  effort.

7.6       RECOMMENDATIONS   FOR   STATE   REORGANIZATION   FOR   WATER   QUALITY
AFFAIRS

Consistent  with  structuring  local  government  to  implement  the
208  plan,   there  is  a  similar  need  at  the  state  level.     Based
on  observation  and  experiences  gained  during  the  208  study,   a
refinement  of  activities  at  the  state  level  could  enhance  working
relationships,   effectiveness  and  responsiveness  to  regional  and
local  needs  during  the  implementation  stage.     As  with  any  plan,
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once  the  plan  is  adopted,   the  work  must  begin  --  the  plan  is
simply  the  direction,   not  the  end.     More  significant  involvement
for  local  agencies  with  the  state  ef fort  to  implement  and  secure
maximum  benefit  from  the  Water  Pollution  Control  Act  is  what  is
sought .

Ideally,   a  complete  examination  of  how  the  state  should  be
organized  to  deal  with  the  entire  question  of  water  should
occur.     At  the  present  time,   state  involvement  is  fragmented.
However,   the  question  of  whether  or  not  a  Department  of  Water
Resources  and  Quality,   organized  along  functional  lines,  with
divisions  dealing  with  resource  development,   flood  control,  pollu-
tion,  management  and  planning  is  warranted  is  beyond  the  scope
of  this  study.

The  Water  Quality  Control  Commission   (WQCC)   is   the   state  body
charged  with  the  key  responsibilities  in  dealing  with  water
quality,   and  accomplishment  of  the  water  pollution  law.     The
task,   as  they  are  presently  administering  it,   is  impossible.
The  Commission  cannot  function  ef ficiently  as  policy  makers  and
administrators  at  the  same  time.     The  level  of  expertise  required,
time,   support  staff  and  responsibilities  is  beyond  any  single
commission's  capabilities.     Each  meeting,   the  Commission  is  asked
to  set  policy,   as  well  as  to  review  specific  discharge  applica-
tions  from  cities,  districts,  individuals  and  industries.

It  is  recommended  that  the  Commission  continue  as  a  policy
setting,   overview  agency  for  the  entire  water  quality  issue.
Suggested  primary  responsibilities  include:

.   Set  policy  to  administer  the  law,

.   Coordinate  and  approve  regional   208  plans  updates,   and

.   Monitor  implementation  of  plans  and  actions.

In  addition,   they  would  continue  to:

.   Classify  state  streams,

.   Define  waste  treatment  requirements  and  criteria,

.   Be  responsible  for  reviewing  wastewater  plants  discharging
more  than   2,000  gpd,

.   Establish  water  quality  standards,

.   Promulgate  control  regulations,   and

.   Establish  water  discharge  permit  regulations.

However,   in  addressing  these  latter  issues,   the  Commission  would
be  assisted  with  the  establishment  of  a  decentralized  structure
of  River  Basin  agencies.     Each  of  the  state's  major  river
basins  --Platte,   Arkansas,   Rio  Grande,   Colorado  and  White  --
would  be  designated  as   a  River  Basin  Agency  under   the  WQCC.
The  boards  of   such  agencies  would  be  composed  of  residents  of
the  basin  with  specified  expertise,   a  representative  of  the  WQCC
and  Water  Conservation  Board.
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The  primary  prupose  of  the  Basin  Agency  is  to  act  as  an  adminis-
trative  arm  for  the  WQCC  in  the  basin  and  to  provide  liaison
between  state  actions  and  local  concerns.     Specifically,   they
would :

.   Coordinate  planning  -basinwide;

.   Set  priorities  for  funding  within  the  basin's  208  areas;

.   Review  of  individual  construction  requests  from
within  the  basin;

.   Review  discharge  requests  for  conformance  with  adopted
208   plans;

.   Review  stream  classifications  within  the  basin;

.  Provide  financial  distribution  control  over  all  water
quality  funds  f lowing  into  the  basin   (all  state  and
federal  programs  must  follow  the  priority  system,   not
just  EPA  funds) ;

.   Review  enforcement  of  water  quality  standards;

.   Monitor  progress  of   208  programs  in  the  basin;

.   Review  updating  of  the  208  plans;   and

.   Support  enforcement  responsibilities.

In  the  execution  of  these  responsibilities,   the  Basin  Agency
would  conduct  public  hearings  where  local  residents  could
express  their  concerns  or  support  for  proposed  basin  or  state
actions  affecting  water  quality.     Funding  could  occur  by  way
of  pass-through  funds  from  the  State,  a  fraction  of  a  percent
from  each  project  funded  in  the  region,   and  possibly  from
local  funds  from  utilities  in  the  basin.

Responsibility  for  overview  of  progress  toward  the  clean  water
goal  in  the  basin  and  funding  would  give  the  agency  the  power
to  assure  effectiveness.     Local  government  representatives  would
be  directly  involved  with  the  program  at  the  state  level  and  resi-
dents  could  participate  without  having  to  travel  to  Denver.

Appeals  and  review  of  River  Basin  Agency's  actions  would  be
possible  to  the  WQCC.     However,   the  WQCC  would  be  free  to  con-
centrate  on  policy  matters  but  with  regional  input  from  the
River  Basin  Agency.

Table  7.6-A  illustrates  the  suggested  organization.
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APPENDIX   A

DESIGNATED   MANAGEMENT   AND   OPERATIONS   AGENCIES   --

LARIMER-WELD   REGION



MANAGEMENT   AGENCIES

Counties

Larimer
Weld

Munici alities  with  S stems

-Berthoud .
. Baton
. Evans
• Fort  I.upton
• Gr.over
• Johnstown
•La  Salle
Pier.ce• Platteville

• Wellington
--Fort  Collins

• Gree,lay
~Loveland

.Windsor

Municipalities  Served  by  Districts
•  Ault
• Erie                                                                  .

-Estes  Par.k     .
• Gilcrest
•  Hudson
•  Keensburg                                    .
• Kersey
' Mead
• Milliken
• Firestone
• Fr`ed.rick                          .                 .
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OPERATION   AGENCIES

Public

Ault    S.I,.    .
Ber.thoud
Baton      .
Erie  W.S.D.  .
Estes  Par.k  S.D.  .         .
Fortt  Lupton .
Gilcrest  S.D.      .
Grover    .                  .         .
Hill-n-Par`k  S.D.
Hudson  s.D ....
Johnstown      .                 .
Keenesbur.g  S.D.  .
Kersey  S.I).  .
La  Salle                          .
Mead  s.D.       .
Milliken  s.D.      .
Pierce
Platteville .
Tr`i-Area  S.D.       .
Upper.  Thompson  S.D.  .
Weld  Centr`al  l].S.       .
Wellington
Boxelder  s.D.      .
Evans  S.D.
Ft.  Collins  #1   :
Ft.  Collins  #2   .
Greeley
Loveland
South  Ft.   Collins  S.D.
Windsor`
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OPERATION   AGENCIES

Pr`ivate

Eastman  Kodak  Co.-KCD       .
Gr`eat  Western  Sugar  Co.-Loveland
Great  Wester.n  Sugar  Co.ndr'eeley
Great  Western  Sugar  Co.-Johnstown
Loveland  Packing  Co.
Public  Ser.vice  Co.-Ft.   St.   Vrain
Cowan  Concrete  Pr`oducts
Flatir`on  Paving  Co,-.ndr`eeley
Flatir.on  Paving  Co. -Windsor.
Flatir.on  Paving  Co.-Loveland
Flatiron  Paving  Co.-Greeley  (Wes.t)
Gr`eeley  Sand  and  Gravel .
Eldred  M.   Johnson
Floyd  Haag  Sand  and  Gravel    .
Mountain  Aggr.egate-Ft.  Collins   .
Mountain  Aggregate-(to  St.  Vrain)
Norden  and  Son  Land  Leveling
Poudre  Pre-Mix
Cola.  Division  of  Wildlife-Bellvue   .
Colo.  Division  of  Wildlife-North  Fork
Colo.   Division  of  Wildlife-Poudre      .
Colo.   Division  of  Wildlife-Watson  Lake
Colo.  Division  of  Wildlife-Estes  Park
Blacky  Valencia
Western  Fisheries  Consultants     .
Ft.   Collins-Poudr.e  Canyon  Water  Tr.eatment  Plant   (WTP)
Gr`eeley-Bellvue  WTP
Loveland  WTP                                        .
Hydraulics  Unlimited  Mfg.   Co.      .
Monfor.t  Packing  Co.
Lone  Star`  Steel  Co.
Ter.ra  Resources  Inc.rflarks  Lake
Cottonwood  Park
I)el  Camino
Johnson ls  Cor.nor      .
Mountain  Range  Shadows    .
Pingree  Park
Texaco
Gr.eeley-Boyd  Lake  WTP       .
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-         THE   208   PLAN AMENDMENT PROCESS

Federal  law  requires  that  208  plans  be  updated  annually  and  recertified

through  the  same  process  that  the  original  208  plan  utilized.     That  process

includes,   in  addition  to  staff ,   advisory  committees,   involved  agencies  and

citizen  input,   the  following  three  formal  steps:

I.   Approval  and  certification  by  the  governing  board  of  the  planning

agency    (i.e.,   probably  Larimer-Weld  C.O.G.).

2.   Approval  and  certification  by  the  State  of  Colorado.     The  Governor

makes  the  decision  after  receiving  recommendations   from  the  Water

Quality  Control  Commission  on  technical  aspects  of  the  plan  and  from

his  staf f  and  advisory  committees  on  other  policy  aspects  of  each

208   plan.

3.   The  Federal  Government  through  its  regional  E.P.A.   Office  decides

upon  f inal  plan  approval  af ter  receiving  the  recommendation  f ron

the  Governor.

This  process  must  be  repeated  on  an  annual  basis  to  stay  in  conformance

with  the  renewal  law.

The  Area-wide  Continuing  Planning  Agency  has  the  responsibility  of

seeing  that  the  process  is  initiated  in  a  timely  fashion  at  the  regional

level.     What  ever  effort  is  required  in  both  drafting  the  revisions  for

consideration  by  the  local  decision  making    bodies,   staying  involved  with  the

review  and  approval  process,   and  to  assure  clear  understanding  of  what  is

being  proposed  is  the  planning  agency's  responsibility.

The  planning  agency  is  not  only  responsible  to  see  that  the  logistics

of  annual  plan  update  are  performed,   but  they  are  also  .responsible  to

coordinate  and  approve,if  appropriate,any  plan  modifications  requested  by

the  management  agencies  in  the  planning  region. Amendments  or  modifications

may  result  from  changing  regional  values  or  new  opportunities.     Plan



modif ication  requests  may  come   from  other  sources  that  would  require  planning

agency  action  but  they  would  first  have  to  be  reviewed  by  the  management

agency  responsible  for  the  specif ic  ge()graphic  area  identif led  in  the  institu-  ~

tional  portion  of  the   208  plan.     The  planning  agency  would  coordinate  between

management  areas  while  each  management  agency  would  be  responsible   for  coord-

ination  and  weighing  of  impacts  within  their  own  management  area.

As  a  guide  to  understanding  how  the  plan  amendment  process  would  work,

a  multi-phased  sequence  of  events  is  outlined  in  the  following  pages  as  a

suggested  framework  for  the  first  year's  plan  recertification  process.     Mod-

ifications  to  the  procedure  are  obviously  possible.     The  system  should  remain

flexible  until  all  of  the  "bugs"   can  be  worked  out.     The  annual  update

process  will  be  more  difficult  in  the  first  few  years,  while  some  pieces  of

the  overall  208  program  are  being  gradually  fit  into  place  as  a  part  of  the

plan.     This   includes  many  plan  elements  that  are  not  now  in  the  implementation

portion  of  the  plan  because  planning  activities  are  still  incomplete   (e.g.,

the  agricultural  or  non-point  urban  pollution  activities).     In  later  years

the  plan  mc>dification  process  will  become  a  bit  more  mechanical.     The  planning

agency  should  always  expect  the  process  to  attract  a  lot.of  attention  because

of  the  issues    of   (i)   setting  priorities   for  funding  among  the  region's  many

agencies,   and   (2)   because  of  plan  amendment     requirements  before  any  new

discharge  permit  can  be  approved  may  focus  attention  on  regional  issues.

Plan  amendment  considerations  may  also  be  driven  by  considerations  from
the  regulatory  agency.     As  the  program  begins  to  evolve  and  mature,   the  need

f

to  tighten  regulatory  requirements  in  response  to  mandatory  implementation

aspects  of  the  law  could  well  dictate  plan  modifications  to  force  compliance.

The  ultimate  point  of  the  plan  modification  process  is:

208  plan  update  is  an  annual  process  that  is  the  responsibility  of  the

planning  agency.     Whether  the  specific  need  for  plan  modification  comes
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from  a  management  agency,   the  regulatory  agency,   the  plan  itself ,

changes  in  federal  law,   legal  action,   citizens  groups,   etc.,   the  planning

agency  will  be  required  to  deal  with  these  issues  in  a  rational  and

timely  fashion  and  see  that  the  recertif ication  process  is  ultimately

consummated.

To  guide  the  first  year's  plan  review  and  updating  process,   the  following

sequence  of  events  is  suggested:

1.     At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  end  of  the  6th  month  of  the

current  plan  year,   the  planning  agency  should  notify  in  writing  all

management  and  regulatory  agencies  that  the  plan  review  and  recertif i-

cation  process  has  begun.     The  notification  letter   (a  sample  letter

is  illustrated  on  the  following  page)   should  raise  any  issues  or

plan  modif ication  needs  that  the  planning  agency  is  aware  of  and  ask

each  agency,   as  appropriate,   to  consider  such  issues  along  with  any

issues  they  choose  to  raise  from  their  own  point  of  view.     Precisely

what  is  open  to  modification  should  be  identified   (e.g. ,   service  area

boundaries  discharge  permits,   funding  priorities,   implementation

techniques,   land  use  plan,  technical  aspects,   regulatory  concerns,

eta.) .     The  plan  will  be  documented  in  report  form,   all  of  which  is

subject  to  .reevaluation  on  key  issues  and  updates  made  possible

because  of  new  data  availability  or  changes  in  the  law  should  be

finished  by  the  planning  agency  and  the  management  agencies.

The  planning  agency  should  include  in  its  notification,  particu-

larly  to  the  management  agencies,   a  summary  report  of  the  status  of

the  current  year's  facility  priority  and  grant  funding  requests  to

the  State/E.P.A.   as  an  indication  of  how  the  year's  funding  requests

have  progressed  and,   therefore,   any  considerations  app.ropriate  that

might  guide  next  year`s  funding  priority  and  grant  request  list.
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EXHIBIT   i

(Planning  Agency   I,etterhead)

NOTIFICATION   OF   BEGINNING   OF
ANNUAL   PLAN   AMENDMENT   PROCESS

Addressed  to:

(i)      All   Management  Agencies
(2)      Regulatory  Agencies
(3)      Other   Concerned  Agencies

and  Groups

Please  be   advised   that   the   Larimer-Weld   208   plan  amendment
and  recertification  process   is  now  underway.

The  enclosed  plan  amendment  calendar  describes  the  key
events  and  time  deadlines  of  the  process.     Your  particular
attention  is  called  to  the  deadline  for  submittal  of  plan  amend-
ment  requests.     This  year  that  deadline   is 1979

We  will  be   in   further  personal  contact  with  all  management

:::tr::::::::¥.agencies  to  assure  full  coordination  of  plan  amend-

Further  notifications  will  be  sent  out  when  the  final  dates
for  advisory  committee   review  and  formal  plan  adoption  public
hearings   are   set.

Please  contact  this  of f ice  if  further  information  is  needed
on   any  aspect  of   the  plan  amendment  process.

Re spect fu 1 ly ,

208   Planning  Agency  Director
Larimer-Weld  Council   of  Governments
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2.   At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  end  of  the  8th  month  of  the

current  plan  year,   the  management  agencies  shall  submit  to  the  planning

agency  their  request-s  for  next  year's  plan  modifications  along  with

their  funding  requests  and  priority  lists  for  all  agencies  within  their

M.A.   boundaries.

Each  M.A.   will  have  the  responsibility  of  seeing  to  it  that  the

operating  agencies  within  their  M.A.   boundaries  are  given  ample  oppor-

tunity  to  develop  requests  for    their  own  faility  planning.     The  M.A.

will  then  have  the  task  of  coordinating  the  operating  agency  requests

within  their  boundaries  along  with  the  needs  of  the  M.A.   itself ,

reviewing  the  requests  and  explaining  to  the  operating  agencies  the

recommendations  they  will  make  to  the  planning  agency.     A  composite

package  that  represents  all  of  the  concerns  of  the  M.A.,   funding

priorities  and  recommendations  for  plan  modifications  should  be

submitted  to  the  planning  agency  for  review  and  consideration.

3.   At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  end  of  the  8th  month  of  the

current  plan  year,   the  regulatory  agency  shall  submit  to  the  planning,

agency  its  requests  for  plan  modifications  for  the  coming  year.

Their  requests  should  be  based  upon  the  regulatory  experiences  of

the  past  year  and  their  perception  of  the  regulatory  and  general

program  needs   for  the  upcoming  year.

4.   At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  loth  month`of  the  current  plan

year,   the  planning  agency  shall  complete  its  staff  and  advisory  com-
mittee  review  of  all  plan  amendment  requests  including  grant  and

priority  listings  and,  make  written  recommendations,   in  suitable
form  to  meet  plan  amendment  requirements,   to  the  planning  agencies',

governing  boards.     Prior  to  this  submittal,   joint  meetings  with  the

management  agencies   should  be  held  to  achieve  understanding,if  not

consensus .
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5.   At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  llth  month  of  the  current  plan

year,   the  planning  agency  governing  board  shall  hold  a  public  hearing

to  consider  all  plan  amendment  requests  and  considerations.

6.   At  a  point  in  time  not  later  than  the  end  of  the   12th  mont.h  of  the

current  plan  year,   the  planning  agency  governing  board  shall  adopt

and  recertify  a  208  plan  for  the  next  year  and  submit  it  to  the  State

for  review  and  adoption.
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APPENDIX   C

COUNTY   RESPONSIBILITIES   AS   MANAGEMENT   AGENCIES



2.0       PROPOSED    208    MANAGEMENT   ASSIGNMENTS
FOR   LARIMER   AND   WELD   COUNTIES

The  proposed  Larimer-Weld  208   Institutional  Plan   states
that  general  purpose  local  governments   (cities,   towns  and
counties)   are  the  best  agencies   for  designation  as  208  manage-
ment  agencies.     If  this  concept   is  endorsed,   the  county  would
be  designat.ed   as   the   of f icial   208   Management  Agency   for  most
of  the  unincorporated  areas.     Because  counties  are  not  normally
involved  with  utility  management,   this  has  raised  questions  of
precisely  what  functions  and  responsibilities  would  be  expected
of  the  counties.

The  overall   job  of   208  management throughout the  two  counties
Y:::|i::::Y!  ::::sc:::e:i:::st::tET:  :::nE:og::::::::t:;u|3|:e
designated   for  208  Management  Agency   (M.A.)   responsibilities   for
not  only  their  city  limits  area,  but  if  they  choose,   also  for  the
unincorporated  area  that  they  believe  is  within  the  limits  of
their  urban  service  area.

The  counties  would  be  designated   for   208  Management  Agency
(M.A.)   responsibilities  for  all  areas  outside  the  urban  service
area  boundaries  of  the  qualified  towns  and  cities,  plus  the  full
service  area  of  unqualified  towns  and  cities.

Thus,   the .counties  would  have   three  basic   areas  of   208  manage-
ment  responsibility:

i.     All  unincorporated  areas  of  the  county  that  are
outside  the  urban  service  area  boundaries  of
qualified  cities.

2.     Inside  the  city  limits  of  all  unqualified  towns  and
cities.     Intergovernmental  contracts  would  be
developed  tc)  clef ine  the   responsibility  mix  between
the  parties.

3.     The  county  would  enter  into   intergovernmental  con-
tracts  with  each  qualif led  city  or  town  to  share

A  qualified  community   is  one  that  has   sufficient  planning,
regulatory  controls  and  staf f  to  carry  out  efforts  that  will
permit  them  to  manage  point  and  non-point  sources  of  pollution
and  wishes   to  be  their  own  management   agency.
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I
responsibilities  within  the  urban  service  area
boundaries,   but  outside  of  city  limits.

By   state   stature,   counties  may  b(`come  operational   agencies
via  the  creation  of  a  countywide   sanit.ation  district.     However,
it   is   strongly   recommended  that   the  counties   of  Larimer  and  Weld
not  become   involved   in   the   "urban   servj.ce"   b`.isiness   unle.c3s   it.
is  necessary  to  correct  an  existing  problem.     The   counties   should
resort  to  providing  such  service  only  as  a  last  resort  and  then
only  as   an  interim  administrative  step.     The  actual  operation  should
be   assumed  by   some  other  agency   as   soon  as   possible.

2.1      COUNTY   RESPONSIBILITY   IN   UNINCORPORAT`F,D   AP`EAS

The  county  would  possess  the  full  legal  standing  as  the
management  agency  for  all  dischargers  and  operatina  agencies  in
unincorporated  areas,  whether  they  may  be   (I)   special  districts,
(2)   private  parties,   or   (3)   unincorporated  communities.     The
councy  could  pass  to  these  parties  as  much  of  the  M.A.   responsi-
bility  as  the  county  judges  they  can  legally,   financially,  techni-
cally  and  administratively  handle  in  carrying  out  the  208  plan.
This  pass-through  of  M.A.   tasks  would  come  in  the  form  of  inter-
governmental  contracts  when  public  agencies  are  involved,   and  as
standard  contracts  where  private  parties  are  dischargers.     The
M.A.  would  retain  the  responsibility  and,   therefore,  need  to  exer-
cise  control  powers.

The  function  of  an  Operational  Agency  would,   in  most  cases,
be  directly  assigned  to  the  discharger.     In  other  words,   the  dis-
charger  would  run  its  own  treatment  facility  as  long  as  it  stayed
in  conformance  with  the  law  and  the  208  plan.     The  discharger  would
be  subject,   however,   to  M.A.   overview  and  support  to  assume  con-
formance  with  the  law  and  to  assure  conformance  with  the  contractual
arrangement  between  the  two  parties.     Management  overview  and
support  would  include  providing:

.   Assistance   in  seeking  grants  where  the  M.A.   deemed
the  request  in  keeping  with  the  county  plan  and  the
208  program  intent;

.   Stability  of  land  use  and  land  use  controls  in
compliance  with  the  adopted  land  use  plan  which
will  be  part  of  the  208  plan;

.   Implementation  of  land  use  management  through
regulations  affecting  grading,  drainage,   septic
tanks,   solid  waste,   erosion,   subdivison,   and
building  construction  to  control  or  eliminate
non-point  pollution;

.   Technical  advice  for  legal,   financial,   engineering
or  planning  as  available  and  as  requested;   and

.   Coordination  of  plans  between  dif ferent  operational
agencies  or  other  management  agency  area  plans   (e.g. ,
a  district  and  the  service  area  of  a  qualif led  city) .
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2.2       COUNTY    RESPONSIBILITIES    INSIDE   THE   LIMITS   OF   UNQUALIFIED
MUNICIPALITIES

For  all  dischargers  and  operating  agencies  within  this
category,   the   county  would  be  assigned  M.A.   responsibility.
Cities,   towns  or  special  districts  operating  treatment  facili-
ties  within  this   category  would  be   subject  to  M.A.   direction
just  as  that  provided  by  the  county  in  unincorporated  areas
(see   2.1   above)  .

Unqualif led  cities  alid  towns  are  eligible  to  become  re-
designated  as  qualified  cormunities   (and  therefore  to  be  desig-
nated  asi  their  own  M.A.)   by  demonstrating  their  ability  to  perform
the   functions  required  in  the  208  plan  for  point  and  non-point
source  regulation  within  their  area  of  responsibility.     This  re-
designation  process  can  occur  by  the  community  seeking  approval
from  the  county  and  upon   f inal   approval   (and  208   plan   amendment)
from   the   Larimer-Weld   208   Planning  Agency    (COG)  .

Unless   communities   in  this  category  receive  their  own  M.A.
designation,   they  will  be  subject  to  M.A.   control  by  the  county.
This  will  be  carried  out  by  execution  of  an  intergovernmental
contract  between  the  community  and/or  a  special  district  serving
the   community,   and  the   county   as   the  M.A.     This   contract  can  pass
through,   to  the  Operating  Agency  and/or  the  community  being   served,
as  much  of   the  M.A.   responsibility  as   is  deemed  appropriate  in
carrying  out  the   208  plan.     Operating  Agency  functions  will  be
directly  assigned  to  the  community's  facility  operator  in  most
cases.     However,   non-point  source  control  will  have  to  remain
with  the  county  as  the  non-general  purpose  governments  cannot
execute  control  over  these  sources.

The   level  of  county   support  can  vary.     For  those.communities
without  treatment  facilities,   the  county  could  provide  staff
guidance  and   support   in  a  number  of  ways   such  as:     the   steps
to  achieve  a  central  treatment  facility;   how  to  select  and  over-
see  the  work  of  a  consultant;   where  to  locate   funding  support;
and  the  nature  and  amount  of  comprehensive  planning  the  community
should  execute  before  treatment  facility  planning  should  occur.
The  county  might  provide  over-the~shoulder  direction,   or  if  funds
were  obtainable  through  a  state  or  f ederal  program  or  the  community
itself ,   the  county  staff  might  actually  execute  some  of  the  work.
The  determination  of  what  is  appropriate  in  the  way  of  treatment
facilities  would  have  to  ref lect  the  larger  questions  of  the  208
plan;   for  example,   should  a  new  discharger  be  create.d  in  the  area,
or  should  the  growth  be  channelled  elsewhere  or  tied  into  another
system?     The  county  would  act   as   advisor  to  the  Areawide  Planning
Agency   (COG)   as   to  the   appropriate  direction  on   such  questions
as   amending   the   208   plan.     No  new  system  could  be   created  without
it  being   in   compliance  with  the   208   plan.

For  those  communities  with  treatment  facilities,   the  county
could  make  available  the   same  advisory  services.     But,   in  addition,
if  the  community  isinviolation  of  its  discharge  permit,   or
expects  to  be  in  the  future,   the  county  could  provide  further
guidance  on  the  proper  steps  to  correct  the  situation.
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Each  county  may  wish  to  avoid  developing  advisory  capa-
bilities  on  their  own  staf f  and  choose  to  fund  such  technical
support   at  the  COG  which  then  may   serve  both  counties.     This
should  reduce  the  total  committment  ot   the  two  counties.     It
is  a  function  that  is  desirable  to  prc)vide  either  at   the  county
or  Cor]  level   if  the  ability  of  unqualif led  communities  to  achieve
the  goals  of  the  clean  water  act  are  to  be  assured.

2.3      COUNTY   RESPONSIBILITIES    INSIDE   THE   SERVICE   AREA   BOUNDARIES
OF   QUALIFIED   MUNICIPALITIES

Manag,ement  agency  responsibility  in  these  areas  would  be
assigned  to  the  qualified  community.     However,   because  land  use
and  land  management-related  powers   in  the  pc)rtion  of  the  service
area  outside  the  city  boundaries  are  not  possessed  by  the  city,
but  rather  by  the  county,   a  working  relationship  between  the  two
governments  must  be  developed.

The  plan  would  require   the  city  and  county  to  agree  upon
land  use,   public  facility  requirements,   capital  facility  develop-
ment  phasing  and  other  areas  of  urban  service  delivery  concerns.
Community  development   in  these  areas  must   occur   in  a  planned,
sequential  f ashion  in  order  that  point  source  and  non-point
source  pollutants  generated  in  the  area  coulcl  be  ef ficiently
managed.     The   achievement  of   the  goals  of   the   208   plan  and
the  federal  law,   as  well  as  the  financial  integrity  of  the  local
systems,   are  dependent  on  this.     Intergovernmental   agreements
would  be  developed  to  document  and  define. this  city/county
relationship.

'I'he  specif ic  responsibilities  in  this  area  of  joint  govern-
ment  concern  begin  with  the  city.     It  would  be  the  city's  task
to  define  the  service  area  and  the  basis  for  its  delineation;
develop  the  land  use  plan  for  the  area;   design  the  wastewater
system  to  serve  the   land  use  and  associated  population;   develop

E:::i::  f::  S:=:i:gyt:=da:::a±::dp:=S:::s:2CaE,±`:::  3::::v:::nt
programs  must  be  developed  with  the  concurrence  and  support  of
the  county.  .   However,   the  county,   unless   requested  to  and  willing,
would  not  have  to  participate  in  developing  the  plans;   they
could  remain   in  a  review  and  critique  posture.

If  the  district(s)   is  also  serving  in  the  urban  service
area,   the  county  would  have  a  role  as  coordinator  between  the
city  and  district  to  see  a  joint  resolution  of  areas  of  conflict

It   is  recognized  that  the  defining  of  an  urban   service  area
is  not  totally  based  on   sewer  service.     Many  other   factors
must  be  considered,   including  the  wishes  of  the  public.     It
is  not  proposed  that  the   service  area  be  clef ined  for  or  on
the  basis  of  sewer  service  alone.
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occurs..   The  county   is  the  one  with   the   regulatory  powers
governing  the  unincorporated  areas;   therefore,   both  the  city
and  district  must  rely  on  the  county.     This  provides   leverage
for  reasonable  resolution  of  conflict.     The  county  must  then
support  the  operating  agencies  with   its  regulatory  decisions.

•If  a  city  has  opted  to  have  an  area  beyond  its  city  limits

included  as  part  of   its  service  area,   it   is  assuming  certain
responsibilities.     It  should  not  ask  for  review  and  county
support  over  development   in  that  unincorporated  area  without
being  willing  to  develop  land  use  plans,   service  plans  and
phasing  plans   for  servicing  the  area.     If   it  fails  to  make  the
necessary  studies  and  ef forts  in  this  direction  in  a  reasonable
period  of   time   (to  be   specified) ,   the  county  as  the  M.A.   should
indicate  that  the  city's  service  area  is  to  coincide  with  t.he
city  limits   for  the  208  plan  purposes.

2.4      GENERAL   COUNTY   RESPONSIBILITIES

In  addition  to  the  detailed  tasks   in  each  of  the  geographical
areas,   the  county  would  have  general   tasks   relating  to   208  and
their  normal   functions.

i.     The   county  as   the  M.A.   would   represent   the  collec-
tive   interests  of  the  area  wit..h  the  Areawide  Plan-
ming  Agency   in  such  matters   as   funding,   priority
setting,   208   plan   amendments   and  any   issues
resulting  from  state  or  federal  wastewater
related  actions  that  affect  their  constituents.

2.     Once   the   208  plan   is   adopted,   the  counties  will
have  an  obligation  to  the  existing  permittees
to  support  the  implementation  of  the  areawide
wastewater  plan  with  land  use  decisions  and
decisions  on  the  creation  of  any  new  discharge   '
permits.     Achievement  of  the   208  goals  with  the
minimum  cost   to  area  users  will   be  depend'ent  on
being  able  to  forecast  revenues  and  to  know
that  any  growth  that  does  take  place  will `help
to  amortize  the   investment   in  treatment  systems.
Creation  of  new  systems  where  there   is   already
excess  capacity  can  only  have  a  detrimental
affect  on  local  communities'   abilities  to  meet
their   financial   commitments.     The   county,   under
the  sta.te's  Special  District  Control  Act   31-i-
201,   is  the  only  entity  which  can  prevent  this
by  discouraging  the  creation  of  new  districts
or   incorporations  c)f  new  cities  unless  there  is
a  clear  need  that  cannot  be  met  by  the  existing
systems .

3.     Once   the   208   plan   is   agreed  to,   the  counties   should
reevaluate  the  existing   land  use  plans  and  zoning
in   the   county.     While  wastewater   t.reatment   is  only
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one  service,   it   is  critical  to.the  growt.h  of  the
area.      If   the   208   plan   and  the   county   zoning   and
land  use  plans  are  not  in  accord,   one  or  the  other
should  be  amended  to  bring  them  into  agreement.
They  must  be  mutually   support.ive.
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3.0       STAFFING   AND   BUDGET   REQUIREMENTS

Staf fing  levels  to  carry  out  the  functions  required  of
the  county  under  this  program  are  dif f icult  to  predict  until
three   factors  become  more  clear.     One   is  how  much  help  can  be
expected  from  the  Planning  Agency   (COG)   in  setting  up  the   initial
set  of   intergovernmental  contracts?     Secondly,   how  many  of  the
small  towns  and  cities  will   initially  seek  their  own  M.A.   status
and  therefore  change  the  counties'   degree  of  involvement?     Lastly,
what  technical  servic.`es  or  advice  is  the  county  presently  provid-
ing  for  smaller  communities  and  do  the  counties  prefer  to  have     /
the  county  or  the  COG  provide  local  assistance   in  the   future?

The  best  estimate,   at  this  date,   of  staff  requirements  to
carry  out  this  task  if  the  counties  choose  not  to  pass  the
responsibility  for  technical  advice  to  the  COG,  would  be  that
each  county  have  the  following  additional  staf f  made  available
for  at  least  a  two-year  period  to  get  the  progi.am  fully  opera-
tional :

i  -  Experienced  Utility  Program  Manager  --  full  time
1  -  City  and  Regional  Planner                         --  half  time
i  -  Secretary/Technician                                   --  half  time

If  the  COG  becomes  responsible  for  the  technical  advice,
the  ut.ility  program  manager  position  at  the  county  may  not  be
necessary.     This  basic  responsibility  could  be  assigned  to  each
county's  planning  department,  with  staff  reporting  to  the  director
of  the  planning  department.     It  is  also  assumed  that  the  half-
time  requirements   for  two  of  the   staf f  people  coul`d  be  achieved
by  integrating  this  program  into  work  activities  now  going  on
within  each  planning  department  or  with  new  activities  as  they
develop.     Expenditures  for  staf f  may  be  used  as  the  matching  share
for  federal   funds.     This  would  leverage  the  local   funds.

Staffing  requirements  after  the  initial  two-year  period,
when  all  the  intergovernmental  agreements  are  being  initially
developed,   tested  and  modified,   could  possibly  be   reduced.     How-
ever,   there   remain    so  many  unknowns  about  certain  aspects  of
the  program,   particularly  urban  runoff  and  non-point  source
activities,   that   staff  reduction  decisions  cannot  be  made  before
the  program  begins.

The  concept  of  fulfilling  this  total   staff  requirement  by
use  c)f  consultants  was   considered.     This   approach   is  not   recom.-
mended  at  this  stage  because  of  the  nature  of  the  task;   the  need
for  coordinated  action,   versus  the   independerit  approach  of  each
community  doing  their  own   approach.     Liason  with  other  levels  of



government  and  their  agencies  will  also  be  critical,   requiring
direct  local  government  involvement.

Pug_get

New  funding   requirements  on  an  annual  bas.is  to   f inance
staffing  of  each  county's  programs  would  appear  to  be:

Utility  Program  Manager
Planner   (half-time)
Secretary/Technician
Fringe  benef its  and

miscellaneous  expenses

ANNUAL   TOTAL
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$39M/Year



4.0       SOURCES   0F   FUNDING

Sources  of  f unds  to  f inance  this  program  by  each  county
could  come   from  many  places.     The  best  opportunities  would   seem
to  be   from  one  or  a  combination  of  the  following:

i.     Direct  grants  to  the  M.A.   by  the  EPA  or  state
from   208   program   funds;

2.     EPA  or  state  funds  granted  to  the  Planning
Agency   (COG)    for   208   planning,   in   part,   passed
through  to  the  M.A. ;

3.     County   general   funds;

4.     County-created  sewer  district  with  special  ad
valorem  levy  on  all  properties  within  each  5tb-
district  service  area;

5.     Surcharge  on  user  fee  structure  of  sewer  systems
within  county  M.A.   responsibility  to  be  passed
through  to  the  county   (provided  for  in  intergovern-
mental  contracts  between  agency  and  county) ;   and

6.     Fees   from  private  dischargers.

Each  county  would  reach   its  own  decision  on  program  funding
of   its  M.A.      The   Areawide  Planning  Agency   (COG)   could  provide
technical  assistance  as  appropriate  and  desired  by  the  counties.
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